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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is an exercise in the sociology of 
literature. Rather than treating literature as a product 
it considers it as a medium of communication. The attempt 
to investigate literature an a medium of communication 
begins by identifying three broad categories of communicative 
function: directive, maintenance and restorative. The 
investigation of science fiction begins with a history of 
the publishing category established in the 1920s under that 
name, paying particular attention to editorial manifestos. 
There follows a consideration of reader expectations based 
on a study of letters to various magazines, attempts to define 
science fiction, and statements made by apologists for the 
genre. There follows then an analysis of themes and trends in 
science fiction, paying particular attention to machines, alien 
beings, images of future society and superhumane. The various 
trends are then discussed in the context of the various commun- 
icative functions in order to expose the directive potential of 
the genre, the kind of world-view which it tends to maintain in 
its readers, and the particular pressures relevant to its 
characteristic patterns of restorative fantasy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This in an exercise in the sociology of literature. It 
in an attempt to identify and analyse the connections between 
a literary species and its social context. It proceeds 
through four stages. It asks first what kind of connections 
we might reasonably look for and how we might find and interpret 
them. Secondly, it presents a commentary on the history of the 
species. Thirdly, it presents an analysis of the way that certain 
key notions have changed in their common treatment during that 
history. Finally, it presents an account of the connections 
which can be established, at least tentatively, between the species 
and its context. 
Sociologists of literature have previously been most 
interested in fictions which they have assumed to be mimetic, or 
in some way reflective of social reality. They have tended to 
study works which seem to be "about" the real world, and they have 
directed their efforts toward examining the author's presumed 
attempt to "describe" and "interpret" his social environment, 
assuming that we may obtain access by this means to the author's 
consciousness of his social environment. It is certainly true 
that some authors have consciously adopted as their task the 
description and interpretation of their own social world, but it 
is equally certainly not universally true. Literary works which 
lie outside the range of this assumption tend to be more difficult 
to deal with, requiring extra hypotheses about what the author is 
doing and why he is doing it. 
Very little literature actually reflects the social world 
passively and straightforwardly. All literature is selective in 
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the elements of the social world which it reproduces and to which 
it lends most emphasis. Even when literature can be said to hold 
up a mirror to the contemporary world it is a distorting mirror, 
and one that may distort in a number of different ways. This 
poses problems for the sociologist who wishes to use literature 
an a source of data regarding the social environments of the past 
and present, but it also provides the questions which first engage 
the attention of the sociologist who wants to explain how literature 
comes to be the kind of thing it is and how it comes to take the 
k. indiof forms it does. In the second kind of inquiry the distortions 
are more interesting than the straightforward reflections and it is 
this kind of inquiry which is pursued herein. It is for thin reason 
that I have selected an a literary species for examination the 
publishing category known as "science fiction'': a kind of fiction 
which is by definition not mimetic. This in not to say that we might 
not discover in science fiction something of the various authors' 
consciousness of their social reality, but merely to say that this in 
not all we can or should be interested in. 
In representing this work as an exercise in the sociology of 
literature I do not wish to imply any value-judgement as to the 
"literary merit" of the works to be studies. Leo Strauss has asked: 
"Would we not laugh out of court a man who claimed to have written a 
sociology of art but who had actually written a sociology of trash? "' 
I do not think that it is a necessary part of the sociologist's task 
to make distinctions of this kind. My purpose is to attempt to 
understand why this particular literary species exists and why it has 
the characteristic preoccupations that it does, not to praise it as 
"art" or vilify it as "trash". In my view, the purpose of the 
sociologist of literature in to explain why people write and read the 
things they do, not to prescribe what they ought to write or what 
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they ought to read. There seems to be no logical basis for the 
claim that the one entails the other. 
Science fiction offers useful research material for an 
analytical exercise of this kind for several reasons. Firstly, 
it is a genre which in relatively easily identifiable. There 
is a considerable number of writers who specialise in its 
production, and a considerable number of readers who epecialice 
(to a high degree) in its consumption. Science fiction, an a 
publishers' category is clearly labelled, and its writers are 
usually aware that they are writing material which in to be no 
labelled. Secondly, it in a genre of fairly recent provenance. 
The label itself has been in existence for little more than 
fifty Years, and with a few exceptions the fiction which shares 
the preoccupations of labelled science fiction (and which is 
sometimes "co-opted" by the genre) has all been written within 
the last century. During the Sfty-year period of its existence 
as a labelled genre science fiction has undergone considerable 
change, in terms of the media which contain it, in terms of its 
economic fortunes, and in terms of the stereotypes and conventions 
manifest in the stories. These changes present something of a 
challenge to the sociologist who wants to ask questions about the 
reasons why some genres thrive at certain times and the relation- 
ships between social change and changes in the content of literature. 
In addition to these general features there are certain aspects 
of the genre's particular pretensions which are sociologically 
interesting. There are numerous "definitions" of science fiction 
and "manifestos" for the genre which represent science fiction as a 
hypothetical fiction bound by the limits of presumed possibility. 
Science fiction specifically renounces the claim that it shows 
society as it is, but makes the interesting claim that ii shows 
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society an it might be, or as it might become. Because of thin 
special claim we may be able to discover in science fiction an 
awareness not of social reality but of expectations of social 
change, and the hopes or fears which are corollary to those 
expectations. This might not only illdminate some of the 
connections between the content of science fiction and its social 
context but may also provide data which are interesting in 
themselves. 
fffýfffffffffffýfff" 
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Chapter Ono. APPROACHES TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF LITUATURC 
1. Literature an ii product 
"It in the task of the sociologist of literature to 
relate the experience of the writer's imaginary charactorn 
and situations to the historical climate from which they 
derive. He has to transform the privatecquation of themes 
and stylistic means into social equations. "' 
- Leo Lowenthal 
This statement of Lowenthal's may stand as representative 
for a whom school of critical and sociological thought which 
examines literature primarily as a product. This is not to 
say that the tradition forgets or ignores that books are read 
as well as written, but simply that it puts the emphasis very 
much on the author as creator and the literary work as the 
product of a creative process. The questions asked in this 
tradition tend to be about the nature of the- cjreative process, 
and when they are asked by sociologists rather than by literary 
critics they tend to be about the sodal factors influencing 
(and perhaps determining) the creative process. For the 
sociologist of literature who approaches his task from this 
direction the problem of connecting the literary work with its 
social context presents itself in the kind of terms Lowenthal 
uses. The questions which he meets on this particular road are: 
"Why has the author chosen this particular subject material? " 
and "Why has he chosen this particular technique of presentation? " 
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Thin approach, with its corollary emphasis, is readily 
understandable when it is associated with writers on literature 
who are themselves writers of literature. Hany of the names 
prominent in this tradition of thought as literary critics are 
themselves writers or aspiring writers. Their primary interest, 
necessarily, is the creative process. The approach is not so 
common among critics who are not writers, and who therefore are 
more interested in what works have to any to them an readers. 
These critics tend to be associated with the alternative tradition, 
which approaches literature primarily as a medium of communication. 
Psychologists of literature have, like writers, tended to be 
most interested in literature as a creative process, and literary 
works as products. Freud discussed literature under the heading 
of "The Paths to S mpton Formation"2 and represented literary 
production as an expression of neurotic tendencies. He and his 
disciples produced a number of "case studies" of famous artists 
and writers, psychoanalysing the men through their works and 
discovering the well-springs of creative inspiration in the 
repressed desires inhabiting the unconscious mind. Given the 
importance accorded by psychoanalysts to fantasies and fantasizing 
this emphasis is not surprising. 
What is surprising is that no many sociologists of literature 
should have adopted this approach and its emphasis, preferring to 
study literature much more as a product than as a medium of 
coc unication. It is surprising not because the questions associated 
with this tradition are of no sociological interest but because they 
are not the only ones which might interest sociologists and perhaps 
not the ones which they night find most interesting. The 
psychologist and the literateur have a special interest in the 
creative process, but the sociologist who similarly restricts his 
attention may be a little narrow-minded, for who else but the 
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sociologist in likely to investigate quontionn about the social 
functions of literature an a medium of communication? At present 
we seem to be in the odd situation that the people who have been 
most interested in literature as a medium of communication have 
been a group of literary critics, while cociologiota of literature 
have usually confined themaelvo8 to the more limited mode of 
thoughts. The reasons for thin are largely historical. 
"00000" 
Hadame do 3mal described the task which she undertook in 
her book Do in litterature (1880) an the examination of "the 
influence upon literature of religion, cuatom and law". Much of 
what she actually wrote did not, in fact, have much to do with 
this prospectus, being concerned with drawing naive but picturesque 
metaphors connecting the literature of various nations with the 
prevalent climate, but she was definite in seeing literature 
prizarily as a expressive phenomenon. Like a number of her 
contemporaries, including von Herder and Hegel, the main connection 
she drew between literature and its social context was between 
individual works and a general "spirit of the nation" (volksgeist) 
or "spirit of the age" (zeitgeist). 
Hegel3 spoke of each "age" preserving its own prevailing mental 
attitude and characteristic world-view, and he saw literature as 
being an expression and an embodiment of this attitude and world- 
view. Though he did not indulge in the metaphorical elaborations of 
Madame de Stael he saw literature in much the same way. 
In this view of literature the individual artist tends to 
become a vehicle whose work is the articulation of something that 
belongs to society in general - indeed, something which is a 
property of society in general. The writer may represent the spirit 
of his age well or badly, but this is all the latitude he has because 
that is all that there is for him to do. This is a rather presumptuous 
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attitude to literature, but because it in co very vague and 
elastic it in hazfy open to falsification. It explains nothing 
because it really asserts nothing, but what it does do is to 
point out a perspective -a direction of approach - and in this 
way it has been influential in determining the methods of several 
modern sociologists of literature. A direct line of transmission 
extends from Hegel through Georg Lukncs to Lucien Goldmann, perhaps 
the most prestigious of twentieth century sociologists of literature. 
Marxist sociologists have in general tended to adopt the Hegelian 
mode of approach, though they have modified his concept of 
zeitgeist, replacing it with collective consciousness based on social 
class. 
The most sophisticated version of this mode of approach in 
Goldmann'c and its key concept is the notion of a "world vision". 
The term itself is borrowed from Lukace, but Goldmann makes a much 
more determined effort to clarify the concept and to state exactly 
how it can be used. He claims that: 
" 
"The history of philosophy and literature can become scientific 
only when an objective and verifiable instrument has been created 
which will enable us to distinguish the essential from the accidental 
elements in a work of art; the validity of thin method will be 
measured by the fact that it will never proclaim as accidental works 
which are aesthetically satisfying. In my view, such an instrument 
is to be found in the concept of the world vision .... 
"What is a world vision? It is not an immediate, empirical 
fact, but a conceptual working hypothesis indispensable to an 
understanding of the way in which individuals actually express their 
ideas. Even on an empirical plane, its importance and reality can be 
seen as soon as we go beyond the ideas of work of a single writer, 
and begin to study them as part of a whole .... 
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"WWhat I have called a 'world vision' in a convenient 
term for the whole complex of ideas, aspirations and feelings 
which links together the members of a social group (a group 
which, in most caeca, aaaumca the existence of a social clans) 
and which opposes them to other social Groups .... 
"In a few canon - and it in these which interest us - there 
are exceptional individualn who either actually achieve or who 
come very close to achieving a completely integrated and coherent 
view of what they and the social class to which they belong are 
trying to do. "4 
At a later stage in his career Goldmann became more definite about 
the nature of the homology between society and literary works, co- 
optic the vocabulary of structurelica: 
"The collective character of a literary creation derives 
from the fact that the structures of the world and the work are 
homologous with mental structures of certain social groups or is in 
intelligible relation with them, whereas on the level of content, 
that is to say, of the creation of the imaginary worlds governed 
by these structures the writer has total freedom. "5 
In this view literary works "crystallise" the social relation- 
ships which exist in the world, their basic structures modelling the 
essential features of those relationships. 
One of the most striking features of G oldmann's procedure is 
the extent to which it narrows down the field of interest - it 
rejects a great deal of work as being of no sociological interest. 
In The Hidden God Goldaann is concerned with sorting out the 
"essential" from the "accidental", implying that a considerable 
number of whole works, and certain features of all works, belong to 
the lat`. cr category. In Towards a Sociolory of the Novel all of the 
"content" of all works has become uninteresting, and all that remains 
for the sociologist to work with is a single basic structure common 
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to a handful of works. Goldmanna ostensible justification for 
choosing these particular works in simply that they are the ones 
which contain the structure which he interprets an the one 
appropriate to modern society (the atomised society of "crisis 
capitalism"). He does not, therefore, study literature in the 
hope of discovering anything (though he does claim extra 
justification for The Hidden God on the grounds that ho did 
discover something) but simply to confirm that what he expects 
to find there can be identified. The fact that he can only 
identify it in a very small number of literary works does not 
worry him - he has already declared that the author who managen 
to articulate correctly the world vision of hin group in an 
"exceptional individual". 
Another curious feature of Goldm&nn'a commento in The Hidden 
God is his claim that further justification for his modus 
operandi will be provided by the fact that his method will never 
identify an accidental works which are aesthetically satisfying. 
Here he seems to be on very dangerous ground, in that he must 
exclude so much in order to fulfil his prospectus. One presumes 
that this argument must become circular in order to a)pe with any 
claim that any critic might make regarding the aesthetic merits 
of works outside Goldmann's chosen range (or, of course, the 
aesthetic demerits of works within it). 
This approach is basically unproductive. It co=its the 
sociologist to rejecting as uninteresting the great majority of 
literary works - all those, in facts which do not conform to a 
rather narrow-ciinded set of preconceptions about what literary 
works ought to be. It hardly neech pointing out that few, if any, 
writers would accept Goldmann's analysis of what they are doing... 
Neither Lukacs nor Goldaann had any real interest in 
attempting to come to terms with the profuse products of twentieth 
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century literature, for both regarded it an necessarily degenerate. 
Lukaca believed that it had become impossible for anyone to write 
"great literature" in his own time because of the Absence or a 
coherent socialist consciousness which might restore "totality" to 
the modern vision of the world. He wan optimistic that auch 
totality would be recovered in time, but Goldmann woo lean 
convinced of its imminence. The Marxist theorists are virtually 
unanimous in considering that twentieth century literature had 
lost both its power and its purpose in "becoming a commodity". 
For this reason they have been quite uninterested in trying to map 
the connections between modern life and modern literature except 
insofar as the literature illuminates the desolation and the 
hopelessness of life in capitalist society. It in hardly to be 
expected, therefore, that the }Marxist sociology of literature will 
-offer useful tools for the sociologist who does want to map these 
connections. 
"00.00. 
It is not only the intellectual descendants of HeCel and Marx 
who have tended to emphasize literature an a product and to 
concentrate their attention upon the social forces and influences 
presiding over literary creation. Hippolyte Taineq a follower of 
Comte and the "positive philosophy'', was dogmatic in his insistence 
that this is the approach befitting the scientific study of 
literature. His History of Enrlish Literature (1863) is devoted 
to an examination of social factors as causes of literary production. 
Again we find the writer reduced almost to the status of an automaton, 
merely serving as a focussing device for the spirit of his nation and 
the spirit of his age. Again we find the corollary reliance on the 
notion of the great artist as the individual who manages to achieve 
perfect articulation, so that other writers may be dismissed as 
uninteresting because they are making the wrong connections, or 
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caking the right onaa incos: potently. 
Tama, however, door go further than thio into a concidcration 
of "literary taste", and speaks of audience reaction an an important 
force in the generation and evolution of literary kinds. He speaks 
of literature adapting itself to the tonte of those who can 
appreciate and pay for it. The invokation of the concept of 
adaptation is not surprising in view of the fact that the notion 
bad been brought into vogue in science by Lamarck earlier in the 
century. In one of the subsequent developments of thin line of 
inquiry, Evolution den genres dann 11hintoire do in litterature (1890) 
Ferdinand Brunetiere produced a quasi-Darwinian theory of the 
evolution of literary eg nrea, cooing therein a kind of natural 
selection an those genres which are "fitter" in the sense of meeting 
the demands of an audience survive and thrive while others fail or 
decline. The falseness of the analogy was sternly criticised by 
Levin Schucking, who attempted to provide a less ambitious account 
of changes in literary taste in The Sociology of Literary Taste 
(revised ed. 1931). 
There in not sufficient coherence about thin Serien of 
inquiries to warrant calling it a tradition but this additional mode 
of approach to the problem of explaining the pattern of literary 
production has continued to recur in sociological writing. In modern 
times Robert Escarpit has attempted to come to terms with the way 
that the writer and his audience interact and with accurate 
description of the literary marketplace. His method, however, 
consists largely of gathering statistics concerned with book production, 
and his rain concern is with the book as a commodity rather than as a 
communique. His work remains quite disconnected from the analytical 
sociology of literature as practised by the Marxists, and also from 
any kind of literary criticism. We thus find a rather peculiar 
situation in the sociology of literature in which there are two major 
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directions of approach which are both highly aeloctive in the 
data which they propose to study, and neither of which seems 
to have the intention - or even to provide the possibility - of 
coning to grips with the everyday social funtiona of literature 
in circulation in modern society. 
Whatever the merits those approaches may have it would surely 
be ridiculous to claim that they exhaust the possibilities for the 
sociological study of literature. It ceemo to me, in fact, that 
if the sociology of literature is to be confined by such approached 
as these it is likely to remain essentially sterile. Unless we can 
consider literary works not only as things created and cold but 
also as communications we will surely run the risk of misunderstanding 
their real nature. Works of literature are not only written but 
intended to be read. They are not simply expressive, but also - and 
perhaps mare importantly - communicative. And, while a statistical 
study of book production and the economics of the book marketplace 
may be helpful (or essential) to an understanding of the network of 
literary communication we must surely be prepared at some stage to 
go beyond that to an examination of the communiques themselves. 
0"S*S"* 
2. Literature as a Means of Communication 
If literature is to be regarded an a means of communication 
then we must ask what kind of communication is involved. The 
questions which we are likely to meet as we approach the probleem 
from this direction are: "What special functions are performed by 
literature which differentiate it from other media of communication? " 
and "Are the differences between various kinds of literature 
accountable in terms of different kinds of communicative function, 
or simpler in terms of different communiques? " Because sociologists 
have so far, for the most part, failed to interest themselves in 
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questions like these it in necessary to turn to other sources 
in search of useful nuggentiona an to what to look for. 
The first theory of the social functions of literature 
was advanced by Aristotle, who saw the explanation of its 
existence in terms of a "delight in imitation". He saw the 
function of poetry as primarily didactic, but invoked as a 
further function for drama the notion of cat_ harsic, proposing 
that by evoking within us the emotions of pity and terror drama 
might allow us to be purged of tensions and leave us with "calm 
of mind". The communicative function suggested here in both an 
ý' affective one and an instructive one. Opinionn, however, have 
varied as to whether drama really does permit the release of 
emotional tension or whether it simply creates it. Plato 
contended that trajejy and comedy "nourish and water our emotions 
when we ought to dry them up". This still recognises an 
affective function for literature but evaluates its social 
usefulness rather differently. 
As previously noted it is in the writings of literary critics 
rho are not themselves authors that the notion of literature as 
communication predominates - it is members of the audience 
rather than writers who tend to dwell on the issue of what purpose 
is being served by the dramatic performance or by the act of 
reading, and what purpose ought to be served thereby. It is only 
to be expected that opinicns on these points will vary in that 
there is no logical necessity for the same function to be served 
by every act of reading. 
The modern critic who has developed most extensively the 
notion of literature as a medium of communication is I. A. Richards, 
primarily in his Principles of Literary Criticism (1924). Because 
he is aware that writers themselves have a rather narrower interest 
in the creative process he takes some pains to establish the 
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validity of his approach, and he justifies it an follows: 
"That the artist is not as a rule consciously concerned 
with cocmunication, but with getting the work, the poem or 
play or statue or painting or whatever it is, 'right', 
apparently regardless of its cocmunicative efficacy, is easily 
explained. To cake the work 'embody', accord with, and represent 
the precise experience upon which its value depends in his major 
preoccupation, in difficult cases an overmantering preoccupation, 
and the dissipation of attention which would be involved if he 
considered the communicative side as a separate issue would be 
fatal in cost serious work .... But this conscious neglect of 
communication does not in the least diminish the importance of 
the communicative aspect .... The very process of getting the 
work 'right' has itself .... immense communicative consequences. 
Apart from certain special cases .... it will, when 'right' have 
euch greater communicative power than it would have had if 'wrong' 
Richards declines to consider the question of whether 
effective communication is an "unconscious motive" on the part of 
the writer, but is content to claim as an observation the fact 
that what is for the writer effective expression is for the writer 
and reader effective communication. He moves quickly on to a set 
of proposals regarding the proper function of the arts: 
"The arts are our storehouse of recorded values. They spring 
from and perpetuate hours in the lives of exceptional people, when 
their control and command of experience is at its highest, hours 
when the varying possibilities of existence are most clearly seen 
and the different activities which may arise are most exquisitely 
reconciled, hours when habitual narrowness of interests or 
confused bewilderment are replaced by an intricately wrought 
composure .... without the assistance of the arts we could compare 
very few of our experiences, and without such comparison we could 
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hardly hope to agree an to which are to be preferred. "7 
In this view the great artist in again an exceptional 
individual, but for what in almost the opposite reason to that 
proposed by Goldmann. lie in exceptional becauae of his 
uniqueness, his ability to discover new poaaibilitien, not for 
his ability to become the voice of a social class or the spirit 
of an age. Actually, the presumed roles are not no very 
different, but Richards' exceptional people are discovering and 
creating what Goldm`ann's are reflecting and articulating. 
Richards' goal in to justify the value-judgements which 
literary critics habitually make by claiming that in judging the 
value of works of art they are in some way judging the value of 
human experiences. What his argument actually does is to 
transform the value-judgement regarding the aesthetic merit of a 
work of art into a value-judgement regarding a "way of life" - 
a judgement passed upon society. Instead of regarding the 
difference' between "good art" and "bad art" as a matter of style 
or symmetry he characterises bad art as communication which does 
not simply fail, but also corrupts. In this view, people who are 
able to appreciate great art are, in a perfectly literal sense, 
better people, and people who cannot are degenerate: 
"The basis of morality, as Shelley insisted, is laid not by 
preachers but by poets. Bad taste and crude responses are not 
mere flaws in an otherwise admirable person. They are actually a 
root evil from which other defects follow. No life can be excellent 
in which the elementary responses are disorganised and confused. "8 
For Richards, bad art - including mass-produced literature - 
is not merely art which fails to fulfil its function but which is 
actually dysfunctional. It does have a communicative effect, but 
one which is bad: 
"At present bad literature, bad art, the cinema, etc., are an 
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influence of the firnt importance infixing immature and actually 
inapplicable attitudes to most things .... 
"The losses incurred by these artificial fixations of 
attitudes are evident. Through them the average adult is worse, 
not better, adjusted to the possibilities of hin existence than 
the child. Be is even in the most important things functionally 
unable to face facto: do what he will he is only able to face 
fictions, fictions projected by his own stock responses. "9 
Richards is, of course, primarily intereatod in justifying 
his value-judgemental but in order to do this he has to make 
hypotheses about the way in which literature actually functions 
within society, and it in these hypotheses which may provide initial 
guidelines for the sociological study of literature. 
Richards' lead has been followed enthusiastically by a series 
of literary and social critics, including F. R. Leavis and Richard 
loggart, both of whom were attracted by the notion that bad art is 
actually "harmful" and a threat to social well-being. A slightly 
more moderate and much more thoughtful extension of Richards' 
line of thought is also apparent in the work of Raymond Williams. 
Leavis took Richards' case to extremes in developing the 
notion of a tiny aesthetic elite alone capable of appreciating 
literature and life, surrounded and in imminent danger of eclipse 
by Yahoos. The culmination of his thesis is the claim that: 
"The minority capable not only of appreciating Dante, 
Shakespeare, Donne, Baudelaire, hardy (to take the major instances) 
but of recognizing their latest successors constitute the 
consciousness of the race (or of a branch of it) at a given time. 1110 
fiere, again, we are back to the spirit of the age, save that 
in this view it is literary appreciation which defines it rather 
than literary production which is defined bZ it. 
In the work of Hoggart and Williams the emdosis shifts from 
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the passionate need to establish the superiority of great 
literature and its devotees to the attrmpt to inveutigate 
much more closely the role played by literature (good and bad) 
in affecting - or in helping to constitute - society. Williamn' 
enquiry is the more detailed, and focu 03 upon the ambiguity 
in the word "culture", which can be used with reference either 
to art or to society. In Culture and Society 1780-1950 (1958) 
Williams tracks the changing implications of the word no ucod by 
commentators on literature and society. In his view the word 
comes ultimately to mean "a whole way of life", and literature- 
aa-communication in an active force in creating, reconstructing 
and maintaining it. Thin position in summarised and further 
developed in The Long Devolution (1961), where we find the 
following cor ents on the social functions of art: 
"Art cannot exist unless a working communication can be 
reached, and this communication is an activity in which both 
artist and spectator participate. When art communicates, a 
human experience is actively offered and actively received. 
Below this activity threshold there can be no art. 
"The nature of the artist's activity, in this process, may 
be further defined. The artist shares with other men what is 
usually called the 'creative imagination': that is to say, the 
capacity to find and organise new descriptions of experience .... 
The special nature of the artist's work is his use of a learned 
skill in a particular kind of transmission of experience. "" 
"We cannot say that art is a substitute for other kinds of 
cor unication, since when successful it evidently communicates 
experience which is not apparently communicable in other ways. 
We must see art, rather, as an extension of our capacity for 
organisation: a vital faculty which allows particular areas of 
reality to be described and communicated. "12 
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"Thus our descriptions of our experience come to compose a 
network of relationchipo, and all our communication ayntema, 
including the arts, are literally parts of our uocial organisation. 
The selection and interpretation involved in our descriptions 
embody our attitudes, needs and interesta* which wo seek to 
validate by making them clear to othera. '"13 
Leavial development of 1ichard ' perapoctive in to make it 
into a weapon for social (and sometimes personal) criticism. In 
Leavia' hands the transformation of aesthetic value-judgements 
into social ones makes the study of literature into a vast series 
of arguments ad hominem and ultimately renders it sterile. 
Williams, by contrast, retreats from the impulsive value-judgements 
to develop the hypotheses regarding the nature and functions of art, 
and makes constructive suggestions as to what the student of 
literature might expect to find there. He is wary of accepting 
the arrogant stance of Richards' attack on bad literature as a 
corrupting force (an arrogance which becomes hatred in Leavis and 
patronization in Hoggart). Williams approaches the problem of 
mass-produced art and its badness in a more cautious spirit: 
"We are faced with the fact that there is now a great deal 
of bad art, bad entertainment, bad journalism, bad advertisement, 
bad argument. We are not likely to be diverted from this conclusion 
by the usual diversionary arguments. Much that we judge to be bad 
is known to be bad by its producers .... 
"But this is said to be popular culture. The description has 
a ready-made historical thesis. After the education act of 1870, 
a new mass-public came into being, literate but untrained in 
reading, low in taste and habit. The mass-culture followed as a 
matter of course. I think always, when I hear this thesis, of an 
earlier one, from the second half of the eighteenth century. Then, 
the decisive date was between 1730 and 1? 4+0, and what had emerged, 
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with the advance of the middle classes to prosperity, was a new 
middle-clans reading public. The immediate result wan that 
vulgar phenomenon, the novel. "14 
Be goes on to observe that to concentrate on the badness of 
popular culture is to ignore the fact that good books an well an 
bad now circulate far more widely than at any previous period of 
history, and then adds a much more important obaervationt 
"Secondly, it in important to remember that, in judging a 
culture it is not enough to concentrate on habits which coincide 
with those of the observer. To the highly literate observer there 
is always a temptation to assume that reading plays an large a 
part in the lives of most people an it does in his own. But if 
he compares his own kind of reading with the reading-matter that 
is most widely distributed, he is not really comparing levels of 
culture. He is, in fact, comparing what is produced for people 
to whcm reading is a major activity with that produced for people 
to u tom it is, at best, minor. To the degree that he acquires a 
substantial proportion of his ideas and feelings he will assume, 
again wrongly, that the ideas and feelingn of the majority will 
be similarly conditioned. But, for good or ill, the majority of 
people do not yet give reading this importance in their lives; 
their ideas and feelings are, to a large extent, still moulded by 
a wider and more complex pattern of social and family life. There 
is an evident danger of delusion to the highly literate person, if 
he supposes that he can judge the quality of general living by 
primary reference to the reading artifacts. "15 
Williams remains, throughout his work, preoccupied with the 
problem of making prescriptions for a better society, but he is 
not prepared to make popular culture into a scapegoat for his 
sir. 
dissatisfaction with the way things are. Because of this/attempt 
to use literature as a means to the end of a better understanding 
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of society seemo for more objective than the attempt made by 
Richards to evaluate society through its sensitivity to 
literature. 
In Culture and Society 1780-1950 Williams diocuoaoo 
literary works in terms of vhat he calls their "structure of 
feeling", seeing the works as dramatizations of emotional conflict 
which not only express the conflicts but also atlempt come kind of 
resolution. In this view a novel becomes a kind of exemplar in 
which the attitudes of the writer are ultimately "Justified" by 
the outcome of the imaginary situation. When such exemplars become 
stereotyped, giving a common pattern to a number of literary works 
(Williams refers to the 19th century "industrial novels") then we 
are presumably dealing with an attitude common to (and perhaps 
characteristic of) a social group or class. The analogy with 
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Gold-ann's world vision or his literary structurent but Williams' 
tool of analysis is on the one hand more flexible because it in 
not constrained by such dogmatic preconceptions, and on the other 
hand more powerful, in that it is actually creating or reconstructing 
the structure of feeling within society at large, not merely 
reflecting it. 
Goldmann's notion of the world vision offers little hope for 
an inquiry into the sociology of popular literature because it is 
fundamental to ßoldmann's case that only great literature can be 
expected to present a coherent and fully-formulated world vision. 
Bad fiction may still contain an incoherent and badly articulated 
vision, but it is difficult to imagine how one would be able to 
identify and characterise it. Williams' notion of the "structure 
of feeling" seems potentially more useful, in that one might 
expect to find some structure of feeling even in popular fiction, 
albeit simplified and lacking in subtlety. However, we must 
heed Williams' own warning regarding the danger of the assumption 
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that popular culture is simply a crude and stupid version of 
elite culture. We must not simply take it for Granted that 
popular culture is fulfilling the same communicative function 
as elite culture, even if we are prepared to assume that the 
function credited to good literature by Williams ia, in fact, 
the correct one. 
....... 
j. The Functions of Literature 
An we have seen, the recent growth of concern regarding 
the communicative functions of literature in associated with an 
anxiety regarding the "misuse" of those functions by the mass 
media, including mans-produced popular fiction. The reaction of 
men closely associated with elite culture to the products of the 
mass media is inevitably condemnatory, but it in at least possible 
that they over-react. It is therefore worth looking at another 
direction of approach to the problem of communication and its 
functions - that adopted by a group of media sociologists. 
one of the most surprising things about the sociology of the 
mass media is that many people working within the field have 
simply imported the condemnatory attitudes of elite cultures, 
devoting themselves not so much to analysis of the situation as 
to criticism of it. Nevertheless, sociologists in this field have 
been disposed to look much more closely at the supposed corruptive 
effects of media content, in order to find out how it influences 
its consumers. 
16 A certain amount of empirical research has been 
done with the aim of discovering what kind of gratification the 
audience get from the content of the mass media and how they use 
that content. From considerations of this kind a more complicated 
picture of the kinds of communication which might take place 
through the medium ofsi t 
(good 
roter 
bad) has grown up. 
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In Communication and Social Order (19G2) Hugh Dalziel 
Duncan identifies three probable categories of literary 
coamunication. 
17 He distinguishes between "literature as great 
art", "literature an magical art" and "literature an make-believe". 
He seen the function of "literature an great art" in much the 
same terms an Richarde and Williamns 
"What we mean by 'originality' is not that a writer is able 
to create great numbers of fantasies (madmen do this just as well) 
or that he can invoke profound traditions out of the pact (sacred 
writings do this far better) but that he presents new actions, or 
phases of social action, which give us, as we say, a new life. 
Our self-consciousness is raised to new intensity because we are 
able to enter into great undertakings on a symbolic level among 
characters whom we would know nothing of in our ordinary life. 
In this sense great literature is not an appeal to the passions 
or a vehicle for community daydreaming. It is the exploration 
through symbolic action of how men can act when they act freely 
in human society. 1118 
When literature functions as "magical art", according to 
Duncan, its purpose is to maintain attitudes and values and to 
help in the preservation of norms: 
"Popular literature maintains sentiments requisite for success 
within the society and transmits these from one generation to 
another through embodiment in symbolic works which are easily 
accessiblt .... We use such literature not to weigh ends and means 
but to charge objects and experiences with sentiments useful in 
eoesaunal practical action. Literature of this kind is close to 
daily life because it takes its standards of achievement from the 
powerful institutions of the community. "19 
The third function of literature suggested by Duncan recalls 
Aristotle's theory of catharsis, seeing art as an aid to some kind 
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of release from desires which must be repressed in everyday 
social intercourse. Here the release in obtained by 
imaginative wish-fulfilment: 
"Hake-believe literature .... removes us from practical 
action by dissipating emotions which, if developed into action 
(an in the use of magical art) or into conscious rational 
experience (as in the use of great art) would be a threat to 
those in control of the society .... Whether it in a child 
reading from Grimm .... or a sophisticated adult following the 
daily horrors of sex crimes in the daily press, they are making 
use of forms of expression which are approved by their society 
and which are one means by which they learn to satisfy their 
instinctual drives .... 
"Hake-believe allows us to elaborate desire through 
imaginative symbolic forma developed in time as traditional forms 
of wishing. On this level our wishes are no more unique than our 
clothes, which may be individual but never an arbitrary expression 
of the self. Our wishes, too, are limited to a culturally 
determined range of make-believe forms. 1120 
These proposed communicative functions are no more than 
hypotheses, but they seem plausible for two reasons. On the one 
hand, they offer a potential explanation for the repetitiveness 
of much popular fiction and its standardisation. On the other 
hand, they recall categories which are clearly recognisable both 
in the content of popular literature and in the ways we habitually 
talk about it. The third function proposed by Duncan in little 
more than an elaboration of the common notion of "escapist" 
reading. 
A tripartite classification similar to that of Duncar4 though 
couched in a rather different jargon, is suggested by Gerhardt 
Wiebe in a paper dealing with "The Social Effects of Broadcasting", 
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in which he attempts to identify the cocializing effects of the 
onn media. He diatinguichea between three different species 
of com: mniquea (or, as he calls them. mensagen) 
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"Directive meacagea come from authority figures. They 
command, exhort, instruct, persuade, and urge in the direction 
of learning and new understanding that represent progress in the 
estimation of authority figures. Directive messages call for 
substantial and conscious intellectual effort on the part of the 
learner. 
"Maintenance messages include all the every-day messages 
sent and received in the customary business of living. They call 
for relatively litth conscious intellectual effort. 
'iterative messages, including individual fantasies, are 
those with which the individual refreshes himself from the strain 
of adapting, the weariness of conforming. They provide an interim 
for the reasserting of impulse. The child, seemingly with perverse 
precociousness, articulates his restorative messages as he screams, 
complains, jeers, taunts, defies, says forbidden words and 
gleefully plays out cruel and destructive fantasies. " 
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Wiebe goes on to apply these general categories of communicative 
function to the way that the content of mass media is used by the 
audience. Although this classification is not identical to 
Duncan's it shares a great deal with it - one could quite well 
apply the labels directive, maintenance and restorative to the 
three kinds of function which Duncan discusses under the headings 
"literature as great art", "literature as magical art" and 
"literature as make-believe". 
Similar categories crop up elsewhere, sometimes as part of 
more extensive classifications. In What Reading Does to People 
(1940) Waples, Berelscn and Bradshaw attempt an analysis of the 
kinds of effects which reading may produce, distinguishing five 
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categories. Those which correspond roughly to the Duncun/Wiobo 
categorisation aret the instrumental function, in which reading 
serves to gather information for use in coping with practical 
and personal probleas the re-enforcement function, in which 
support in sought for attitudes and beliefs already held= and 
the rerspite function, in which reading is used for "forgetting 
worries", "having a good laugh" or "killing time". The other 
two functions mentioned are reading for self-esteem or prestige, 
which might well be reckoned a sub-category of the re-enforcement 
function, and reading "for enriched aesthetic experience", which 
in, in the Duncsn/Wiebe classification not distinguished from the 
instrumental or directive function. 
These systems provide potentially-useful hypotheses which 
may help to resolve some of the problems which arise from assuming 
that the function identified by Richards and Williams is the 
function of literature, which individual literary works fulfil 
either well or badly. They also provide what the Marxist 
sociologists clearly do not -a conceptual framework which will 
allow us to put any literary work into some kind of social context, 
with the hope of establishing some kind of connection between the 
work and society. The question still remains, however, as to 
whether these hypotheses are, in fact, true. Can we, in fact, 
distinguish between three (or more) categories of communicative 
function which are habitually served by reading fiction? Are 
there observations which support the contention? 
""""""" 
One significant observation which has been made more than 
once with regard to the problem of the communicative functions of 
popular literature is that its consumption actually involves a 
rather different kind of reader behaviour. One clear statement 
of this particular observation forms the starting point for 
C. S. Lewis's book An Experiment in Criticism (1961): 
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"In thin eccay I propose to try an experiment. 
Literary criticism in traditionally employed in judging books. 
Any judgment it implies about men's reading of books in a 
corollary from its judgment on the books themselves. Bad taute 
i8, an it were by definition, a taste for bad books. I want to 
find out what sort of picture we chap got by reversing the 
process. Let us make our distinction between our readers or types 
of reading the basin, and our distinction between books the 
corollary .... 
"In the first place, the majority never read anything twice. 
The sure mark of an unliterary ran is that he considers 'I've 
read it already" to be a conclusive argument against reading a 
work. We have all known women who remembered a novel so dimly 
that they had to stand for half an hour in the library skimming 
through it before they were certain they had once read it. But 
the moment they became certain they rejected it immediately. It 
was for them dead, like a burnt-out match, an old railway ticket, 
or yesterday's paper; they had already used it. Those who read 
great works, on the other hand, will read the same work ten, 
twenty or thirty times during the course of their life. 
"Secondly, the majority, though they are sometimes frequent 
readers, do not set much store by reading. They turn to it as a 
last resource. They abandon it with alacrity as soon as any 
alternative pastime turns up. It is kept for railway journeys, 
odd moments of enforced solitude, or for the process called 
'reading oneself to sleep'. They sometimes combine it with 
desultory conversation, with listening to the radio. But literary 
people are always looking for leisure and silence ih which to read 
and do so with their whole attention. When they are denied such 
attentive and undisturbed reading even for a few dayd they feel 
impoverished. 
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'Thirdly, the first reading of come literary work is often, 
to the literary, an experience no momentous that only experiences 
of love, religion or borearement can furnish a standard of 
comparison. Their whole consciousness is changed. They have 
become what they were not before. But there in no sign of anything 
like this among the other sort of readers. When they have 
finished the story or the novel, nothing much, or nothing at all, 
seems to have happened to them. 
"Finally, and as a natural result of their different behaviour 
in reading, what they have read is constantly and prominently 
present to the mind of the few, but not to that of the many. The 
former mouth over their favourite lines and stanzas in solitude. 
Scenes and charactors from books provide them with a sort of 
iconography by which they interpret or sum up their own experience. 
They talk to one another about books, often and at length. The 
latter seldom think or talk about their reading. "23 
Lewis contends that the literary elite and the masses use 
books in entirely different was. His thinking is reminiscent of 
Richards insofar as he divides the world into "ud'(superior) and 
$'them" (inferior) but he has taken heed of Williams' warning about 
making assumptions too readily about the way in which the masses 
use literature. He is condescendingly sympathetic to the people 
who, though they understand the symbols on the page, still cannot 
read properly: 
"Literature ..... aduits us to experiences other than our own. 
They are not, any more than our personal experiences, all equally 
worth having. Some, as we say, 'interest' us more than others. The 
causes of this interest are naturally extremely various and differ 
from one man to another; it may be the typical .... or the 
abnormal ... * it may be 
the beautiful, the terrible, the awe-inspiring, 
the exhilarating, the pathetic, the comic or the merely piquant. 
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Literature given the entree to them all. Those of us who have 
been true readers all our life seldom fully roalino the 
enormous extension of our being which we owe to Authors. We 
realine it beat when we talk with an unliterary friend. Ito may 
be full of goodness and good sense but he inhabits a tiny world. 
In its we should be suffocated. The main who in content to be 
only himself, and therefore leas a colt, in in prison ... 
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Lewis in undoubtedly too sweeping in his goneralizationa, 
and the patronising self-satisfaction of the second quote may 
help us to understand the curious blind spot which results in one 
major false generalisation. What Lewis has observed is two 
different kinds of reading behaviour, and his characterization of 
the two kinds is apt. The inference which he has taken from this - 
that there are two kinds of people in the world, the literary and 
the unliterary - is over-ambitious. In making an essentially 
similar observation Robert Escarpit is careful to note that he is 
distinguishing two kinds of reading behaviour which are effectively 
available to anyone, and which might actually both be present in a 
particular act of reading. Hic distinction is between "connoisseur 
reading" and "consumer reading": 
"The role of the connoisseur is to 'go beyond appearances', 
to perceive the circumstances which surround literary creation, to 
understand its intentions, to analyse its means. For him, there is 
no such thing as ageing or death of a work, as it is possible at 
any given moment to reconstruct in his mind the system of 
references which restores to any work its aesthetic nature. This 
is an historical attitude. 
"The consumer, on the contrary, lives in the present, albeit 
the present may have its origins in a rather distant past. He has 
no active role, merely an existence. He tastes what is offered him 
and decides whether or not it pleases him. The decision has no need 
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of being explicitt the consumer reads or doesn't read. Thin 
attitude in to way excludes intellectual lucidity on his part, 
nor door it rule out comeono'o examination of the reacono for hin 
preference which demands more perspicacity than simply Justifying 
it. 
"The two orders of value can and must co-exists sometimes 
they even coincide. Their apparent incompatibility is only an 
effect of the social and cultural structures which we have described 
and, in particular, of the isolation of the cultured circuit. In 
fact, whatever that pattern of the reader's intellectual and 
emotional reaction, the act of reading in a whole and must be 
considered as an entity. Like the act of literary creation which in 
at the other end of the chain, it is a free act influenced by the 
circumstances within which it occurs . 
This modification of Lewis's position is crucial, for it liberates 
us from the trap of having to assume that any particular literary work 
has only one possible functions or the equally difficult assumption 
that any particular reader can only use literature to serve one or 
other of the possible functions at a time. Escarpit's view accepts 
the more reasonable opinion that individual literary works may be 
differently used by different readers, and that different communicative 
functions may be served simultaneously. This is a much more complex 
situation than the one Lewis imagines, and one which is bound to 
create problems for the an*st who wants to determine what is happening 
in any particular act of readings but it is surely in better accordance 
with our ordinary experience-of reading. 
What is being observed here is a range of possible relationships 
between the reader and text which vary according to the degree of 
dilmosability with which the text is treated. Both writers refer to 
the common metaphor of "taste'# in talking about the reader-experience, 
and I think that we may extend this metaphor a litte here in order to 
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illustrate the icplicationn of thin notion. What Lewin and 
Encarpit are suggesting is that what is primarily of interact 
in "consumer" or "unliterary" reading in the 'Maate-cencation" 
ancociated with the text, whereas the focus of interest in 
"connoisseur" or "literary" reading in the "food for thought" 
which, an it were, ultimately nourishes the mind. Just no all 
the food we cat has come taste and come nutritional value all 
reading involver us, at least potentially, with taute-censationa 
and food for thought. But the reasons we have for indulging in 
different texts may be as different an the reasons we have for 
indulging in different foodstuffs. Some may be light and pleasant 
while others are solid and nutritious. (We do sometimes hear works 
designed specifically for consumer reading described an'iiterary 
confections". ) 
The most important distinction between connoisseur and 
consumer reading dramatised by the observations made by Lewis and 
Escarpit is that consumer reading, concerned with "taste-sensations", 
tends to be important only while the reader-experience is actually 
happening. The experience is essentially transient. In connoisseur 
reading, by contrast, though the reader-experience may still be 
satisfying, what is more important is the contribution which the book 
may ultimately make to the readers's knowledge or attitudes. (Thus it 
sometimes happens that we may encounter books that require a 
determined effort to read, but which we are subsequently glad of 
having rend. ) 
It is the transience of the experience of consumer reading which 
Lewis deplores, for he cannot see how the momentary pleasure of taste- 
aensatious is any substitute for mental and spiritual nourishment. 
The likely answer is that it is not a substituä at all, and we can 
perceive the importance of the distinction drawn by Lewis and Escarpit 
if we refer back to the categories of communicative function drawn up 
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by Duncan, Wiebe and Wapleo etw l.. The directive function, 
to use Viebe'n terminology, in concerned with information which 
in intended to remain with the recipient of the literary message 
to be, in some sense, incorporated into his consciousness. Hero 
we are clearly dealing with food for thought and connoisseur 
reading. The maintenance function in, however, rather different. 
Here we are involved with little more than a continual series of 
ephemeral reassurances, which provide support for everyday thoughts 
and actions. Because the maintenance function in concerned with 
knowledge and norms already internalised their importance in 
superficial. Messages of this type are important only while they 
are being received, though they may need to be repeated or renewed 
wore-or-lens constantly. Obviously, this function could be served 
perfectly well by consumer reading. 
The case of the restorative function is more interesting, 
because this category of function is concerned with "resting" or 
"escaping" from# an Wiebe puts it, "the strain of adaption, the 
weariness of conforming". Here again it is the taste-sensations 
which are important, but we may make the additional observation 
that it in essential that this function should be served by 
consumer reading. Because the content of this kind of message is 
strategically opposed to reality it must necessarily be transient 
and cust not make any lasting impression on the mind (at leastg no 
lasting impression in the sense that directive material is held to 
affect the individual's Consciousness of the world and attitudes to 
it). If the "messages" appropriate to this kind of communicative 
jUrtion were to be internaIised as information about the real worldq 
or as material that could shape attitudes to the real worldl then 
the result would very probably be incongruous and possibly harmful. 
it is precisely because "literary people'19 who think of reading 
entirely in terms Of 
"connoisseur reading"l jump to the conclusion 
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that material which is intended to nerve the restorative 
function in being consumed directively that they at* mass culture 
and popular fiction as corruption. The bitter attacks launched 
by Richarden and Leavin on mann-culture and the ongoing debate 
concerning the effects of television are all haunted by thin 
assumption, which is probably false. Ito probable falseness is 
apparent in the fact that none of those who attack the media on 
these grounds ever claim that they themselves have internalised 
false information or perverted values - they merely worry on 
behalf of others, particularly children. It in at least possible 
that other people - including children - are just an adept at 
unthinkingly discriminating between fact and fantasy an the critics. 
It still remains to be demonstrated that people do not have the 
ability to sort out directive messages from restorative messages and 
use each according to its function. If we are not, for the most 
part, capable of this dfrimination, it is difficult to explain how 
"escapist" fiction manages to exist at all. The very fact that we 
can recognise its nature and - usually, at least - know it when we 
encounter it suggests that we are using restorative messages in 
fiction "correctly". The existence of tabloid newspapers and their 
charactoristic style of reportage suggests that if extensive 
"misreading" does go on it tends to be the other way round - 
4. 
ostensibly directive material is consumed in service of restorative 
function. 
lý 
"". """" 
Relatively little empirical research has been done to investigate 
the uses and gratifications which are associated with popular fiction 
and the sass media. There are difficulties involved in simply asking 
people why they read, Cr why they read the things they do read, or 
what rewards they get from reading, because the answers to these 
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questions are not readily available to the people thcmaelveo. 
They read what they read because they enjoy it, and often 
cannot analyse what their enjoycent consists of. Thera is a 
danger that an interviewer who asks hic respondents to choose 
from a lint of possible gratifications the ones which are 
important to them will simply provide a not of convenient 
rationalizations which may be grasped eagerly for the purposes 
of framing a reply. Neverthelecn, a certain amount of attention 
needs to be paid to what the users of popular fiction actually 
say when they are asked about their reasons for devoting time to 
it. 
An interesting early survey in this field was Herta Hercog'c 
investigation of the gratifications obtained from radio soap operas 
in the early forties. From the replies derived from a hundred 
intense interviews with soap opera "addicts" Herzog isolated three 
main types of gratification: 
"Some listeners seem to enjoy the serials merely as a means 
of emotional release. They like 'the chance to cry' which the 
serials provide; they enjoy 'the surprises, happy or sad'. The 
opportunity for expressing aggressiveness is also a source of 
satisfaction. Burdened with their own problems, listeners claimed 
that it 'made them feel better to know that other people have 
troubles too'. 
"On the one hand, the sorrows of the serial characters are 
enjoyed as compensation for the listener's own troubles ... 
"On the other hand, in identifying themselves and their 
adaittedly minor problems with the suffering herr and heroines 
of the stories, the listeners find an opportunity to magnify their 
own woes. This is enjoyed if call because it expresses their 
'superiority' over others who have not had these profound emotional 
experiences. 
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"A second and co=only rocognicod form of enjoyment 
concerns the opportunities for wishful thinking provided in 
listening. 'While certain people seem to go all out and 'drown' 
their troubles in listening to the events portrayed in the 
serials, others use them mainly to fill in the gnpo of their 
own life, or to compensate for their own failures through the 
success pattern of the serials .... 
"A third and commonly uncucpected form of gratification 
ccncerne the advice obtained from listening to daytime serials. 
The stories are liked because they 'explain things' to the 
inarticulate listener. Furthermore, they teach the listener 
appropriate patterns of behaviour. 'If you listen to these 
programs and something turns up in your own life, you would know 
what to do about it, is a typical cocment. "26 
The echoes here of Duncan's classification of literary 
functions are clear. what in also clear in the simultaneity of 
the three functions. Emotional release and advice, apparently, 
can be obtained from the same source at the same time. 
A survey done in bland by Peter Mann involved sending out 
questionnaires to those readers who received by mail a catalogue 
of books published by Hills & Boon Ltd., who specialise in "romantic 
fiction". Some 2,800 replies were analysed by Mann and his 
conclusions concerning the gratifications obtained by the readers 
were published in The Romantic Novel: 
_a 
Survey of Reading Habits 
(1969). Mann discovered that his respondents were mostly young 
married women with tall children, many of whom had worked in 
secretarial or similar jobs and had a reasonable standard of literacy. 
He seems to have been slightly surprised by the readiness with which 
most of the respondents referred to their reading as escapist, and 
observed that: 
"It was clear in written comzents that these women recognise 
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the 'fairy-story' aspect of their reading and enjoy the books 
because of their unreality , j27 
Tho common assumption that many readers of romantic 
fiction considered the books to be an honest representation of 
the world in undermindod. by Hann's survey# which suggests that 
the gratification involved (at least for thin admittedly binned 
sacple) is vainly restorative. 
Empirical inveatigationa of this type, therefore, seem to 
provide a certain amount of support for the basic framework laid 
down by Duncan and bliebe. It does seem that more than one 
communicative function is involved, and that the classification 
into three in categories in reasonably apt. If we are to adopt 
this hypothetical framework, however, a certain caution is 
necessary in its use. It is probable that the categories are 
capable of further subdivision, and there in no necessity to assume 
that, broad as they are, they exhaust the possible communicative 
functions available to literature. Their validity an a research 
tool must be established by their usefulness in allowing us to 
explain aspects of popular (and perhaps elite) literature which 
other approaches are not competent to deal with. 
One further point which might be made here is that if we are 
to adopt this framework we must be careful of the kind of value- 
judgement made by Lewis in assuming that the directive function 
is somehow much more laudable than the disposable functions of. 
literature. All three of these kinds of communication are 
necessary to our well-being. We cannot got by in life without 
any of them. In no sense is literature the sole provider of 
messages which meet any one of these needs. In all three cases, 
howeverl literature is potentially useful, and may even by 
uniquely useful in respect of certain mesr-agen or to certain 
individuals. It seems a little unreasonable to maintain that 
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literature ought to serve one function and that when it 
serves others its writers or readers are guilty of a kind of 
moral treacone Without in tiny way denying the value of the 
role attributed to "great literature" by Richards and Williams 
I think it in reasonable to suggest that popular literature 
too may make a significant contribution to social well-being. 
Thin judgement$ howeverl lies outside the scope of the enquiry, 
whose aim in simply to investigate - without passing moral or 
aesthetic judgements - the co=unicative functions performed by 
one particular genre of popular literature. 
""""""""" 
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Chapter Two. TILL A? ALXCIC CF CCF.. HUNICATIVE IUNCTICt15 
1. Using the Framework 
If we are to try to apply the perspective developed in 
the previous chapter we are faced with a number of practical 
problems relating to procedure. What in our investigation to 
consist of? What kinds of information do we need about science 
fiction in general, and how are we to go about the task of 
analysing particular texts? 
The first important point to be made in that a straight- 
forward content analysis of textut howeverp it in carried out, 
is inadequate on its own to an-understanding of the communicative 
functions of the Fenre-* It is not enough to discover what tho 
characteristic preoccupations of the Zenre are and how they 
change with tize. We must make some attempt to distinguish the 
different categories of social function, and to do this we icuat 
make s=e attempt to investigate the patterns of reader demand. 
Unless we are in a position to estimate uhat kind of use is being 
r. ade of various aspects of the fiction we run the risk of mistaking 
the significance of these aspects. One might expect that a genre 
like science fictiont which deals by definition with the unreal, 
exists solely to serve the restorative function, but an we shall 
nee, there are certain features of the Fenre which do not lend 
the=elves to interpretation in this light, and in any case the 
ass=ption is illegitirate because it begs the question. 
It ray well be that once we are aware of the different kinds 
of coc: munique that might be found in science fiction we shall 
have no difficulty in sorting cut different kinds of content into 
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the different categories. But we cannot approach the teak 
guided only by intuition. There must be rational criteria 
which we can apply. 
The first thing which needs to be done is to look closely 
at the kind of requirement which readers of science fiction 
have. What do they actually demand of the fiction? One way to 
attempt to discover thin in by direct enquiry - the kind of 
survey carried out by Herzog or Mann. Such methodal howeverg 
always run the risk of "creating" the data which thay are 
attempting to discover, and there in another way to investigate 
the kinds of demands which science fiction readers make and the 
ideas they have regarding what science fiction in and what it 
ought to be. Science fiction was* when it was first labelled an 
a distinct specieng a penre featured by the American pulp 
magazines. There have always been at least half a dozen science 
fiction magazines in existence ever since then. Most of these 
magazines carry letters from readers. In additionj there has 
always been a good deal of writing about science fiction on the 
part of writers and readers alike, some of it in the professional 
magazines but the greater part in a=teur magazines produced by 
science fiction fans. All of this writing provides a remarkably 
rich resource for the investigator who wants to find out what 
readers of science fiction got Out of their reading$ and what they 
expect from this particular genre as opposed to others, or to 
fiction in general. I have therefore based my estimates of the 
kind of com: mmicative function which users of science fiction demand 
on an analysis of this material. The results of thin part of the 
investigation are summarized in chapter four. 
The investigation of reader demand - which reveals the ways in 
which readers of science 
fiction U86 it and obtain gratification 
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from it in, howevort only a preliminary to the content analysis 
of texts* Hopefullys with the aid of come knowledge of what 
science fiction readers use various aspecto of the fiction for, 
we will be able to sort out the directive content of the pa"a 
and the maintenance content from the restorative contento Some 
supplementary observations on the ways in which this can be done 
are made below. Only when we have done this Gorting can we hope 
to draw connections between the fiction and its social context. 
The different kinds of connection appropriate to each communicative 
function are also discussed below. 
The form of the content analysis also proposes problemat 
largely because there are decisions to be made about its degree of 
generality. Put crudely# the basic question in whether it in better 
to single out a few particular texts for exhaustive analysis or t) 
investigate themes and ideas that are common to a large number of 
texts. This decision depends, at least to some extent* on what kind 
of thirgwe are looking for. Directive content must, by its natures 
be unfamiliar to the readers and thus we can hardly expect to find 
directive material by looking for that which is common to hundreds 
of texts. The reverse is true of maintenance materials which must 
be familiar in order to lend support to attitudes and convictions 
already hold. The issue is core complex with reference to 
restorative materials which does tend to become stereotyped, though 
it is not wholly necessary that it should, For these reasons, the 
method of content analysis adopted is certain to prejudice the 
enquiry because it will lend itself more to the identification of 
some kinds of material than others. 
The choice which I have taken in this matter in to attempt to 
track predominant themes through large numbers of texts - to 
identify what is co=on to many rather than unique to each. My 
principal reason for choosing this alternative is that it is the 
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one which has been neglected by other writers. There is a 
good deal of orthodox literary criticiez uhich deals with 
the most prestigious texts of science fiction an unique 
entities, analysing in depth what each has to say. Much of 
this work already points to connections between the texts 
and their social context, and though now* of it in more 
interesting to sociologists than the rest I do not think that 
there in a neat boundaLry to be drawn between literary criticism 
and the sociology of literature insofar as the directive functions 
of literature are concerned. Where there in a sharp distinction 
between the concerns of the literary critic and those of the 
sociologist is with respect to the other categories of co=unicative 
functions for where these functions are being served the literary 
critic is content to declare his lack of interest, if not his 
contemlt. In my view, the sociologist ought not to be disinterested, 
let alone contecptuous of these alternative functional and therefore 
I have directed my enquiry primarily toward their eludication. 
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2. InvestiE. ation of the directive function 
Of the three categories Of COM=unicative function identified 
in chalter one the one which Wiebe calls directive poses the moot 
difficult problems for the sociological analyat. (Though I shall 
adopt Wiebele labels I do not wish to be bound too strictly by the 
wording of his definitions* and thus I shall use the word "directive" 
to cover any communique which has R lasting effect on its recipient, 
giving him new information or affecting hie attitudes or dispositions - 
i. e. any non-disposable communique. ) The basic problem is that a 
directive effect is so difficult to identify, especially when we are 
dealing with attitudes or dispositions rather than simple information* 
Some material which is intended to be directive can be easily 
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Identified in texts, but even whore ouch material is effective (at 
least with reference to come readers) it in virtually impossible to 
specify exactly what the effect is likely to be. 
This places severe limitations on the kind of statement which 
the sociologist is likely to be able to make an a result of hin 
investigation of directive material in literature. They are, elan, 
condemned to be vague and rather uncertain. This in the kind of 
situation in which sociologists often find themmelven, but it in 
never a comfortable one. 
There are, of course, one or two ways by which this harsh 
conclusion may be avoided$ but to my mind they are unjustifiedq in 
that they simplify the situation at the cost of misrepresenting it* 
There in a temptation to copy the literary critic in concentrating 
on one particular (hypothetical) ideal reading of the text which may 
never (or very rarely) occur in reality. This strategy tends to 
divorce the text from its actual readers - and often from the real 
intentions of the author - in order to concentrate on the kind of 
co=cunique which cant after exhaustive analysiag be shown to be possible 
via the text* This is by no means a sterile pursuit an the function of 
literary criticism is (presumably) to help readers to make the most of* 
the texts which they readl both by pointing out the special features 
of particular texts and by training the faculties of the reader. It 
seems to me, however. that the sociologist should be more concerned 
with what actually happens in the ordinary course of affairs rather 
than with what ourht to happen in an ideal situation or with the attempt 
to change the real situation so as to bring it a little nearer to that 
ideale 
A second strategy which minimises the problems which the 
sociologist has to come tO terms with in dealing with this kind of 
r, aterial is that which condemns much of the work to be studied as 
uninteresting - ori to use GoldmannIn terml "accidental". By this 
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narrowing of the field of attention to come care or oooonce of the 
work the sociologist can reduce his data to the point at which they 
become fairly clear and not too difficult to deal with. The chief 
difficulty attendant upon this strategy in that it requires certain 
acts of faith. In the first place$ one must accept on trust that 
uhat one is casting away an uninteresting really in "accidental" 
or unimportant. Secondlyl one must take it on trust that there 
really in a core or essence of the work which can be laid baro by 
this procedure. The risks are easy to see - one is that the baby 
must be thrown out with the bathwaterg the other in that the metaphor 
of baby and bathwater may be inappropriate. It should be noted that 
Gold=mn eventually had to reject the whole content of even those 
literary works he considered to be worth studying with the exception 
of come hypothetical skeletal structure submerged deep within the 
text. A sociologist who (unlike Goldmann) has not made up his mind in 
advance exactly what kind of thing he was going to find "inside" a 
text would inevitably have extreme difficulty in applying a method of 
this kind. He would also find himself completely at odds with most 
literary criticag who would find the value of a text in its wholeness 
and its uniqueness, not in terms of some inner structure homologous 
with the relationships of men in society. 
It seems to me that the attempt to distinguish between the 
flessential" and the "accidental" so far an directive communication is 
concerned is mistaken. This criticism applies not only to Goldmann's 
work but also to Lowenthal's "decoding of equations" and to those 
writers who attempt to separate "content" from "style" in order to 
explain tho "meaning" of each as if they were two independent variables. 
(We find$ for instanceg Vytautas Kavolis claiming that "The main 
sociological function of &Lrtiatic. style is the shaping or emotional 
reinforcement of general tendencies to perceive situations of action 
in certain strictural ways ... artistic content has the function of 
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helping man to develop an emotional involvement with the objecto 
of hin cocial and cultural environment-"1 An 12and makes a 
similar claim: "The subject of an art work exprcceeo a view of 
aan'a existence, while the style oxpreaaca a view of =n'a 
consciousneGG6112 ) When we are trying to say something about the 
directive potential of a text such attempts to reduce it to ib 
"constitutent parts" are hazardous$ because they misrepresent the 
way we learnt and therefore the way that directive mossagos are 
likely to affect us. When Thomas Kuhn, in The Structure of 
Scientific Nevolutional defines the notion of a paradigm he makes 
the point that we do not simply learn theories an sets of regularity 
atatementst but we learn them in connection with exemplary instances 
of their application. 
3 He maintains that textbook examples embodY 
ways of thinking rather than simply providing instances of essentiany 
abstract principles. If this applies even to scientific ways of 
thought then it surely applies such more to unanalytical everyday 
ways of thinking. 
All this is not to say that we must not abstract from works of 
literature statements of particular importance, or that we cannot 
offer synoptic accounts Of what a book is "about". But it is to 
insist that these abstractions and synoptic accounts do not 
constitute the $'essence" of the books while what they leave aside 
is "accidental" or superfluous. They remain statements about the 
book. In my views texts cannot be dissecteo in the same way that 
cadavers cans and the sociologist should not attempt to define his 
task as if they could. 
It must be stressed that to assert the uniqueness of a text is 
not to imply its autonomy from its social context, but simply to say 
that the connections are likely to be complex, and that the set of 
connections which exists between the directive content of a text and 
its social context in likely to be uniquet though it nay have certain 
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aspects in co=on with other seta. Where texts are contemporary 
and written by authors in similar social ci. rcus. etancon we would 
expect them to have connections in common, but thin does not 
mean that th*cconnectiona only are essential and that the others 
are accidental or uninteresting. Indeed, the reverse may be the 
cane, for the power of a work to influence the minds of roadern, 
and perhaps to alter their awareness of their social situation 
(and thung implicitJ19 the social situation itaelf)q may well 
depend upon its novelty and its uniqueness. Where directive 
ccntent in duplicated it runs the risk of functioning for many of 
its readers an maintenance material* 
What an of this implies is that the task facing the 
sociologist if he wishes to deal exhaustively with the directive 
functioning of texts is certainly no easier than that of a literary 
critiog and might well be regarded as an elaboration of it. 
Certainlyq the most determined attempts to tie texts into their 
social context have been carried out by writers who came to the 
task from literary studies rather than from sociology. The beat 
example in probably lan'Watt's book, The Rise of the flovel (1962)t 
which provides co=entaries cn several individual texts an well as 
an attempt to relate the emergence of the novel as a species to the 
social context of eighteen*th century England. Although Watt is 
able to generalize in the latter case there is no question of an 
attempt to distil some kind of essence co=on to all, novels which 
alone provides the key to their social function or which represents 
the extent to which they aLre socially determined. 
one core point which needs to be made is that the fact that, in 
this view, the sociological study of literature (insofar as it is 
concerned with directive functions) comes to resemble the work of 
the literary critic mare than it resembles the equation-hunting 
activity of the physicist doeslot mean that it is somehow '#less 
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scientific" than it might be. It in the nature of the data 
which forces us to adopt ouch procodurea, not our own lack of 
scientific integrity. It in surely thoroughly scientific to 
prefer a complex and cumbersome explanation to one which is 
false or to one which assaults and dintortn the phenomenon for 
the rake of convenience. 
**bette 
3. Inveatipntion of the maintenance function 
It in important to remember that what van said in the last 
section applies only to the investigation of the directive content 
of literatureq or rather to the content of literature insofar an 
it in used directively by its readers. When we move on to the 
problems involved in analysing literary works in terms of the 
maintenance and restorative functions we find that they are quite 
different. We have already noted that when these functions are 
being served literature is being used disposably - the experience 
of the reader is transient. When books are read entirely in thin 
way they make little impression upon the memory, and what impression 
they do make tends to be superficial. The experience does not 
become paradigmatic in the sense that it influences the reader's 
knowledge of the world or his attitudes to it. The uniqueness of 
the text, which is the main difficulty facing the analyst of 
directive content, is therefore of little consequence in terms of 
the maintenance and restorative functions. 
Insofar as the maintenance function - by which I mean co=iniques 
used by the reader sirply to lend support to ideas and attitudes 
which he already has - is concerned the utility of the text is 
determined by the extent to which it reiterates what is already 
present in the mind of the reader. (It does not matter whether what 
is being reiterated was originally implanted via literary communication 
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or note) For this reason the extraction of co=cn imagent common 
themes and co=on structures becomes control to the analysis of 
texts an maintenance messages. In thin case it roally does make 
aenso to apeak of those co=on features as essential* It in 
essential to the performance of the maintenance function that the 
messages performing the function are repeated. The need for ideas 
already hold to be supported in this way obviously varion considerablyg 
but in come cases it in more-or-leas continual and does not diminish 
with constant supply. 
Maintenance messages may operate in different ways - confirming 
notions about what happens in the world by repeating information or 
multiplying exazplesq justifying opinions and value-judgmento either 
by echoing them or building them into anecdotes &a "morale" (in the 
literary meaning). The last of these examples in clearly uniquely 
suited to literary co=unication. It seems probable that the Mont 
important aspect of the maintenance function in literature in that 
it c= lend emotional support to moral judgments$ value judgments and 
convictions about the way that facts relate to one another. It does 
this by providing an extensive series of exemplars which are 
emotionally charged by virtue of the reader's "identificatioO with 
the fictional characters. 
A great deal of literature which is described as didactic (for 
exampleg the moralistic fictions produced under the auspices of the 
nineteenth century religious tract societies) is presumably consumed 
in service of the maintenance function rather than directively. We 
recognise in the moral Of a story not a revelation but something 
already familiar* and the satisfaction which we gain from it is the 
satisfaction of confirmation, a sense of appropriateness. Aesthetic 
satisfaction cant to a considerable degree, be associated with the 
maintenance function- In Art as KxPerience John Dewey talks about 
aesthetic sensibility in the following terms: 
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"There are two aorta of possible worlds in which esthetic 
experience would not occur, In a world of more flux, change 
would not be cumulatival it would not move towards a close. 
Stability and rent would have no being, Equally it in true, 
however, that a world that in finished, ended, would have no 
traits of suspense or crisis, and would offer no opportunity 
for resolution. Where everything in already completes there in 
no fulfilzent. We envisage with pleasure Nirvana and a uniform 
heavenly bliss only because they are projected upon the background 
of our present world of stress and conflict. Because the actual 
world, that in which we live, is a combination of movement and 
culmination, of breaks and re-unions, the experience of a living 
creature in capable of esthetic quality. The live being recurrently 
loses and re-establishes equilibrium with his surroundings. The 
moment of passage from disturbance into harmony is that of intenseat 
life. In a finished worlds sloop and waking could not be 
distinguished. In one wholly perturbed, conditions could not even 
be struggled with. In a world made after the pattern of ouraq moments 
of fulfilment punctuate experience with rhythmically enjoyed 
intervals. " 
4 
This relates primarily, of course, to the directive function: 
great literature is that which shows us new harmoniess discovers new 
resolutions. But it also relates to the maintenance function and to 
the way in which literary works constantly remind us about the modes 
of resolution which ore Provided socially as goalso norms and values. 
Indeed, it not only reminds us of them but reinforces them by under- 
lining their value and propriety. The kind of feeling which is 
associated with "the moment of Passage from disturbance into harmony" 
in produced not only by the first discovery of a Particular passage, 
but by the reiteration of it. 
It ist of course, a banal observation that at any one time in a 
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particular culture literature tends to feature a fairly narrow 
range of characteristic resolutions. We often hear it argued 
that there are only three basic plots (the number varion somewhat) 
and what in zeant by this is that there are only a few basic 
harmonica into which plots may ultimately be resolved. There are, 
of courneq corresponding anti-ploto in which the resolutions are 
deliberately subverted or withheldq but these rely for their 
emotional power on the fact that we are aware of the harmony which 
in being refused (tragedies tend to employ "anti-plots" of thin 
nature). 
Basicallyl modern plots are usually 11c; ucceso stories". In the 
heyday of the novel in the nineteenth century the vast majority of 
books combined the financial success story with the romantic success 
story and ended with a happy marriage and the prospect of an 
economically secure future for the main characters. Thin became no 
standardised as to be virtually compulsory for any novel which 
aspired to find a welcoze with the public at large, and when 
circumstances and the novelist withheld this conclusion the sense of 
traJeJy could be quite extreme and desperately exaggerated (ast for 
instancet in_Wuthering Heights). The main variant an the theme - 
which became increasingly important an the reading habit spread to 
the working class - was the resolution asserting that money wasn't 
particularly important as long a, 3 the romantic success was there. 
The endless repetition of thin formula in literature (and there 
is still a great deal of popular literature which is identifiable as 
a renre by virtue of its endless repetition of it) should not be 
seen as evidence that anyone thought (or thinks) that this in the 
way the world actually is- Many cocplaints about the supposed 
naivete of this kind of fiction emerge from precisely that false 
premise. What the constant repetition actually amounts to is a 
series or affirmations of the principle that this is the way an 
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ideal world ourht to be. It helps to maintain a cot of beliefs 
about values, social goals and motiveds not about the way the 
world really in. Sometizenj it coemag people do make mistakes 
and acquire illuciona about the way of the world that are more in 
accordance with the mythology of romantic fiction - but the very 
fact that the mistake is easily recogninable and can be so readily 
derided in testimony to the fact that it in a mistake moot of us 
do not makes 
there are, of course, other characteristic patterns of 
resolution which have come to be identified with particular species 
of literature. At the end of a detective novel the puzzle in solved 
and the detective discovers the murderer. At the end of a "western" 
the hero fights a duel with the villian and shoots him deade In all 
these canes the ingenuity of authors tends to be entirely involved 
in the business of constructing and circumventing obstacles which 
delay the characters reaching these prescribed destinationst thus 
building up tensions 
All mass-produced fiction works according to this kind of 
forzularisation. It is because of the formularisation that it can 
be casa-producedl and it is because literature is useful in serving 
a maintenance function that formularisation is possible. In America, 
the home of mass-productionj mass-market publishers quickly become 
aware of the "rules" which determined the success of maintenance 
fiction. The Scott Meredith literary agency, one of the agencies which 
supplied the American Pulp magazines, evaluated stories according to a 
fixed and clearly-articulated set of principles: 
"Meredith took full Page back-cover ads each month in the Writers* 
Digevt ... which .. * encouraged amateur writers to send us their mas. 
for evaluation .... The first letter to a new client always began by 
explaining that his story '4185 unsaleable because it did not follow the 
Plot Skeleton. The letter went an to enumerate the parts of the Plot 
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Skelatone vit: 1. A sympathetic and believable leAd choractorl 
2. an urgent and vital problem; 3- complications caused by the 
load characterla unsuccessful attempts to solve the probleml 
4. the crisis; 5- the resolution* in which the lead character 
solves the problem by means of his own courage and recourcefulneen. 115 
This plaLn is still extensively used by various "schools" of 
creative writing, and Scott Meredith in still a successful AgOnt- 
Literary critics tend to react to thin scheme with horror and fury 
because it represents, in their eyes. a betrayal of the real purpose 
of literature. But it works, because it in actually gearing literary 
works to serve a different function - the maintenance function, 
flow patterns of resolution ecerge continually. The big success 
of the twentieth century has been the intellectual/apiritual success 
story, which ends on a vague note of triumphal hope an the hero 
conquers his sense of alienation. Some version of this has been 
introduced by many of the major writers of the century an a directive 
message. We find it in Sartrej Hessev Lawrence, Mailer and many 
others, sometimes entangled with other kinds of success-story but 
nevertheless quite distinct. There are, of course, mamy different 
versions of the story but the vital message is that it can be done. 
The first encounter with this kind of novel iog ofcoursel directive 
(provided that the reader takes the conclusion to heart), but the 
continual proliferation of fictions of this general nature is 
plainly associated with the service of the maintenance function. 
In analysing a particular literary Fenre in terms of the 
maintenance functions therefore, 'what we are looking for is its 
characteristic variants Of a Particular kind of resolution: a 
repeating pattern which affirms some particular formula for bringing 
0 
order out of chaos and 
harmony out of frustration. I shall attempt 
to show in due course that science fiction is remn kable among the 
genres of mass-produced 
fiction by virtue of its multiplicity of 
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characteristic resolutions$ and the rapid pace at which variants 
thereof come into being and decline, 
It is something of a relieft after contemplating the 
difficulties which the sociologist must face in trying to come to 
terms with literature an directive co==ications to discover that 
dealing with the maintenance function in so much easierg at least 
in terms of analytical methodology (there may still be difficulties 
involved with linking changes in patterns of resolution to the 
social context). It in so much easier, in fact, that we must 
remember not to claim too much for the products of the analysis. 
It is possible to got a much clearer picture of the kind of 
co=unication that in taking place via literature in reapect of this 
function than it in with respect to either of the other functions, 
but we should not permit this to mislead us into attributing too 
great a role to the maintenance functions of literature. Befer*nce 
to the maintenance function mayl indeed$ allow us to explain a great 
deal but there are still many features of literature in general and 
of specific literary works which still remain to be explained. 
..... "" 
4. Investigation of the restorative. function 
The function of restorative Communiques is to engage the mind 
of the recipient in such a way as to "release" him or allow him to 
"rest" from his confrontation and negotiation with the real world. 
Literature serving this function is usually described as; "escapist". 
The tern is often used in a derogatory wayq but apologists for 
popular literature often reply with the claim that all reading - 
orl at any rate, all reading for pleasure - is escapist. There ist 
in any caseq every reason to suppose that this need for release from 
constant confrontation with reality is universal, and that in serving 
it literature geared to this function is meeting a genuine need. 
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The derogatory overtonen are Often 688ociated with accusationa 
of over-indulgence in onczp@, implying that the individual 
concerned in unwilling to face reality with a atout heart, 
The difficultito of connecting the rentorative content of 
fiction with its social context are perhaps loan complex than 
those concerned with connecting the directive contentg but they 
are quite different in kind. The connection between social 
reality and the directive and maintenance functions of literature. 
are presumably direct. But when we coma to ask questions about the 
reasons people have for their preferred modes of encape from 
reality we aLre looking for connections which are definitely not 
direct, The question =y be made clear by the admittedly over- 
simplified idea that books offer "fantasy worlds" into which people 
may escape. If we want to know why people choose one fantasy world 
rather than another we can haTY begin with the expectation that 
these : fantasy worlds will be reflections (however distorted) of the 
situations from which the people are escaping. Ratherg one might 
expect them to be some kind of "inversion" or "negative image" of 
reality, , &ose elements are justified by virtue of their opposition 
to the way things are in the real world. 
As with the maintenance funtion, the design of literature to 
cater to the restorative function involves a degree of stereotypy. 
The kinds of fantasy-worlds provided by popular fiction tend to fall 
into certain patterns. It in not izzediately apparents however, why 
these particular patterns are preferred. It is certainly not 
i=ediately obvious that the explanation will be a sociological one. 
One might argue that an individual's choice of fantasy-world is likoly 
to depend on psychological quirks - perhaps not enduring ones but ones 
which first give a reader a taste for a particular species of popular 
fiction which is later maintained either by habit or by the fact that 
readers prefer to return to fantaay-worlds which are already (at least 
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in their atandardined features) familiar to them. 
UUt In certain in that a great many readers are extremely 
loyal to the kinds of fiction they habitually conauce. In come 
cases thin loyalty might be explicable with reference to the 
maintenance function in that different species of fiction tend 
to have different resolutions# but we coo the came loyalty 
manifested within genres when readers are particularly devoted to 
a single authors and in come cases genres have cubgonren which use 
different milieux (the genre of romantic fictionj for instance$ 
may be subdivided into contemporary and historical romances* and 
Hillis & Boon do, in facts categorine their output in thin way. ) 
The power of long aeries of works featuring tho exploits of a single 
character or group of characters to attract and hold readers in well- 
known in mana-market publishing* and many of the most prolific writers 
of the century have sustained themselves very largely by aeries work. 
I think it is probable that the explanation of restorative 
stereotypy is to be sought largely in psychological terms, and 
particularly in terms of developmentJpsychology. It hardly needs 
pointing out that our reading preferences tend to change markedly as 
we move from childhood into adolescence and from adolescence into 
adulthood. The kind of fantasy-world which children find suited to 
their needs is very rarely the kind of fantasy-world which appeals to 
adultat and it is a difference in restorative content whicht more than 
anything elset tends to distinguish children's literature from adult 
literature. Howevers I think there is also a good deal of scope for 
sociological explanation Of At least some of the patterns of 
stereotypy which we see in adult literature. I think it unlikelyl for 
instancet that the very marked difference between much popular literature 
written specifically for women and much written specifically for men 
reflects innate psychological differences between the sexes rather 
than differences in social roles and social situations. 
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In virtually all popular fiction the restorative and 
maintenance function are served simultaneously, and they 
collaborate in governing the substance of the text* While the 
maintenance function doterminen characteristic patterns of 
resolution and plot structure the restorative function Covcrno 
the environment of the story - the literary "decor". Thin 
collaboration isl in a senceg slightly uneasy in that the 
maintenance function works to sustain the noren and values of the 
real world whereas the restorative function afford* relief from it. 
The two functions$ howevers are by no means incompatible, and there 
in no real conflict of interest. (It is worth noting that the fiction 
which is furthest removed from reality - outright fantasy in the vein 
of The Lord of the Rings - often tends to be the most rigidly and 
overtly moralistic. ) 
The nature of the alliance between the maintenance and 
restorative functions is perhaps easiest to see in romantic fiction 
of the most stereotyped varieties. Peter Mann's survey suggests 
that a significantly large number of readers of Mills & Boon romances 
are young married women. It is not too difficult to guess what kind 
of frustrations typical of their social situation might generate 
tensions requiring release through escapism. But it is important to 
rezember that the release which is sought is intrinsically transient - 
it is temporary relief, not escape in the literal sense. It is 
significant, therefore - and probably a matter of necessity - that 
the alternate world in which the housewife submerges herself is one 
which both affords escape from the immediate situation and confirms 
the set of values which maintain her in it. Thus, the housewife 
typically escapes not into a world where the myths that bind her 
into her real situation are inapplicable but, on the contraryl into 
one where they are especially and in an exaggerated sense meaningful. 
Feminists often rail against romantic fiction because they see it 
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an an enemy$ creating and caintaining the restrictive world-view 
which$ an it were# chains women to their nocial, role* For 
instancel Germaine Greer compares the mythology of romantic 
fiction to religious mytholoey, and goes on to claim that "Sexual 
religion in the opiate of the oupermenial" and that "If female 
liberation in to happen . *.. thin aterile aelf-decoption munt be 
counter-acted .,, 
6 
She is probably wrong to dencribe what in 
happening an "self-deception"l for she ic assuming that the 
restorative content of romantic fiction in being consumed directivoly 
and then maintained. Howeverg there in a sense in which she is 
right - while women prefer to escape to a world from which they can 
return refreshed and re-armed for the struggleto live within their 
situationg rather than to a feminist Utopia from which they might 
return armed with a determination to qhanFe their real situation, 
the prospects for wholesale liberation may be slim. The problem# 
however, is not to persuade the readers of romantic fiction that 
the fiction is pure fantasy$ for they know that alreadyq but the 
rather more difficult one of persuading them that it is an inherently 
undesirable fantasy. 
It must be stressed that no one has to believe in fiction in 
order for it to be effective in terms of the maintenance functiong 
not even in the special sense that we sometimes credit great literature 
with being "true" though it deals with fictitious events. Even in 
the extreme cases where people apparently jdo come to believe in their 
fantasy worlds (ast for instanceg with the people who write to the 
inhabitants of Coronation Street as if they were real) it seems probable 
that this not the same kind of belief they have concerning the existence 
of real people and real streets. It is as though they have accorded 
the fantasy worlds the status Of "Parallel realities", with their own 
integrity but nevertheless distinct from reality. (Although science 
fiction has largely taken over the notion of parallel worlds the 
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archetype still remains the land of Facrie. Legend and literature 
manifestly attribute this property of "parallel existence" to 
their imaginary countries. ) 
We see# thereforej how it in that popular literature can 
and does serve the maintenance and restorative functions simultan- 
eously# and that by virtue of the combination literary experience 
can not only provide release from confrontation with reality but 
alno a kind of preparation for re-entering into that confrontation. 
It seems to me that what the sociologist must do in trying to 
find explanations for the stereotyped rentorativ* fantasies in 
popular fiction in to see them an responses to particular kinds of 
frustration &rising from social circumstances. Thin will not always 
be possiblet because the explanation for the existence of a particular 
pattern that persists through time may be psychological rather than 
sociological. Where such patterns change with timej however, waxing 
and waning in their predozinances there seems to be hope that a 
sociological hypothesis wMt in fact, provide the best explanation. 
This is what I shall try to do in attempting to map the changes in 
the characteristic imaginary worlds of science fiction. 
. "0000" 
5. A note on "misreading" 
Wiebe, having categorized media messages into the three functions, 
is much concerned with the question of "misreading". He alleges that 
we often mistake the kinds of influence that television hats or its 
capable of having because we assume too readily that its communiques 
are consumed by the audience 
in the way that is intended by their 
producers. He claizz that much material which is intended to be 
informative (and hence directive) fails because most consumers simply 
ignore it - it makes no 
impact on their consciousnesso and where it 
is used at all it will 
be used as maintenance material by those 
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people who already know or believe what the programme producers 
are trying to tall them. Thin in a problem with such media an 
television and radio largely because of their inherent nature* 
They are particularly suited to disposable material because they 
transmit in "real time'19 and whenever attention wanders what in 
tinned in irrevocably lost, A book can be put down temporarily* 
Difficult passages can be read slowly and re-read. The material 
remains perpetually available. The television picturej by 
contrast$ is inherently transientq and the medium in therefore 
particularly suited to those kinds of message which are themselves 
inherently transient. "Good" television programmes are difficult 
to makeg and they are unpopular because they decand an effort of 
concentration over a sustained period of time which a great many 
people are unwilling to make. 
To some extent this applies to popular literature too* Most 
people like most of their reading to be light, undemanding of 
extreme concentration. As Levis observed$ the reading of popular 
literature can sometimes be combined with desultory conversation 
or listening to the radio. When we examine popular literature, 
thereforel we must be doubly careful. We must be careful on the 
one hand to remember that much of the material therein is not 
designed to serve the directive function. We must also rememberg 
however, that even where the author clearly intends that his 
material should serve a directive function (carry a "message" in 
the special use of the word) this is far from being a guarantee 
that it will be consumed directively. Indeed, we would probably be 
justified in assuming that in the majority of cases it will certainly 
not be consumed directivelyl but will be either refused or "misread". 
(This ist of courset a perennial source of frustration and 
dissatisfaction among authors. ) 
It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that other miareadings 
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may occur. We all begin an naive readeral and it in in fiction 
- often crude and routine fiction - that we first encounter many 
ideas that surprise and delight us. Even the most banal hackwork 
has the capacity to fulfil a directive function if it happens to 
be the first work of its kind encountered by a reader. There is 
also some potential for mistaking directive content for restorative 
content - this in sometimes the fate of allegories and natireas 
The MCrimls Progress and Gulliver'n Travels are read today 
primarily by children an exotic adventure storiect and so are the 
myths of the Greeks and the Norsemen. I do not think, howevert 
that there in any serious danger that we will make foolish mistake* 
in attempting to explain the content of popular literature today if 
we ignore the latter problem. The former will require come special 
cozzent with reference to science fiction, because a first contact 
with science fiction very often seems to be an experience which can 
only be described as a revelation. 
It is, of course$ true that two readers can occupy themselves 
with the same text and let have very different experiences. Sometimes 
this is due to the refusal or misinterpretation of directive material. 
By and large, howeverg the differences of impact are attributable 
either to differences in preference for particular kinds of 
restorative fantasies, or to differences in allegiance to the values 
and attitudes involved in the maintenance function of the text. For 
these reasonag I do not consider the kind Of "misreading" which 
preoccupies Wiebe to be a particularly important factor in the present 
enquiry. 
*0s0006 
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Chapter Threc. THE EVOLUTIC3i OF SCIE? SCE FICTIC i AS A PW3LIZHI1iG 
CATEGORY. 
a 
The most awkward problem facing historians or science fiction 
has always boon that or finding a place to start. Different concepts 
of what science fiction in or ought to be have led dirforant writers 
to different points of origin. If one coon science fiction an a series 
of fantastic Won dependent upon a prolific imaCination then one is 
likely to claim an ancostry ror the ronre which dates back to the 
Tru, ý Hivntor-y of Lucian of Samotiato. -a second century skit on travellers' 
talen featuring an absurd trip to the moon. ir one coon it in a slightly 
more sober light as a mythology or the modern ago then one in likely to 
favour the Ojy2rov an an appropriate fountainhead. One who considers 
that science fiction is primar ily, didactic medium populmrininp the ideas 
of science and attempting to awaken dull. minds to the wonderful 
imaginative vistas opened up by scientific ideas might point to the 
, 
nivnrno by Titus Lucretius. A didactic poom On Vlý-ritnre of-tbn P 
historian who sees the beginnings of modern scientific thought in the 
cosmological speculations or the seventeenth century would probably 
begin his account of science fiction with John Kepler's attempt to 
popularize the Copernican theory through the medium or fiction in the 
SoTnitim. A sociologist Interested in science fiction's construction of 
hypothetical societies is more likely to look to the tradition of Utopian 
literature developing from Plato's Rerubllg. The etymologieaUy-minded 
critic might well claim that the term loses its meaning if we try to 
project It back In time beyond the point at which "science" and "fiction" 
acquired their modern meanings, and he Is likely to settle for the 
rather conservative designation of 
_Frnn1cgnsto1n 
(1818) by Mýry She1ley 
as the first significant work of science fiction. 
1 The scienco fiction 
miance fiction 
fan of the thirties and forties, however, who knou/only through the modi= 
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of tho pulp LjCazineuq wou3. d traco its hirtory back only to tho founding 
of Aý-i-4n- N-nrlp-a in 1926. 
If wo charactorloo oclenco fiction according to what itv atorion 
aro usually about - tho futural fantactic Lnvontiono, journoys to 
othar worlds otc. - wo can rind isolatod oxamplen conforming (moro or 
loan) to the description throughout literary history. Vot until the 
late nineteenth century, however, did fiction ritting thin description 
begin to be produced in any groat quantity, and not until the final 
years or the century was it acknowledged that stories like thin 
were a recognizable kID19 allowing come kind of category distinction 
to be made which would label theme The first such label in popular use 
was "scientific ro=ncow, which In most familiar in association with 
the fantasies of H. G. Wells. 
If we trace the syncretic process by which this category of stories 
care into being we sea that there wore four basic imaginative stimuli 
which Cave rise, to speculative fictions in the latter part of the 
ninoteontý, century. These worst the revolution in transportation; 
the theory of evolution; the socialist movement; and the anticipation 
of larCo-Gcalo war. It was not so much the actual logical and social 
izplications of these developments that were important but the effect 
they had on the popular imaCination. They gave rise to what wore, 
initiallyq quite distinct varieties or speculative fiction, which 
gradually came together because of cross-fertilization of Ideas and 
the gradual realization that they had somothing significant in co=on. 
The revolution in transport was Important because tho steam 
locomotive was the first major product of the industrial revolution 
to intrude into the world of the middle classes and display the 
potonti4 of tochnoloey in remaking everyday life. The advent of 
railuays mni steamships moant that the world "ohrank" rapidly in terms 
of Its apparent scales and the main literary response to this was the 
novel of imaginary tourism, whose most popular exponent was Jules Verne* 
6? 
In his books Varna visited ovary cornar or the clobo, the bottom 
or the Boa, a world inside the earth, the moon and (in J! je. *tnr SqrVnj. 'jq) 
outer space,, [tin archetypal works arc the Ultimato tot-riot story 
A 'rm.: nj thn World In Flrhty Dnyn(1873) &nd the languoroua dream of being 
cot away on Tý __ ,n _Hypt-, rloup 
TrInnJOS75). 
The theory of evolution an propounded by Lamarck and revised by 
Darwin had a considerabI6 impact on the popular imaCination bocauno or 
its implications for the image of ran and hie place in nature. 
Speculation concerning man's rolationchip with Creation opened up great 
vistas in time to the literary imagination, encouraging the dovolopmant 
of the prehistoric romance and the romance or the far future. The most 
significant contributors to those species of evolutionary fantasy were 
the French writers CamMe Fla-: marion and J. H. Roany the older and tý, o 
Oritish writers H. G. Walls, John Boronford and Mar Staplodon. 
Mmvomont 
The importance of the cocialist/wun that it was largely responsible 
for a change In the pattern of Utopian fantasy,, With one or two 
exceptions Utopias designed before the mid-nineteenth century had all 
been set in distant places, They were visions of society as it might 
be - standards for comparison inviting readers to think about the 
quality of their own lives* The notion of social progress which 
emerged in pro-revolutionary France and unas ultimately taken dp by 
the socialistst howoverg stimulated a now kind of Utopian model - an 
ideal society situated in the future, which thus became a vision of 
society as it nlf-, ht bw6ýco-rn; a social goal rather than a simple 
standard of comparison. The great success story in this type of 
fiction was Edward Bellamy's Lonkinr Racý%mzrj(1888), which became 
a pheno=onal boat-seller and provoked many replies In kind from an 
quartersq including William Morris's 
INown 
rrom Nowhere, (1841). 
The war-anticipation story Crow out of a British political 
movement following the consolidation or the German Empire after the 
Franco-Prussian war of 1870. The potential of tochnol6gy to remake 
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war wan already suspected bocauso Or the innovatione Introduced 
durinp the American Civil War, and Germany wan already rearming 
and remodolline her army. Britaing however, was vary slow to 
undertake any stop., In this direction. one or tho proponents or 
raoreanist%tion and roamrk-: wnto Sir George Chooney9nouCht to aid his cause 
by publishing an account or "The Battle of Dorkine" in 
Mar-. -Inino-s This novelette told the story or a German invasion which 
caupht England quite unproparedt and provoked such ureant debate 
throuChout the land thnt Gladstone had to mike a speech against 
"alarmism". The cominr Anglo-Gorman war became a favourito topic for 
po-pular writers and remained so until 11414. What contribution this 
prolific literature made to the readiness of Britons to go to war 
against Gem-any uhon the time actually came in open to conjecture. 
T have gone into some detail elsewhere 
2 
on the matter of the 
overlap between these varieties or fiction and the way In which they 
gradually came to b-3 seen as a r-enre. Suffice It to stay here that a 
number of popular writers - notably George Griffith, H. G. Wells and 
Conan Doyle - built an early reputation on the originality of their 
work, originality in this case moaninr that they produced now and 
exciting speculative Ideas, These were amon-v the first generation of 
writers who found that they could make a reasonably good living writing 
fiction for =ass-=rket maeazLnes (P*ýnrson. 4. Tbo Strand. Pn1l. It-Ill ate. ) 
and all three - Wells in Particular - cultivated their reputations ty 
deliberately Eping in search or 2core bizarre and provocative notions. 
Týey became quite eclectic in their choice or imaeinative material and 
imaZinative mill although each had his particular personal Interests 
and preoccupations- All three, or course wrote a good deal of fiction 
that was not in this category. 
From Britain the renre spread rapidly to America. America took 
a 
=so-production very rflOuslYp and, had already berun producinp fiction 
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In vart quantition nizad at the "lowest comton donominator" or tho 
potential audience. Thoro wore the dime novoloo wlýlch had first boon 
prolucad to keep the Union Army amunod durinf., tho civil war but which 
had become almost a national institution. They had more in common with 
the British "penny droadruln" thin with the magazinon - and, indeed, 
many were ralasuad in Britain in that forms In the last decade or the 
nineteenth century, though, the dira novaln want into a rapid decline 
an they woro superseded by the pulp maeazinant which took over their 
role an principal suppliers or mans-producod fiction as well an 
capturing the rather more Oi3pmarkot* audience corresponding to the 
British magazines, Because relatively few books were produced in 
Amorica(as cotpared with Britain) the pulp magazines won a virtual 
monopoly over the marimt for popular litoraturot and hall that 
doxl, nance for some rorty years* 
The pulp fiction marazines published a good deal of scientific 
romance between 1890 and 1920,, but this appeared alongside all other 
kinds of fiction. In the twentiess hovevert pulp magazines began 
to go in for speciallsation in a big way. There already were detective 
pulps, westerns and romance pulps# but there was a sudden proliferation 
which ultimately produced such bizarre exportments as "yellow peril" 
pulpsp oriental adventure pulpst foreign legion pulps and even 
Lnr". lln Alventures, plus such curious hybrids all Srj, cy Dq+ ectlye -Stortes. 
In 1919 there appeared a magazine called Th-, Thrill Book, which 
spocia. lised in fantasy fiction with a slight bias toward scientific 
romance and otherworldly exotica rather than toward the more conventional 
&host and horror stories. This experiment proved short-lived, but It 
was followed In 1923 by the founding of Vnird Taler, ultimately to 
be=o a straightforunard horror-fantasy pulpt but which in its emrly 
years featured a considerable amount of scientific romance. The 
roundinp of a straight "scientific romance pulpin seemed logically 
inevitablop but what actually I'laPpened V, -. o rather more complicated 
than that t for the magazine which actually appeared to provide the 
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swnifecto of science fictionwan not an oxpariment in pulp fiction 
speciation at all, but an experiment of quite a different kindo at 
least so far an ita ambitions and pretensions were concerned* 
00*0*000*0 
Hugo Gernaback was an inventor who camoto Alsorica from Luxembourg 
in 1904 after being refused a patent for a now kind of battery in 
Germany. lie was passionately interested in electricity and in radiol 
and in 1908 he founded a magazine called Modern Electricn to popularica 
developments in these fields and to spread the gospel of the wonders of 
technological progress. Gernaback believed that technology would 
remake the world an a Utopiaq and he was extremely enthusiastic about 
the possibilities of the coming "Atom-Electronic Age" or "Age of Power 
Freedom", as he liked to call it* 
In Hodern Electri=_he occasionally featured fiction about 
marvellous inventions and the technological miracles of the future* 
In 1911 he wrote a novel called Ralph 124C41+: A Romance of the Year 
2b6O for serialisation in the magazine. It was little more than a 
catalogue of wonders, with an extremely crude plot that might have been 
taken from a silent movie melodrama? involving a villain who kidnaps 
the heroine and has to be pursued by spaceship. English was not 
Gernsback's first language and his command of it left something to be 
desired, but his principal interest was didactic. He regarded the 
literary framework and the plot as a kind of "sugar coat" making the 
science and the technological speculation in his story more palatable. 
He tended to read other scientific romances in the same wayq regarding 
Verneq Wells, and even Edgar Allan Poe simply as populariscre of 
science whose principal value was determined by the nuggets of scientific 
information and inventive inspiration which lay buried in their works. 
Gernsback went on to publish The Electrical Experimenter. which 
changed its name to Science and Inventiong and in 1923 he experimented 
by publishing an entire issue of "scientifiction". Three years later 
he founded a new magazine called Amazing Stories, subtitled "The magazine 
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Of scicntificti, 00, It van a cotpunion to Science and Inventionj 
carrying cimilar advertising and promotW, casentially the come product 
an enthusiastic attitude to technology. Because of this strange kinship 
Amating Stories Ad not much resemble the mass-market pulp fiction 
cagatines. It wan considerably largerl printed on paper that van 
no=ewhat stouter, and had triczed edgen vhivh made it look neater 
and loss ephemeral than the raggod-odged fiction pulpoe In hin introductory 
editorial$ Gernaback offered the following prospects for "acientifiction": 
"It must be remembered that we live in an entirely now world. Two 
hundred years agog stories of this kind were not possible. Science, 
through its various branches of mechanical electricity$ astronomy etc,, 
enters no intimately into all our lives today, and we are so much immerned 
in this science, that we have become rather prone to take new inventions 
and discoveries for Grantedo Our mode of living has changed with the 
present progreast and it in little wonder* therefore, that many fantastic 
situations - impossible 100 years ago - are brought about today* It in in 
these situations that the new romancers find their great inspiration* 
"not only do these amaZing tales make tremendaysly interesting 
reading - they are always instructive* They supply knowledge that we 
might not otherwise obtain - and they supply it in a very palatable form* 
For the best of these modern writers of scientifiction have the knack of 
izparting knowledge, and even inspiration, without once making us aware 
that we are being taught- 
"And not only that: Poet Verne, Wells, Bellamy, and many others have 
proved themselves real prophets .... 
'" inventions pictured for us in the 
scientifiction of today are not at all impossible of realization tomorrow. 
Famy great science stories destined to be of historical intcrest are still 
to be written., and Amazing Stories magazine 'will be the medium through 
which such stories will core to You- 
Posterity will point to them as 
having blazed a traill not only in literature and fiction, but progress 
as well. " 
Gernsback thought of science fiction 40 an essentially directive 
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medium* Ito purpose wan 
for technology - its ant, 
Gernsback fully expected 
prophecies rc&ardine, the 
these prophecies and its 
make a real contribution 
to teach science and to inapire enthuniam 
Drtainmcnt value was only a means to thin and. 
that the fiction would justify itcelf by its 
scientific miracles of the future, and through 
inapirational effect on its readern it was to 
to progress. 
Science fictiod failed to live up to this proapectus, In a upeach 
delivered at H. 1. T. in October 10,063 Gernaback blamed thin failure on 
the fact that the medium had betrayed his high ideals* It had become so 
polluted by pure fantasy that very little of it really deserved the name 
of science fiction. Right from the very start, however, it was plain 
that what the readers found to enjoy in Actnting Storien was not quite 
what Gernaback intended thcm to find. 
Gernsback's first recourse in filling the pages of Amnzing Storien 
was to his literary heroes and he reprinted all the major scientific 
romances of Verne and sellsp together with all the Poe stories with 
any hint of scientific flavour. These reprints included a good deal of 
what was, by his standards, pure fantasy (e. g. Poe's "The Facts in the 
Case of H. Valdemar" and Wells' "The Man Who Could Work Miracles"). 
For other material to reprint he turned to the pulp magazines. Le found 
a certain amount of fiction there which fit his prospectus relatively 
well -a few stories by the astronomer Garrett P. Servisal for instance 
- but most of what he picked up was the most extravagant of exotic romance. 
he obtained a new novel from Edgar Rice Burroughs for the only issue 
of the, Amazing Annual and reprinted several works by A. Merritt, Ray 
Cummings and George Allan England. Merritt's work consisted entirely 
of 1,; audy fantasies set in wholly imaginary worlds, and was primarily 
remarkable for its purple prose. Cummings specialized in "microcosmic 
romances", which were basically Burroughsian romances set in worlds 
within single atoms. England was a socialist writer who wrote a 
nuzber of novels about the coming defeat of capitalism but whose 
most fazous work was a trilogy of fantasies set in a world following 
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the decline of civilization and the reversion of the bulk of 
humanity to barbarism, 1n none of thin fiction was there any real 
scientific content. 
Gernaback did alightly better with one or two other writarn 
whom he recruited. lie obtained work from the mathematician Eric 
Tecple Bell. who had published several novels no "John Taina". Ball 
had a truly prolific scientific imagination, and wrote come remarkable 
evolutionary fantasies for Amazinp. - Stories Qunrterly based on the 
discovery that radiation caused genetic mutationa. A new writer 
"discovered" by Gornsback was David 11. Keller, a doctor who had taken 
up the practice of psychiatry. Kollar, too. had a prolific imagination 
and a reasonable knowledge of science, though his prose wan extremely 
amateurish. Gernsback was also able to find a number of scientific 
romances in French and German -which suited his requirements very 
well, and which he had translated for his magazines. 
An essential part of Gernsback's vision of the future was manla 
conquest of space. He was confident in predicting that the moon 
would be reached before the end of the century and that spaceships 
would be carrying men to the planets shortly*thereafter. Interplanetary 
romances were by no means uncommon in the pulp magazines, and a good 
many had been written in Europe before the end of the nineteenth 
century. liothing symbolised the wondrous future better than the 
vision of rockets blasting off for others worlds, and thin was an 
image that Gernsback and his illustrators exploited to the full. 
To many of its readers and to the majority of onlockers "scientifictioe' 
became almost synonymous with 11space fiction", and it van in this 
area that Gernsback's Amazing Stories made its deepest impression. 
In 1c)28 it began serialisation of The Gk_ylark of Space by Edward 
E. Smith - the first Pulp Space adventure story which went beyond the 
solar system, making the whole universe into a gigantic playground 
with the aid of an extravagant Pseudoscientific jargon. This took 
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pulp romance into hitherto unknown territoryg discovering a scale of 
action vaster than anything previously imaginede Thin woo something 
new - and because it broke through the previous horizons of the 
popular imagination it woo something that many readers and writers 
found very exciting, The now-utylo space adventure was quickly 
adopted by such writers an Edmond flamiltong John Ws Campbell Jr. 
and Jack Wil-liazwon an their standard product* 
In 1929 Gernoback loot control of Amazing Storien when his entire 
magazine chain was declared bankrupt. The magazine continued in 
its now ownership virtually uninter todý with Gernoback'a assistant Tip 
editor To O'Conur Sloane in charge. There was no change in its declared 
editorial policy, but Sloane was not nearly no passionate in his own 
personal advocacy or the coming Clarion of technocracy an Gernaback 
had been. He won already in his eighties and extremely suspiciour; 
or progreast but his editorials still relayed the latent in science 
newag he still insisted that the stories he published should contain 
some nuggets of inrormations and he still pretended that scientifiction 
had legitimate claims to being a prophetic medium* He was extremely 
careless of the quality or the scientific componený of his stories 
permitting a great many impossibilities and absurditiest but it 
cannot really be said that he was siCniricantly worse in this respect 
than Gernsback. 
Gernsback rounded a new publishing coopany within a matter or 
monthso having discharged all his debts very quickly. His new 
science fiction magazines (which carried the label in its modern form) 
were Air Wonder Stories and ies, but they 
combined in 1930 to formWonder Stories. The new title was quickly 
supplemented by a quarterly COMPanion in imitation of Amazing Stories 
and Arnazinr, Stories (ýiarterlv- These magazines were still distinct in 
appeaLrance from the standard fiction pulps. 
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In January 1930, however, one of the pulp fiction publishoral 
William Clayton, decided to extend his chain - which van already 
highly differentiated - by producing Antounding Storion of Super- 
Science. AntoundirL wan the brainchild of 11*rry Bates, who apparently 
suggested that the chain should branch out Lnto science fiction an an 
alternative to Clayton's proposal that the now magazine should be 
called, Torchlip, htn of Hint= and should feature historical romance. 
Bates, of course, had no intention of adopting the pretensions of 
Amazing-, but simply wanted to uGe the imaginative decor of science 
fiction for standardised pulp adventure fiction. In an introduction 
to Alva RogerhO A R2guirm for Antounding, which traced the history of 
the magazine from its inception until it become Anal in 1960# Bates 
described Amazing as "Packed with puerilitiest Written by unimaginables'. 
Cluttered with trivial" 
4 
The puerilities and trivia to which he referred 
were the fruits of Gernsback's didactic intentions, Bates intended that 
Astounding should feature nothing but entertaining adventure stories, 
adapted straightforwardly to the restorative function of pulp fiction, 
The main question was whether there was yet a large enough potential 
readership with a taste for space adventure. Both Amazing and Wonder 
paid their contributors a pittance -a quarter of a cent a word was 
Sloane's standard fee, and Gernsback hadnavor been prepared to offer 
more than half a cent per word. Astoundinp. 9 by contrast, offered the 
standard word-rate applicable to the whole chain - two cents a word? 
Thus, despite the cheaper format, Astounding was more expensive to 
Per 
produceLissue. Despite the high word-rates howeverl Bates had trouble 
finding suitable fiction. 
6e co ented: 
biggest difficulty* and a never-ending one, vas the obtaining 
0; suitable stories**-. *. We could think of fewer than half a dozen 
fair-to-good pulp writers who had ever written stories of the kind we 
wanted, but never doubted that some of my adventure writers could 
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-produco them. However, I at once found mycelf locked in a continuing 
atruggle with nearly every one vhom I izduccd to try* Hout of them 
were hr-ont wholl7 Ignorant of scitnco and technology, to most of 
what eventually got into their stories had in one wo or another to 
be put there by mycelf. esool did very much rcvritinV****. When I dared, 
I sent stories back to the writercee., thin re-quired the sending of 
lone letters of detailed instructions..... The time all thin tookl 
And the little returnV6 
Although he had ahandoned Gernoback's protennionat baton wan 
obviously willing to Pay lip-nervice to the ecoantial "ethic" of science 
fiction - that it should be based on scientific speculation and should 
not (at least without reasonable excuse) violate the presumed limits of 
uhat wan physically possible* Bates was apparently quite clear in his 
own mind that this was what made science fiction different from supernatural 
fantasy and fairy stories. in which the impossible woo subject to the 
whiz of the writer and a few ill-for=ulated conventions* 
Astounding never quite managed to break even, but - according to 
Hates - had almost established itself an a paying proponition when the 
entire Clayton chain went bam)wupt in 1933- It is difficult to obtain 
accurate estimates of the circulation figures of the 
various science fiction magazines in this period (the 
word of editors is not always reliable in this respect) but it seems 
that in the very early days Amazing Stories sold somewhere between 
60,000 and 100,000 copies- Astoun J_ng probably never reached 100,000 
but almost certainly cold better than Wonder Stories or Amazing (which 
had lost About half its readers by 1933)- By the end of 1935 Amazing 
Stories was said to be selling only 20,000 copiesl Wonder Storien about 
twice that# and Astoundingg which had been revived by Street & Smith 
under the editorr-hip of F. Orlin Tremaine, in the region of 70,000.7 
Both Uonder Stories and AEaring were forced in 1933 to revert to 
a cheaper production-fOrr-at which brought their appearance in line with 
7? 
the other fiction pulps. Their quarterly companions became extinct: 
Wonder Stories tried hard to court its fans by starting the "Science 
Fiction League", offering a focal point to the burgeoning science 
fiction community. 0 Devotees of science fiction were mostly in their 
teens, and tended to be so profoundly affected by their first contact 
with the mythology of science fiction that it became their sole 
reading matter and their principal hobby. They already had some kind 
of a voice by virtue of the letter-columns of the magazines which 
allowed them to make their views knownt and they soon began forming 
local groups and corresponding with one another. During the thirties 
several groups and individuals began producing amateur magazines 
featuring fiction, articles and letters. The hobbyist aspect of 
science fiction reading has remained one of the most remarkable 
features of the-genre, and its is still thriving. There are 
numerous conventions every year in the U. S. A. and several more in 
Europe, and the number of "fanzines" now runs into the hundreds, with 
circulations ranging from less than ten to three thousand. The early 
consolidation of the science fiction community into a loosely-knit 
and widely-dispersed whole owed a considerable amount to the sponsor- 
ship of the Science Fiction League by Gernsback and his assistant 
editor Charles Hornig. 
The revived Astounding set out to capitalise on the sound 
start given to it by Clayton and Bates. Tremaine's first attempt 
to excite new reader interest was a declaration in the December 1933 
issue of his intention to present in every issue of the magazine a 
"thought-variant" story. What he meant by this was a story based on 
a novel and exciting idea. Bates had never really asked his writers 
to be innovative, and much of the fiction he had published was 
n 
remarkably pedestrian in its use of the concepts of sciete fiction, 
I 
many of which had been renderdd banal with astonishing rapidity. 
After a mere seven years of life science fiction already appeared to 
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vany of its readers to hay* cattled into dull routines* The lettrr 
columns of the magazines of 1933 are full of complaints regarding 
tho uniformity of the stories and dezanding the injection of new 
ideas* Larly in 1934 not necescarily in imitations but in renponce 
to the same stimulus Hornig also announced that Wondpr--Stnrisýn 
would attempt to promote "now plot0l, Amn7inn made no announcements, 
but Sloane also began to zake claims about the exciting now ideas 
in stories scheduled for future issues. This now emphasis brought to 
the fore such writers an John We Campbell Jr. and Stanley G. Woinboum, 
both of whom were wall-educated in science and could combino ingenuity 
with, in Campbell's "so, adventure on a titanic Gealej and$ in 
Weinbaum's case$ exotic otherworldly ocenarion. The demand that 
writers should search for novel notions produced come extremely 
eccentric stories (Edmond Hazi-Iton0a "The Accursed Galaxylls for 
instance$ suggests that the reason the universe is expanding is because 
all the other galaxies are fleeing from ours because it in "infected" 
with the disease of life) but it also produced come ideas which were 
later to prove very useful to Science fiction writers (for instance 
the idea of worlds parallel to Earth which had "alternative 
histories"s adopted into science fiction by Murray Leinater in 
"Sidewise in Tice"). 
Trerzaines in his introduction to A Re_quiem for Antounding, 
offered his own view of the unique cerits of science fiction: 
"I believe we can GafOlY call the ye&rs 1933-37 the first 
golden age of science fiction. It came alive in those years and 
laid a foundation for much of its present popularity as a story 
cedium. But, more important, the individual enthusissm of its 
supportilig fans has not lessened, I have had reason to be proud 
of the large number of Young men whose interest has been maintained 
while they became substantial citizens* moving into the current of 
modern life without confusion because they knew what ynn coming, in 
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the scientific field. 
"Scienco fiction han anabled many of unt who hava followod 
it through the years$ to maintain an untroubled poico in what is 
too often referred to an a 'troubled world'. And an newer generations 
grow up within the circle of our fictional forecasta of things to 
cece they learn to feel the serenity which comes from knowledge. 
"The mysterious doors of nature's secrets are being opened to 
us one after another in real lifel and the population at large finds 
these revelations a little terrifying. But to those of ud who rode 
jet spaceships to those planets in our stories many yeard ago, thero 
in no surpriae in the actuality of jet planes. To those of us who 
have lived through interplanetary waral there is no particulal. reason 
fcr surprise at the H-bomb. #18 
Tremaine it; not echoing Gernsback's claim that science fiction 
would justify itself through its prophecies but making a point that 
is a little more subtle. His claim is that by opening minds to a 
great range of wonders scienc fiction prepared its readers for 
sweeping changes in the world in which they lived, actingg an it were 
as a "cushion" against what Alvin Toffler has characterised as 
"future shock". It is doubtful that Tremaine considered science 
fiction 14 this light while he was engaged in editing Astounding 
- the opinion is clearly the result of hindsight - but he did take 
the genre seriously, trying to maintain at least the pretence of 
fidelity to known science while promoting new perspectives. The 
cost significant action which he took, however, was the hiring an 
assistant editor of Astounding John W. Campbell Jr., who took over 
all his duties from September 1937- 
The science fiction market suffered a general upheaval during 
the last few years of the thirties. Amazinst Stories , in a hopeless 
financial situation, was acquired by the Liff-Davis chain of magazines, 
and war. given a companion magazine named Fantap-tic Adventure. Both 
were edited by Ray Palmer, a devoted science fiction fan who adopted 
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aomo rnther imaginative strateeita in trying to recover the , 
cagnzincle loot circulation, The Ziff-Davin pulps operated with 
a chain of "house writers" who produced vast amounts or raterial 
under a variaty of pseudonyms for a whole rongo of specialist pulps 
cost of it extremely crude and formularistic. ImUle relying on 
these writers for much of his material Palmer also took work from 
soke established science fiction writers and persuaded Edgar Hico 
Burroughs to vrite a aeries of novelettes for him* During the 
forties he discovered a crank named Richard S* Shaver who believed 
that the world was being run by an evil race living in caverns 
beneath America and who wrote prolifically in the attempt to 
"expose" thiG conspiracy# Palmer promoted the"Shavor Mystery" 
vigorously for roce years in the pages of Am-%7. inp_ 15torion and 
built up a considerable following on the lunatic fringe. Palmet 
claimed that under his editorship Amazin&ln circulation reached 
200,000,, but this figure seems rather dubious. 
9 
Wonder Stories also failedl and was acquirod. by Better PubliCatiOns, 
who modified its title to Thrillinr Wonder Stories and founded a 
companion called Startling Stories. These were initially under the 
editorship of Mort Weisinger (who was later to be extremely 
successful as a ccoic book publisher, guiding the careers of Superman 
and Batman)* The two magazines were slanted at the teenage markets 
dropping al. 1 Gernsback's science features and paying no more than the 
merest lip service to his ideas of what sciehce fiction ought to be* 
For three years there was a third companion magazine called Eepta. ýj: L 
Futur! js which was the first science fiction pulp built around the 
exploits of a single character. Every issue carried a novel in 
which Captain Future and his supporting team (a robots an android 
and an ageing scientific genius) saved the solar system. 
Several new magazines appeared an the market before 1940 
but most were short-lived. So keen were acme science fiction fans to 
make a contribution to the Eenre that Donald Wollheim approached a 
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pulp publisher and volunteered to edit two science fiction pulps 
without anj salary or editorial budrott Fathering stories from an 
enthusiastic group of amateur writers, The maeatine - Stirring Scion 
Stories and Conmic Stories - looted only a few issues* The writers 
who were fellow-membera of this particular fan-group (which was known 
an "The Futurians") included Frederipk Pohlt Cyril Kornbluth, Damon 
Knight, and James Blisht all of whom were to become leading names in 
the field after the war. Pohl also become an editor, of Surer Science 
Stories and Antoninhing Stories. Ilia salary was very low, the theory 
being that he would augment it by writing much of the magazine's 
contents himself$ thus co-opting most of the editorial budget* 
10 
Super Science Stories proved to be one of the more tenacious pulps - 
it was killed by the war but revived for a few years in the late forties 
and early fifties* Of all the new magazines started before the wart 
only Planet Storien lived through it (except for the companions of the 
established titles). Planet Stories specialiced in colourful adventure 
stories set an other worldst and presented 
ýhat was essentially 
costume drams in space. It too was aimed primarily at a teenage 
market. 
Uhile the othcr magazines retreated from the Gernsbackion 
prospectus, however, Campbell tried to reformulate it an a policy for 
Astounding. While the other Pulps presented formularistic melodrama 
Campbell tried to break away from the pulp irage altogether. lie 
changed the title of the magazine from Astounding Stories to Astounding 
Science, Fiction and gradually shrank the first word while increasing 
the prominence of the others. In 1942 Astounding became a large-sized 
magazine simi1ar to the original Amatinp., in format, and when the war 
and the paper shortage made this inviable Campbell made Astounding into 
a digest magazine- 
Campbell kept the science that the other magazines threw out. 
His editorials concerned new developments in technoloeys and he 
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0 publichad numerous acienca articlede lie had a much more t 
intimate knowledge of physical science than Gernaback, had# and he 
kept in close touch with contemporary publishing in the journals. lie 
was particularly interested in developments in atomic theoryl and 
throughout 1939 and 11940 his editorials insisted that atemic powar 
was imminente Ilia moot vital contribution to the Eenre, however, 
was his notion of how science and fiction ought to fit together to 
make science fiction* 
Gernsback had simply attempted to weld popular science and 
popular romance together$ wrapping the one up in the other. In his 
view, the fiction was Just gaudy wrapping-paper which made the 
package attractive* But Campbell thought that fiction could be 
used at; a medium for "thought-experiments" in science. His primary 
interest was in the ways that technology would change society$ and 
he knew full well that Gernsback's Utopian expectations were hoprlessly 
naive. His expectations of science fiction are slimmed up in the 
following statement: 
"Scientific methodology involves the proposition that a well-ý- 
constructed theory will not only explain every known phenomenon but 
will also predict new and undiscovered phenomena. Science fiction 
tries to do much the same - and write in atory form, what the results 
look like when applied not only to machines but to human society as 
well. " 
11 
He modified Gernsback's notion of science fiction as a prophetic 
medium by pointing out that it Could only extrapolate from known data 
and that anticipations were no less meritorious for being invalidated 
by new and unexpected data: 
"Any extrapolation Whatsoever is, neccesarily, based on the implied 
but unstated propositiont " If things go on 813 they have been, *,,,, I 
The proposition isq right now, open to serious question ... whenever 
science becomes engineering, it meets legislation made by man. 
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"The acience fiction writer io, therefore, faced with a nimply 
atated problem. Taking off from the nolid ground of known 
laboratory acienco, cighting along the backtrack of pact 
experiences he lounchea into the future. 
"But ho may coma down in a novar-will-bo futuraq bacoune 
somebody harnessed telepathy, and throw civilitation off on an 
entirely unexpected track. Or because tho Supreme Courto. oohnn 
eliminated the instituition of patents. Or b6causo a now social 
theory hzn decided that no scientific advance should be permitted 
for 250 years. 
"Is'evertheleang science fiction can not only be fun$ but 
extremely valuable experiencoo"12 
In Campbell's view of what science fiction should aspire to 
be a much greater responsibility wan placed on the fiction* which was 
no longer t; icplY a vehicle but the actual experimental medium- 
This made him less tolerant of bad prose than Gernaback had been; 
More i=portantt it made him auspicious of the formularistic plot- 
structures of pulp fiction. 
Until this time science fiction had survived very largely on 
plots which involved some terrible menace threatening visitors to 
strange worldst or the earth, or the whole universe. Usually thin 
involved a particular threat to the heroine , often necessitating 
such absurdities as lustful aliens or robots. 1n the formula used 
by Captain Future(most of whose adventures were written by Edmond 
Hamilton) there was a female lead who had no purpose save t6 get 
into one or care thorny situations per novel, and the standard 
recipe was that the hero should be captured three times before he 
finally escaped to save the solar system. ItIot all science fiction 
followed this pattern quite 80 scrupulously, but its elements were 
clearly reccgnisable more-or-less universally. Aliensl robots and 
=ad scientists filled the alot marked out for villains, while the 
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heroes would have boon perfectly at home in a weatern or a thriller - 
und mtaiyj indeed, seemed to have wanderod into a science fiction 
plot entirely by mistake* None of the other 
tagazines of the period 1937-46 had any interest in changing thin 
recipe. Even Tromainot who was keen to import now speculative ideas 
into the f,, enre, was not particularly interested in now approaches 
to the fictional component, though he did publish the atorioa of 
"Don A. Stuart", which were basically stories whose ploto arose 
naturally out of the ideas they contained rather than being Crafted 
on., "Don A* Stuart" was a pseudonym used by John Campbell. Campbell 
-an-Stuart did not work entirely alone in this regard - one can identify 
a handful of short stories per year that paid only lip service to pulp 
formulaq but it worth noting that several of the beat stories of the 
early thirties did not find a paying czrket at the time. 
(Examples are 
"What's it like out there? " by Edmond Namiltont"The Creator" by Clifford 
Sizak and "The Mom! ' by P. Schuyler Hiller. ) 
Campbell knew very well that the bulk of his audience were pulp 
fiction devoteeal but one of his aims wan to seek out - and$ if 
necessaryt to create -a new audience. For this reason the demands 
which he made of his writers were rather different from those made by 
the Ziff-Davis group of their production-line. He demanded more 
attention to the human elecent of the fictiong welcomed attention to 
politicall sociological and ethical issues, and van far toore style- 
conscious than his competitors. The metamorphosis was slow, but 
eradually Astounding was quite transformed. In order to achieve this 
transformation Cazpbell recruited a whole school of writers, Within 
three years of his assuming control he had "discovered" Isaac Asimov, 
Theodore Sturgeong Robert Heinlein, Lester del Rey* A. E. van Vogt and 
L. Sprague de Camp. Already-establiahed pulp writers began new 
careers under his aegia: 
Henry KUttner and his wife C. L. Hoore 
invented two new pseudonyms for their collaborative work in Astounding - 
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Laurence O'Donnell and Lewis Padgett - while Jack Williamson 
invented "Will Stewart" and also produced coma remarkable now work 
under his own name. A prolific pulp hock named L. non Hubbard also 
began to take his speculative ideas much more aeriously with 
Campbell's encouragement (no seriously, in factj that in due course 
he Cave up writing to found a new school of psychoanalysis called 
Dianctica which he subsequently transmuted into a religion called 
Scientology). 
Many of the cambers of the Campbell school are still active, 
and come have become remarkably influential - particularly Asimovo 
Most have been vociferous in their support for the kind of science 
fiction which Campbell advocated, quite certain of its merit and its 
social value. Campbell completed the transformation of Astounding 
in 1960 when changes its title to Annlo&, with a subheading signifying 
the phrase: "science fiction is analogous to science fact; " Its 
audiencet by thens apparently consisted largely of scientifically- 
educated people in their late teens and early twenties. Its 
circulation soon climbed to 100,000 and has remained close to that 
figure ever since. 
13 It is doubtful that it ever cold significantly 
more than that or significantly less, and though Amazing (if Palmer 
is to be half-believed) outsold it in the forties and Gnlaxl 
certainly outsold it in the fifties it has been far more consistent 
and morp durable than any of its rivals, and has certainly been the 
principal influence on the direction of development which the 
Eenre took. 
000000000 
Ca=pbell's notion of the essential nature and the value of 
science fiction was influential, in that cost writers and editors 
were at least prepared to pretend that theirs was the same cause. 
To a large extentl however, it was a pretence and no more than 
that. Lven Campbell. most of the time, wan prepared to pretend 
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that the work he published lived up to hin prospectus, Perhaps that 
which survived to remain in print at tho prevent day (and a surprising 
amount of it did survive and to still available) fit hiý proapactus bents 
but even this in dubious. Edward E* Smith's "Lenaman" series, which 
enjoyed an astonishingly successful revival in tho early caventient in 
crude pulp fiction on a galactic scale uhose superaciance jargon in 
transparently ridiculous. 
There in a curiouol almost paradoxical element in the ouccona 
of science fiction an a irenre. The pretence that Campbell maintained 
seems to have been essential to that oucceang but not because it 
served to create a new fiction that left pulp conventions behind (one 
of the most striking features of the field in how well it retaina its 
unity, with simple-minded space adventure selling alongside highly 
sophisticated literary works). What seems to have been essential in 
the illusion of fidelity to science and responsibility to the principles 
of logical extrapolations probably because it is this illusion that 
permits - or at least facilitated - the suspension of disbelief which 
allows the reader to participate in the fiction by identifying with 
its endeavour. 
Other promoters of science fiction than Campbell stressed different 
aspects of the fiction when they functioned as its apologists. Groff 
Conkling introducing one of the first hardback anthologies of stories 
fro= science fiction pulps, The Best of Science Fictiong made the 
followin, g comment: 
lilt is in its embroideries that the largest merit of science 
fiction resides. * .... any branch Of writing, no matter how incredible 
which explores regions of man's imagination heretofore Virgin to hie 
interest is worth reading. If Only because the stories included in this 
book are incredibles they may be said to have value ....... the fact that 
here are ideas and dreams which ran has never before thought or imagined 
in the written history of the world gives these tales a certain permanence. " 
14 
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What Conklin arj; uea in sizply that ocience fiction io valuable 
becauce, it in mind-opening. In thin viewt it in not really vary 
different from supernatural fantaoyq but is simply mora suited to 
the modern world-view. Supernatural fantacy obtaina its plaucibility 
by reference to ideas whose possibility was established by it religious 
world-viewe or at least hy the antiquity of the notiona themselves. 
0 
Science fiction$ by contrastq obtains its plausibility by reference to 
the idesks or sciebce -a stratoey more appropriate to the twentieth 
century. There in undoubtedly coca truth in thin, because it explains 
the fact that in so very many canon the strategy of the science fiction 
writer amounts to little more than jargon-mongering in the service 
of creating an inusLon. But this thesis in its simple form leaves 
out, howeverg the fact that thin difference in strategy led to an 
entirely different series of imaginary worlde, and entirely different 
kinds of imaginary events. There in a good deal of science fiction 
which consists of horror stories or fairy otories with the symbols 
transposed, or of mundane fiction in a particular kind of fancy 
dresag but this is a minority and it has been a minority ever since 
1946. From that date onp even the bulk of badly-written science 
fiction functioned in an imaginative space which was very much of 
its own. 
"""""""" 
The significance Of the year 1946 for science fiction was 
that it was the ytfer after Hiroshima. The dropping of the first atom 
bo=b was an event of tremendous significance for the science fiction 
cc-_-. -. unityg because they saw it as a justification of the perlre. 
Cazpbell said that "th, scionce fictioneers were auddenly recognioed 
by their reighbours as not quite such wild-eyed dreamers an they had 
been thoughto and in m'any 60111'satisfying cases became the neighbour- 
hood experts. 1115 It 
is doubtful that many neighbours realized any such 
things but what was really importamt was the way that science fiction 
writers and readers felt. They felt entitled to shout "I told you so" 
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to the world. Campbell had every reason to be clatedg becuuna it 
was largely due to his attenticn to the possibilities of atomic 
research and his urging that a significant number of stories on 
this particular theme had appeared. lie was particularly delighted 
that at one point (following the appearance of Cleve Cortmillto 
atomic bomb story "Deadline") his offices had been raided by 
security forces convinced that the Fauihattan Project woo not a 
secret as it should have been. (This anecdote becomes less 
impressive when one recalls that the FBI also caused two Supermnn 
comic books to be suppressed because of references to atomic bombs. ) 
Af ter the war against Japan was brought to such a striking conclusion 
however, science fiction suddenly seemed to have claims to be taken 
much more seriously. With the end of the war came the end of the 
paper shortaget and there was a veritable explosion in magazine 
publishing. In the post-war decade more than forty magazine titles 
appearedl most of which disappeared very quickly. The pulp magazines 
enjoyed a brief burst of new popularity and then died in the face of 
escalating paper costs. The digest format became standard, but 
during the changeover there was a period of economic chaos. Many 
publishers went bankrupts very many new ones appeared to fight for 
the market, and a few survived with their policies completely 
transformed. Astoundingalready a digest, was completely unaffected. 
Ziff-Davis survivedt and Amnzin& became a digest too, but it 
suffered a spectacular loss of readership and by the mid-fifties 
it was precariously balanced on the margin Of survival -a position 
it has occupied ever since. 
16 (Ziff-Davis sold the title in 1965 and 
since then it has been virtually a hobbyist operation on the part of 
its publisher and editor). 
The most important of the new magazines founded in the post-war 
period were Galaxy, and The Magazine 
_of 
Fantasy and Science Fiction. The 
formerl edited by H. L. Gold, enjoyed rapid success and exploited a 
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new generation of writern, moot of whom had had budding carcera 
I 
interrupted by the war* Goldq unlike Campbell, had a conso of 
humour and encouraged a rather irreverent and sometimen satirical 
approach to the subject-matter of science fiction. Uhilo Campbell 
still liked the aciehce in his stories to be of the nutc-and bolts 
variety, with a heavy emphasis on mechaftical engineering, Gold 
encouraged the use of ideas over a much wider spectrum. Stories in 
Citlaxy, tended to be more interested in alien psychology and sociology 
than in alien biology or technology* The Hajrazine of Fantney and 
Science Fiction , by contrast had the main aim of promoting fiction of 
a better standard than its competitors, Ito editors$ Anthony Boucher 
and J. Francis KcComass concentrated on short stories which were 
neat and sophisticatedg and which owed more to the conventions of 
such magazines as the Saturday Evening Pont and the Atlantic Monthly 
than to the pulps. They did not intend to distinguish between 
science fiction and any other kind of fantasy but they discovered 
eventually that issues of the magazine with spaceships and robots on 
the cover sold significantly better than thoGe with fantasy motifs, 
and the magazine's bias has always been toward science fiction despite 
its liberal editorial policy. 
17 
The post-war decade raw the expansion of science fiction from 
the magazine medium whichq until then, had been the genre's only 
home. (A good deal of speculative fiction had, of course$ appeared 
in book form during the thirties and fortiest but none of this was 
labelled as science fiction and some publishers actually tried to 
disavow the label in their promotional material. Some of this 
fiction was known to and read by the science fiction co=unity 
but it was nots at that time, recognised as "belonging" to science 
fiction . Only in the fiftiesq when writers and readers began making 
II broader claims for the value of their fiction, aimed prim; rilY at 
the general literary audience, was there a serious attempt to co-opt 
this fiction and ivpose the label upon it. ) 
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The penre's first expansion was a relativoly limited one. 
Numerous science fiction novels orieinally published in the =gazinca 
began to appear no hardbacked booka. The great majority of these 
bookn were produced by =11 OPeciality publishing houses established 
by science fiction fans: Gnome Press, Fantasy Press, F, P. C. 1. and 
Arkham House were the most notable* There won# howeverg somo notice 
taken by large established publishing houses, who began to issue a 
number of science fiction novels under the label and presonted several 
anthologies of short stories. Simon and Schuster were in the vanguard 
of this movement, but the most significant event was the establishment 
by Doubleday in 1952 of the science fiction book club (which is still 
thriving today). 
Science fiction also became recoenised in this period an a 
film genre. There had, of courses been films made previously whose 
content was sciencefictionall but they had always been regarded as 
horror films. Now the new label was adopted, Hany of the early 
science fiction films were monster movies, famous examples being 
The ThinP(1951) and The Beast from 20,000 Fathems(1953), but George 
Pal made a sober film about a trip to the moon - Destination Moon 
and 
(1950) scripted by Robert Heinlein -/The Dnj the-Earth Stood Still 
(1951) presented a visitor from outer space who came to moralise 
rather than to terrorise. 
The most important change in the science fiction market, however 
was the advent of paperback bool-. Two major publishers - Ace and 
Banantine - began science fiction lines, issuing titles on a regular 
basis. Ballantine selected the cream of the contemporary work from 
the magazines while Ace (paying somewhat lower advances) had a more 
extensive and more diverse range. Host of the early Ace science 
fiction came out as "Ace doubles" - paperbacks which featured two 
novels printed back-to-back - and these usually combined one new 
title with one reprinted from the magazines. The editor of this 
line was Donald Wollheiml whose encyclopaedic knowledge of science 
fiction enabled him to pick uD a good deal of old material from the 
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forties that was still marketable. 
The advent of the paperbacks was highly significant not becauso it 
had any direct impact on the nature or quality of what was being written 
(Campbell's notion of what science fiction should be was by now 
paradigmatic, if Only as a pretences and Ace wore aiming directly at bw. 04t, the pulp fiction audience) but it greatly increased the amount of money I 
there was to be made out of science fiction. A writer could now reckon 
that any novel-length work he placed with the major magazines wan virtually 
certain to appear in book form, and there wan now much more scope 
for writing in the novel length rather than in the shorter lengths 
preferred by the magazines. 
Until the mid-fifties science fiction writing was basically 
a hobby, except for the pulp fiction hacks who wrote for a wide range 
of pulp fiction outletsl and had not found it particularly profitable 
to write a great deal of science fiction. A large number of the 
leading names in the field were part-time writers. Now, however? 
the possibility of becoming full-time science fiction writers 
presented itself. Many took the opportunity, and so did a large 
number of young fans who had aspirations to become writers. 
It was also in the post-war decade that science fiction spread 
from the United States to Europe. There was already a science f iction 
co=unity in Britain, whose reading matter had been supplied by 
i=vorted or reprinted American magazinea, and now a number of new 
publishing ventures emerged to exploit this ready-made market. 
Several magazines, cost notably New Worlds, appcared and a number of 
paperback publishers began science fiction lines, including Scion 
and Hamilton (later Panther Books). Both there operations were very 
cuch at the "bottom! ' of the marketj dealing in mass-produced hack-work 
aimed at the name kind of audience as the Ziff-Davis pulps, but they 
provided something of a living for their house writers, A number of 
hardback publishers also began to issue science fiction books - notably 
Sidwick & Jackson and Boardman. 
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Over the lost twenty yearat since the original paperback lines 
became well-established, the readership of science fiction hoc expanded 
constantly. The original Ace doubles cold something in the region of a 
hundred thousand copies in their first printingal the Ballantine 
paperbacks slightly more. In those days, however there were little 
more than fifty science fiction books being produced per years an 
opposed to two hundred or so issues of vtLrious magatino titlLg. 
Todayt though the average initial sale of most paperbacks in something 
between 20,000 and 509000 there are several hundred titlea issued each 
3learo 
18 ]Numerous titles which have remained in print over the entire 
period have cold more than a million copiest and half a dozen now 
titles each year sell several hundred thousand copies each. Hardback 
science fiction novels reach the bent-Geller lists occasionally. 
Throughout the sixties and seventies science fiction increacod its 
importance in books and in the cinema. In the latter =odium cpectacular 
successes were scored by 2001: A Space Odyssej, (1968) and Star Wars (1977). 
Scienctfiction now accounts for approximately IQ6 of new fiction titles 
produced in books and in paperback each years and considerably more than 
that percentage of new films in production. Because of the expensive 
cost of production of science fiction it has made relatively little 
impact on television despite the success in America of Star Trek and 
in Britain of Doctor Who. Neverthelesag new series are continually 
being tried. Science fiction artwork has also become very popular, 
and both illustrations from the pulps and the work of contemporary 
artists are frequently used to provide material for picture-books of 
the type sometimes called "coffee-table books". 
Throughout this period of increasing influence there has been 
much arguzent within the science fictiOn community with regard to the 
essential nature of the species and its appropriate goals. There 
has been a conatant call for improvements in general literary quality, 
often opposed(sometimes zealously so) by factions considering that if 
science fiction becomes too "literary" it will lose the mind-opening 
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quality which in generally referred to by the cliched phrtica "the cenco 
of wondcr"o Huch fuel has been added to this debate by tht fact that in 
the last ten years acience fiction has begun to attract a good deal of 
academic attention. Most American universities now offer courses in 
science fiction as part of degrees in literary atudical and there has 
been an astonishing proliferation of historical and critical writing 
about the renre. Much of this writing, inevitably, deals primarily 
with works which were not initially labelled as science fiction but 
which can now be so classified because of their contents and a great 
deal of criticism is scornful of the pulp heritage of the genre an 
it exists today. Many contemporary writers feel that the labelling 
of science fiction and the fact that it in popular tenre in detrimental 
to their chances of reaching a wide audience and achieving critical 
success. This school of thought tends to regard the founding of the 
label in the pulp subculture an vL kind of "ghattoization" uhich has 
curzed the species with disreputability. Publishers# howevers point 
out that though only a handful of science fiction titles have a much 
better chance than other kinds of fiction of staying in print over 
a-long period of time, and that the loyalty of the science fiction 
readership at least assures that few titles ever make a loss. 
. """"""" 
It iss for obvious reasons, difficult to discover the structure 
of the science fiction audience. It is relatively easy, at least todayp 
to find out who is prepared to admit to reading science fictiong but 
not so easy to get a comprehensive picture of the audience as a whole. 
The science fiction communityl though extremely vocall represents a very 
tiny minority of the whole readership, and generalising from the facts 
that are known about the hard core of science fiction fans is hazardous. 
It seems clear that throughout its history as a publisherd category 
science fictioA has been aimed at an audience consisting mainly of young 
people* It was the young that Hugo. Gernsback attempted. to inspire and 
to educate. Most of the pulp magazines of the forties were deliberately 
9k 
slanted at teenagers. Science fiction written for older children (known 
in Britain as "Juvenile fiction", in America an "young adult" fiction) hoc 
always done very wall in hardback, and the same books usually do 
equally well if they are reprinted no standard race-market paperbackoo 
(Virtually all the works of Andre Norton are published in hardbacks an 
juveniles and then reprinted as mass-market paperbacks. The juvenile 
novels of Robert Iloinlein, Isaac Asimov, Lester del Rey and others have 
enjoyed come tuccess as ordinary &enre paperbacks. ) There in (now, at 
least) a large adult audience for science fiction but virtually all these 
readers were probably recruited to the habit during their teens. 
Science fiction magazines occasionally run surveys of their readership 
but the results tend to be based on very small returns. Now Uorlds ran 
such polls regularly, and received 500 replies in 19589 350 in 1964. 
A poll conducted by Scie Fiction Monthly in 1975 received some 300 
replies. The total sale of the magazine in each case was over 109000 
and probably nearer 201000* A much higher percentage return is achieved 
regularly by a science fiction newspaper called LoCUS, which has a 
circulation of 39000 and whose s=ual survey is completed by 20-3C% 
of the readers. The circulation of the magazine is confined to the 
hard core of the science fiction community but the statistics which it 
yields are nevcrtheless interesting. The average age of the subscribers 
it; 27 (this figure did not alter over the years 1972-77) but the most 
striking figures emerge from the subsidiary question "How long have 
you been reading SF? 11 Answers to this question revealed that the 
average age at which people began reading was 12* (This figure was 
given by the 1976 and 1977 surveys. The 1973 and 1975 surveys showed 
a mean age of 13, but 12 was both the median and the mode in all four 
cases. ) In all four years that this question was asked the results 
showed that only 5--6% of the readers began reading science fiction after 
the age of 20e 
19 
Publishers tend to look upon science fiction as a market with a 
a fast turnover - ioes they assume that the audience is renewed fairly 
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rogul, arly, thus permitting them to reprint bookn ropularly ovory five 
yomrs or so# finding a now "generation" of roadors each time. 
The picture of the audience which emerge* from thing therefore, in 
that the science fiction audience is at any one time prodominantly a young 
audience. Readers seem to take up tho habit, if they are ever going tog in 
their oarly or mid-toonso Soma then abandon It after a period of a few 
years, while others maintain the habit much longer, and may never give It 
up at all. Informal observations of the fan con=mity uhathor In tormn of 
attendanco at conventions or in tormn of activity in amateur publishing, 
seem to support this view* The average ago of subnolbors to Locu3 in 
probably somewhat higher thin the average ago of the audience an a whole 
largely bocauso of Its utility to writers and publishers@ In 1977 14% of the 
respondents had sold work within the fieldt and Favo their profession as 
writer or editor. 
A further point of interest concerning the structure of the audience Its 
that for very many years it appears to have boon almost entirely male. In 
All (Mr YesteTkIrivs(1969) Harry Werner claims that before 1()40 there were no 
female fans at all, and that a small-scale census carried out by Wilson 
Tucker in 1948 revealed that 89% of fans were male. The surveys conducted by 
Vew Worlds show a similar figure. The Locus poll shows that between 1971 
and 1977 17-20% of respondents were respondents were femalot but the fact that 
those figures shov no trend is a source or surprise to the editor and to 
some observers,, because other evidence indicates that over the past ten the 
sox-structuro of the audience has altered dramatically. 
One source of evidence for this supposition is the unusual number 
of female writers recruited to the rento within the last decade, the 
most notable being Vonda McIntyre, Joan Vingo, Octavia Butler, C. J. Cherryh 
Marta Randall and Alice Sheldon (alias James Tiptroo Jr. ). Even more 
striking has been the shift in the kind of fiction written by female writerse 
U"hen Alice Mary Norton began writing science fiction in the fifties she 
adopted a male pseudonym (Andre Norton, sometimes Andrew North) and 4-& 
ter first few published works contain no major characters. 
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Varion Zi=er Bradley attempted in the "me period to uso femalco an 
lead characters, but was forced to revert to the standard pattern in 
order to call. Since 1970 there has been a boom in "feminict" science 
fiction# not only from new writers but from entablithed female writers 
as well. Writers suspected of male chauvinism have been subjected to 
fierce criticism in the Forum of the S Science Fiction Writers of America 
(a professional organisationwhich includes most science fiction writers 
vho are regularly published in the U. S*A*). The editor of locun, 
commenting on replies to the 1977 surveyq claims that the figure of 17X 
derived from respondents as an estimate of the percentago of female 
subscribers in about half the probable figure derived from random check 
of subscriber lists. Richard Geicq editor of Science Fiction Reviewl 
commented during 1977 that although moot long-term cubscribers to the 
r. agazine were malet approximatelY 5CA; of riew subscriptions came from females. 
If it is true that a significant change in the sex-structure of the 
audience for science fiction has taken place over the last ten years, 
then this has presumably had a profound effect upon the actual gross 
size of that Oudience. -- or at least upon its potential size. The 
apparent connection between this upsurge of interest among female readers 
and writers and the feminist movement is interestirýq. 
When we come to consider the science fiction audience in terms of 
the employment of its members we immediately find the task confused by 
the fact that the majority of readers are still within the educational 
system. Because the results of various surveys are based on such small 
sample sizes the number of respondents in each case who are in full-time 
employment is very low, and it would be reading too much into the figures 
to draw conclusions about the relative numbers of teachers, engineers and 
manual workers. Astounding,, when run by Campbell, was always slanted 
toward readers with a strong interest in technology, and when it became 
Analog it seemed to be very much a magazine for engineers, but it would 
be most unwise to take this appearance too seriously. (Westerns it should 
be rememberedg are not aimed at a target audience of gunslingers). The 
Locus survey presents an interesting breakdown of the educational areas 
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in which its undergraduate respondents were workinel and these do show 
a marked biaa toward the acienceal but thin in only to bo expected, 
(The figures are: 31 out of 139 majoring in the natural sciences; 27 
in the social sciences, 23 in engineering or technology, and a further 
15 in flaths. Only 18 recorded their major an English Literature and 
only 9 as another Arts subject. 16 did not declare their major 
subjectJ 
What in perhaps more interesting in the average level of education 
attained by respondents. In 1977 9N had attended college, 7T)6 had 
graduated and 3% had an advanced degree, These results are undoubtedly 
biassed because of the relative unreadineas of lean well-educated people 
to respond to complex questionnaires by mail but they are still 
surprisingly high. The Vew Worlds surveys revealed similar figures. 
In 1958 28 out of the 82 respondents in the appropriate age group had 
degrees (12 B. Sc., 3 B. A. and 131'others including H. A. s. M*Dn etc) 
it has always been a common allegation that members of the science fiction 
community are an average, significantly more intelligent than the 
population at large, but as the people alleging this have been the 
science fiction community the claim can hardly be accepted in the 
absence of supporting evidence. It is true that an usual number of 
highly intenigent and precocious teenagers tend to appear in the 
science fiction community* but it may wen be that it is not the 
intelligence per se which governs the attraction to the medium but 
its secondary effects in causing the individuals concerned to become 
alienated from their contemporaries. 
(The connection between the appeal 
of science fiction and the social isolation will be explored further 
in the next chapter. ) There is, unfortunately, no reliable data 
concerning the average intelligence Of science fiction writers or 
science fiction readers, and 
it is difficult to imagine how such 
data might be obtained. It is, however, a point worth noting that 
whether the allegation is true or not 
it is certainly a deep-seated 
conviction in the science fiction community. The egotism of several 
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of the cost famous people in the field is almost legendary* 
S's..... 
Thin introduction to the evolution of the ccience fiction fialdg its 
markets and its audience is necessarily uliCht, More detailed and 
elaborate historical informatiom can bo obtained from James Gunn's 
Alternate Worlds (1975) and Michael Ashley's 11intorl of the Science 
Fiction Mapazines (4 Vols. 1975-78) and from sourcen noted in the 
text. The Poxby Press Encyclopnedin of Science Fiction, acheduled 
for publication in the U*S. A. by Doubleday and in Britain by 
Granada some time in 1979 should provide a definitive reference work, 
000000#000 
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Chapter Four. THE EXPECTATIOS OF THE SCIENCE FICTIO RUDER 
In order to determine what kind of co=unication ic taking 
place via the medium of science fiction it in necessary to look 
at its content from both aides. It in not sufficient for tho 
sociologist to ask what in put into the communique by its author, 
or what there is in a particular communique for potential recovery 
by a suitably sensitised reader. He should also be prepared to 
ask what it is, ordinarily and habitually, that readers derive 
from their reading. In this chapter I want to make some assessment 
of what it is that readers expect from science fiction, and I want 
to approach that question in three ways. Firstly, I shall look at 
the kind of thing that readers say when they are enthusing about the 
genres and what they say when they feel that they have been 
disappointed - when they feel that a story (or science fiction in 
general) has not lived up to their expectations. Secondlyt I shall 
look at the numerous definitions of the genre which have been 
profferedq regarding them not so much as attempted descriptions of 
what science fiction stories characteristically contain as prescriptions 
for their composition. Thirdly, I shall look at some slightly more 
elaborate statements about the function and value of science fiction 
made by its writers and its apologists. I shall also make some 
supplementary remarks about the kinds of People for whom these 
expectations fulfil something of a craving, or perhaps even a need. 
Just as in the last chapter my attention was directed prizarily 
to the evolution of science f iction as a publishing category, so in 
this chapter my attention will be primarily directed towards people 
who might well bear the label "science fiction reader". This is not 
to say that I am ignoring the fact that a large number of readers read 
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science fiction (or any other genre) so alien to his literary 
expectations that he finds the attempt to read it mildly dinturbingo 
(C. S. Lewis used the metaphor of a phobia when referring to people 
who react to science fiction in this way - it is quite a common 
reaction. ) 
What I am attempting to investigate in thin chapter# thereforej 
in the set of expectations which the reader brings to the reading 
of a science fiction text in order for it to function an science 
fiction - indeed# in order for it to be science fiction rather than 
simply fiction* It is not a simple task chiefly because there in 
no single, essential set of expectations which each and every science 
fiction reader has, There arej in fact fierce disputes within the 
field as to what kind of expectations it in reasonable and/or beat 
to entertain. I shall attempt to identify that which is common to 
most sets, but this should not obscure the fact that they do vary 
quite considerably, particularly on the awkward question regarding 
the extent to which it is legitimate or desirable to import into 
one's expectations of science fiction the expectations which one has 
of fiction in general. 
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Virtually all the pulp magazines gave space to letters written 
by readers commending or complaining about their content. The 
convention became less prevalent in the digest magazines which 
suceeded the pulpsi and where letter columns survived they tended 
to occupy only two or three pages whereas in the more indulgent 
pulps readers' letters might fill ten or fifteen pages. The reason 
for publishing so many letters was to give readers a sense of 
participation in the magazine. For many of them, having a letter 
published was something of an accomplishments and for some of them 
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science fiction as part of a much more c=invoroun literary 
diett any more than I am ignoring the fact that there are a 
large number of books whose content invitea the description of 
science fiction though they were never labelled an such. Ilowovert 
I do want to argue that there is an important difference between 
an act of reading in which a book is read an acience fiction and 
an act of reading in which a book (whatever its content) in read 
an a novel. Thin distinction is to do with what we moan by the 
word 'keare 1. 
Darko Suvin defines a literary genre an "a collective system 
of expectations in the readers' minds stemmin .g from their pact 
experience with a certain type of writing, so that even ita 
violations - the innovations by uhich every Genre evolves - can be 
understood only against the backdrop of such a aystem! '. 
3' What 
this means is that the emblem which labels a work science fiction 
does not simply - or even necessarily - tell a reader what a book 
contains. It tells him something about how it is to be read. It 
invites the reader to provide a certain kind of context (a "backdrop", 
an suvin has it) in which the new reader-experience is to be located. 
This can often be crucial to the worklý success as a reader-experience, 
for it allows the writer to exploit certain conventions or milieu and 
vocabulary. All experience is, of course, compound. Without 
knowledge gained in the past we could not interpret the experience 
of the moment* This applies to artificial experience as much as it 
does to experience of the real world. 
once we are aware of this we need no longer be puzzled by such 
statements as: "It's good science fiction but a bad novel" 
(or its 
converse) and "I just can't stand science fictioWt. In the first 
case we are, as it wereq balancing a work between two different sets 
of expectations which make 
different demands of the text. In the 
ling with the case in which a reader finds second case we are dea 
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writing letters to their favourite magazine became a habit - 
almost a bobby. Thin wait particularly true of the science 
fiction co=unity, who laid claim to a louder voice in the 
development of their favoured fiction than the readorn following 
any other Fenro. Azong other thingul this allown un to be cure tlAC 
at least a substantial proportion of the letters publichad in 
the science fiction pulps were genuine. Many boro the signatures 
of people who were (and, for the most partl are) undoubtedly real* 
The great majority of letters published, of course$ consist 
of reactions to the stories published two or three issues 
previously. Insulting letters were frequently publishedl in the 
interests of supposed fairness. In most pulps thin was virtually 
all there was to it, but in the early science fiction pulps there 
were allo letters which discussed science rather than fiction. 
Errors were pointed out, clarification was asked. There were 
often fierce disputes about the possibility and pbusibility of 
particular notions, with authors being invited to defend thoir 
conjectures against attack. Gernsback gave priority to this kind 
of material, and so did Sloane. When Campbell took over 
Astounding he separated out his letter-column into two sectional 
one headed "Brass Tacks'19 the other "Science Discussions" (though 
after a shortperiod of favour the contents of the second column 
retired whence they had comes into the General melting-pot. ) 
It is obvious that as DL wumple of the opinions of the readers 
the letter columns of the pulps are twice biassed. On the other 
hand, the letters received are not a random sample of the readership 
at large, and on the other hand, the letters published are not a 
random sample of those received. The editors - particularly those 
of Alrazing Stories and Wonder Stories in the early days - selected 
the letters which seemed Most relevant to their image and supposed 
purpose* Priority was given to the letters which contained Icb of 
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science for exactly the same reason that priority was Given to 
atorien which contained lots of acienco. Hany of theco lottera 
come from people with some educational background in the sciences$ 
and often from people whose workvva concerned with come aspect of 
technology or theoretical science. Their presence and preponderance 
in the letter-columns of the magazines should not, however$ be 
regarded as evidence that they were representative of the readership. 
Gernsback'a primary aim was to educate and inspire the youngg and 
hit; magazine was aimed chiefly at people who were ignorant of science. 
With Campbell it was a different matter - he hoped to appeal to readers 
who were already more-or-less sophisticated scientifically - but no 
far as Gernsback was concerned any readers who were already 
knowledgeable about science represented a kind of bonus. Their letters 
were often letters of complaint about poor science, but Gernsback 
accepted this as aid for his crusade and used them. He was not 
interested in changing his policies to meet their requirements. It is 
highly likely that the only advice editors ever took from their 
readers' letters was advice on such minor policy matters an whether to 
run serials or not. On the few occasions that they did listen to 
complaints the results were unsatisfactory, presumably because the 
complainants represented a small minority while the silent multitude 
tended to be silent largely because they were satisfied. (A very 
common early complaint addressed to Amazing concerned the lurid covers. 
At one time - for a few months in 1933 - Sloane instituted a change 
in policy, replacing the garish action-scenes with covers in pastel 
shades featuring more emblematic motifs. Within a few months he 
cancelled the change and thereafter replied to people who complained 
that it had had an immediate and unfortunate effect an sales. ) 
For this reason there i3nO Point whatever in attempting any 
kind of quantitative survey of the kinds of demand made in readers' 
letters* Figures would signifY nothing. What I have tried to do, 
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therefore, is to obtain come kind of overview of the occasions 
which the readers found for enthusiasm, and of the reasons for 
their disappointmente, and I shal. 1 illustrate the main points 
by reference to letters which seem to co to represent particular 
points of views The letters quoted are far from typicalg but 
tend instead to be over-articulate and to exaggerate the points 
which I want to make. They thus constituto "ideal types" in one 
of the several senses in which Weber used the phrases 
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Thin is a letter from the September 1928 issue of Amazing 
Stories: 
"I am so enthused over the Amazing Stories that when I 
received a letter giving me a chance to read more of the kind of 
stories that are issued through the beat magazine in the world I 
immediately filled out the card without looking what I wan buying. 
I know that Amazing Stories would give me stories not only 
thrilling in fiction but full of education. I think now that I 
can look the world more in the face and say 11 know you and your 
secretst and if you have secrets unsolved I will try and solve 
them in some of my wild dreams. Is it not 'Extravagant Fiction 
today .... Cold Fact Tomorrow'; yesq old world, you cannot fool me 
today: 'There is a reason for everythingf. I am just a 15-year-old 
amateur scientist with some wild ideas and funny actions. But if 
cly parents and neighbouris call me crazy,, 'goofey' and any other 
popular nickname I know some people that will stand by me, they are 
the devout readers and editors of Ama A _zingr 
Stories. I feel no enmity 
or fear toward them because the age is fast coming where truth will 
dominate. And personal things Will be everyday talked about, and I 
have also realized after reading Wells' Research Magmificent that 
fear is 'the first limitation of man,. So you see, truth is fast 
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becoming dominated. If you do not underatand what I mean, 
read this last paragraph through alowly, 
"I am making up a atoryt a acientifiction otory that chown 
ideas vividly and truthfullyq it deals with the futuro of tho 
Univernet nearly all of the planets are involved. I base it on 
my own life. I tell the minfortunen and tryings of my younger 
life, what I think now$ and the many wildest dreams to what I 
might do, and what in ponnible for me to do in the future# and 
how I save my earth from the most complicated and inexplicable 
scheme ever thought up by a villain mind, I do not know whether 
I will make it of book-length or into a group of short atorica 
sequelling each other. 
III am very interested in the new Science Clubg and hope that 
the age limits are lowered. 
"Amazing Stories shall not discontinue. It has proved my 
place in this world, and as long as there is life in me I will 
not see the beat magazine in the world go to pieces. I say this 
11imply and truthfully for what good iii there keeping something 
secret that is useful and truthful to the world? 
"Yours for a bigger and better Amazing Stories. 
"Thaddeus Whalen. " 
To which the editor added the co=ent: "This letter tells its 
stor. y so well that we can add little or nothing thereto. " 
2 
There wang in fact little for the editor to add. Here we see 
a ful3, y-fledged convert to the Gernsbackian cause -a convert in 
the sense that he has undergone a quasi-religious conversion- 
experience. He now sees the world in a now way. It will not matter 
if others think him mad, for he has seen the light. He has been 
introduced to a vision of the future, and he is convinced that it Jag 
in some senset the answer. The emphasis an truth in signikicant, and 
the sense of having penetrated a secret. 
io6 
The nonso of "breaking through" to a now way of cooing 
the world (and oneself) is co=on in the autobiographical 
comments of the science fiction fans of the thirtieng almont 
all of whom discovered the Gernsback cwgazinea having proviounly 
encountered nothing like them. It in understandably lean common 
among the fans of today, who are extremely unlikely to fail to 
make contact with science fiction oven when very young. It in 
not possible today for a thirteen-year-old to "discover" science 
fiction in quite the sense that many youne readers of Amazing 
Stories did. Science fiction no longer comes an such a 
devastating surpriset though it may come to seen particularly 
significant at one particular timaq after which it tends (temporarily 
or permanently) to drive out all other kinds of reading matter. 
What is important here is a shift in perspective, analogous to 
the "gestalt shift" by which an ambiguous drawing can suddenly shift 
in the mind of the observer from one of its appearances to the other. 
It is a breakthrough to new concepts, which allow a new interpretation 
of the perceived world by setting "today" in a new context which 
extends far beyond yesterday and tomorrow to hitherto unsuspected 
imaginative horizons. 
This perspective shift is one of the most vital elements in the 
expectations of the science fiction reader. He looks for great 
vistas in time and space, not necessarily made explicitj but at 
least suegested. He will read stories about the present only if 
there are alien intrusions which remind him of a vast universe of 
possibility beyond the everyday. He may read stories of the distant 
future more readily than stories of the very near futures and will 
often measure the value of the latter according to the magnitude of 
the possibilities opened up. It is highly significant that several 
of the most PoPular science fiction stories ever written are stories 
shifts Of this kind. Isaac Asimov's "Nightfall" about perspective 
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and James Blish's "Surface Tennion! ' are among the cardinal 
exa=ple, 5.3 
The essence of the perspective-ahift in tho focal point 
of a chort carmy written by a reader of Wonder Storien in 
connection with a $'test#' not for the members of the Science 
Fiction LeaVe. The title proffered was "Why do you read Science 
Fiction? " The essay gives the following answor: 
"The co=on people of the world have been noted for their 
obsolete views concerning the advancement of sciencel despite 
persuasion, they will not swallow anything that in beyond their 
infinitesimal brains. But science-fiction changes that - the cheer 
power of magnificence that will leave the reader vainly wondering 
what he is on this wee tiny Earth. The force of science-fiction 
can never be equaled by any other type of story. When I finish a 
acience-fiction yarnt I feel overwhelmed with thoughts that surge in 
my brain. Can it ever be true? Will such things ever come to pace? 
The glorious heights that the reader soars to make one realize why 
there are such active face. Science-fiction makes one think - to 
ponder an the whole universe. Is it a wonder that science-fiction is 
an opiate? - to feel that exuberant thrill course through your body; 
to feel your senses rise and your pulse beat stronger* Ah, deep is 
the love .... Science is stupendous. The huge thoughts that we 
humans try to understandq to annlyset are great. Science-fiction has 
the ability to grasp me and to whirl me up - up - up into the realms 
that dominate the cosmos. A fiction that gives fact* food for thought, 
and yet contains exciting adventure, is indeed a marvelous fiction. 
It is a fiction that is intelligent and that educates, not toward the 
bad or immoral thingal but fcw the future advancement of the people of 
the world, Why do I read science-fiction? AM Feeble are the words to 
ubject'114 express such a great s 
The writer of the essay was David Kyle$ who is still a prominent 
member of the science fiction community. He founded one of the 
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speciality publishing houses of the pont-war decade, and wrote 
a history of science fiction that was published in 1976. At a 
science fiction convention in Britain in 1976 he wan a guest 
of honour, and gave a speech condemning modern science fiction 
for betraying the kind of ideal set out in the essay in becoming 
pessimistic and permitting the expression ofinmoral ideas. 
Perhaps the most striking thing about the essay in its use 
of metaphors of size. It is the bigness of science fiction's 
scale of action which in primarily attractive. The earth becomes 
tiny and the perspectives of ordinary people are rejected by the 
contemptuous reference to "infinitesimal brains", 
A rather more eloquentq if no lean extravagant, co=ent on 
the excitment of discovering science fiction and of its special 
perspectives is offered by Iwtac Asimoy in his introduction to 
James GunnOs Alternate Worlds: 
"There was a time, forty years ago$ when I wan not one of 
the Creat seminal influences of contemporary science fiction. I 
was only a kidt reading science fiction and experiencing in it an 
extreme of joy beyond description. 
"I envy that kid, for I have never known such joy since and 
I never expect to. I have known other joys - the sales of stories, 
the discovery of sexual love,, the earning of advanced degreeal the 
sight of my newborn children - but none has been as unalloyed, as 
all-persuasivel as through and through, as reaching out for a new 
issue of a science fiction magazine, grasping itq holding itq opening 
itj reading it, reading its reading it .... 
"It was such a different Joy because there was no other 
reading like it, no other worlds like those it described, no other 
dangers like those it lived with- It was such a private joy because 
there was no one else you knew who read itj so that all its universe 
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was yours alone. It was such an intense joy because it wan 
tied to the calendarl because longing built and built within 
you until it reached a kind or ecstatic pain by the time that 
emerald moment came when the now issue arrived. 
"I have a montage of memorien of atorioa that chono 
before me in my boyhood with a great luminoua flamo that out- 
glamoured the sun. 115 
Most of this blls un only that ten is an impressionable 
age but the final reference to the glamour of science fiction is 
striking. This quotation follows Animovia complaint that the 
best science fiction story ever published (his own "The lAst 
Question! ') had not been mentioned in Alternate Worlds. In a foot- 
note Gunn admits to not having read it, but adds that he remedied 
the omission promptly, and though declining to confirm AsimovIn 
estimation of its status says that it is "an ideal example of 
what science fiction is all about: a bigg brilliant mind-expanding 
concept that could only be told as science fictiong a story which 
concerns the end and beginning of the universe .... 1,6 
Another striking metaphor$ albeit one which does a certain 
violence to the English language, is used by Donald Wollheim in his 
own reminiscences of a lifelong affair with science fiction. Of the 
early science fiction fans he says: "We lived in an atmosphero of 
infinite horizons that could not be communicated to most of the grim 
and haunted world of the Depression around us. 117 
It was this sense of a world with 11 infinite horizons" populated 
by ccncepts which "OUt-glamoured the sun! ' that marked the attitude 
of the ear3, y science fiction reader and constituted the "sense of 
wonder" to which he was wont to make continual awed referenco. 
Two points need to be made in this connection. The first is 
that this perspective was something that was reached through stories 
rather than found in them. Some stories were undoubtedly more 
no 
effective than othern - the two coat popular atorien in the 
early Amazingg if response in the letter column can be truntodo 
were A. Merritt's The Moon Pooll the gaudiest of all his odycoeyn 
in exotical and Edward E. Lmithlo Tho Gkylnrk of Spocell the first 
interatellar adventure to appear there - but almoot.! nX atory 
could strike the right note an long an it was lurid enough. 
SubOaty was a positive disadvantageg as van careful writing - what 
made the impact on the teenage mind were bold strokes of the 
imagination coupled with melodramatic purple prose. The perspective 
itself was necessarily vagu; # something that gave the roader some 
hint of the immensity of the universe which, implicityq his mind 
could not quite handle. The storiest individuallyg were largely 
heuristic devices. The aecond point is that once experienced, this 
perspective inevitably began to lose its newness. Through many 
recapitulations induced by the reading of a hundred or a thousand 
science fiction stories it became* inevitablyl familiar. In come 
cases, it became banall or came to seem ceaninglesag and so some 
readers abandoned the genre like any other fad. The real strength 
of the senzation, however, was its vagueness and its lack of 
formulation. Because it remained always indistinct it had the 
e 
potential to remain always cristerious. In every case the excitment T 
became mutedl and in very many cases it was discovered in a much 
less spectacular fashiOll and was much less draLmatic in its claim upon 
the imagination. 
The effect which the discovery of science fiction had upon 
Whalent Kyle and Asimov is clearly a directive effect. It showed 
them imaginary worlds they had not dreamed oft and it gave them an 
attitude to the real world that was new. This directive effect may 
be associated with the age of the people involved. New imaginary 
worlds can be very exciting tO a child of twelve who is only just 
beginning to discover the power of hits imagination in the sense that 
he is only just becoming self-conscious about it. In particular, one 
11.1 
might expect that special value should be attributed to a 
perapective-shif t which roducen the worldl proviounly soon an 
a vast and complex place within which the child in very 
vulnerablej to a tininess and insignificance in which the 
planet and the race are reduced to similar vulnerability. There 
in a certain satisfaction for the vulnerable and the insecure in 
being able to believe that vulnerability and insecurity are 
conditions of the universe, and that the world itself may be 
threatened as it threatens them .... especially it the world can 
always be saved from even the ugliest of threats, perpetually 
snatched from the ultimate horrors of even the worst disaster* 
once having internalised the directive effect of discovering 
the science fiction perapectiveg however, the habit of reading 
becomes a maintenance strategy, and it in necessary to leave the 
wilder excesses of hyperbole to one side in order to ask the 
question of what kind of demand readers made (and still make) in 
order that the perspective might be maintained. 
0040000 
If we look at the expressions of disappointment which mark 
the reactions of particular readers to Particular stories as 
recorded in the letter-columns of the pulp magazines we find a 
remarkable consistency about them. There are continual complaintr. 
about stereotypy - the reuse of ideas already familiar - and there. 
are continual complaints about the failure of plausibility. 
The following letter, written to'Amazing Stories in 19299 
singles out a story called "The Sixth Glacier" (by 'Hariuall) as an 
antidote to a worrying trend which has already begun to threaten 
the reader's enjoyment: 
"All stories of the scientific type must contain two elements: 
the 'storY' or ifiction' element and the 'science' or 'fact' 
element. Ilaturallyl 
foresight and imtkSination are also requirements 
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for the enjoyment of any story woven around a principle of 
science. but the author of such a work should at least offer 
some plausible excuse or reason for his theory which (but for 
a few exceptions like 'The Sixth Glacier') the writers rarely 
attempt. In short, your average writer assumes that a 
scientific fact could be stretched - and then co=ences to 
stretch it beyond the limits of plausibility, and very often 
into the realms of sheer nonsense. 
"'The Sixth Glacier" has, as I have mentioned above, 
happily combined both of the above valueas the 'fiction' element 
and the 'fact' elements and the result in not a pot pourri of 
bewildering nonsense full of sound and fury, signifying nothings 
but a neat work of sensible imagination, that savoura of at leant 
potentiality, which is the best taste with which to close the mouth 
of the gaping reader in stories of scientifiction. 118 
The editor co=ends this letter as being eminently sensiblet 
taking it to be a wholehearted endorsement of Amazing's prospectus. 
Thist of coursel it is - but it is also daizing that with few 
exceptions most of Amazing*s output was failing to live up to that 
prospectus. It is important to realise that there really is a 
disagreement here between the editor and reader. Gernaback 
considered that it was the educational value of his stories that 
mattered the nuggets of scientific information that they 
contained and that the stories could be justified by these. 
Plausibility, in hit; view, was Controlled entirely by fidelity to 
scientific Possibility (though he was, admittedly, a very bad judge 
of such fidelity). But for the reader, plausibility is a much more 
impressionistic quality- If a story strikes him as plausible, then 
it is Lood, it is useful, and the extent to which it can be mined 
for nuggets of scientific information is really irrelevant. If, by 
contrastj the story is implausible - it it fails to convince him - 
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then it becomealtL I! ot-pourri of bewildering noncanno full of 
sound and fUryq signifying nothing". It fails to fulfil its 
funtion. 
What is being demanded here is not fidelity to real 
science and real possibilities but a spocial kind of illusion. 
What the reader wants is to be assisted to believe that the 
story is in some special sense realistic, but what he asks for 
in the savour of potentiality* It muct be remembered that acience 
fiction writers and readers have always been willing to entertain 
and use notions vhich are impossible in the most literal sense - 
i. o. they involve us directly in losical paradoxen* Two nuch 
notions - faster-than-light travel and time travel into the pact - 
are among the most common themes in modern science fiction. Instant- 
translation machineaq once used almost universally for converse with 
alien beings, have fallen out of fashion, and they appear to have 
lost a savour of potentiality which they once hadl though their 
I 
status in terms of scientific possibility has surely not altered at 
an. 
When a science fiction reader such as the letter-writer quoted 
above calls on the one hand for the appearance of fidelity to known 
sciencel and on the other hand shows his willingness to accept 
certain absurdities, he it; not beingeither hypocritical or foolish. 
If he is guilty of anything it is a careless expression of his 
decandt and it is at least arguable that he is not guilty of this 
either, and that it is our misrepresentation of his demand that 
lea" to confusionb What the reader asks for is the illusion of 
plausibility, and he does not really care how this illusion is 
worked provided that it does work. Ile is not capable of analysing 
exactly why it does not work when it does notj but he knowsv4ien-he 
has been disppointed. 
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The necensity of thin illusion in thAt it is OnlY 
through the illusion, or at least only when it in present an 
a catalytic agent, that the reader can reach the essential 
perspective of science fiction - the vorld-view of "infinite 
horizons". The story-ideas themselvea are not enough - unions 
they carry the illusion of plausibility they have no force. 
The implication of this in that the reader characteristically 
asks more of science fiction than that it should supply him with 
a aeries of imaginary worlds to which he can retreat in order to 
rest from the real world. He is asking that it supply him with 
an attitude to the real world which must be sustained by come 
pretence of realism* This is evident in the way that being a 
science fiction fan can (and for some people does) become a way 
of life. Science fiction, apparently - unlike other popular 
orenres extends its influence from its multiplicity of imaginary 
worlds to colour the real one in the eyes of its devotees* 
0 
This point serves to highlight one of the main problems 
faced by science fiction writers and editors, and that is thar 
standards of plausibility vary very widely indeed. There ia no 
standard recipe for the creation of this illusion* The twelve- 
year-old is inevitably much more vulnerable to it than anyone 
else, and the long-term science fiction fan is likely to become 
adept at inducing it in himself to some extent independently of 
work done by the author of the particular story he is reading. But 
I the 
factors governing the probability that a Particular reader will 
find a particular story plausible at the particular time of reading 
areg in fact, quite complex - and they are by no means all internal 
to the storY- Unfortunately, the one strategy which seems safe - 
that of sticking to notions already established as conventionalg 
and whose plausibility can 
be taken for granted - is almost certain 
II It, 
.0 
to faill because it runs up against the other peretuita source 
of disappointment experienced by the readar of science fiction - 
tho atercotypy of idean. 
Wonder Stories, in 1934-35 ran a number of lottern which 
contained come rather outspoken criticism of the mntorial which 
it was publishing, Two of the most comprehensive cataloGuen of 
faults and insults cano from prominent fans Hilton Kaletaky and 
Donald Vollheim, who were beginning to find the fiction 
conspicuously lacking in inspiration. The change wan in them an 
much as in the fiction. A third letter following up these 
earlier onen co=ented: 
"Being an old reader of science-fiction .... I believe I can 
diagnose the illness that seems contagious and is infecting the 
older class of reader (N. B, Messrs. Kaletsky and Wollheim) that 
you have surely of late noticed -*.. In simple words, it is this: 
the earlier stories were more or less skimpy plots surrounded by a 
mass of scientific detail then practically unknown to the lay man 
reader. Authors in that era could indulge in fanciful flights of 
world destruction by mad doctors, monstrous prehistoric beastieeg 
or cialignant whatnots from other and sundry planers. Today this 
kind of thriller will still hold all its charm for the beginning 
reader, but the veteran has heard the thunder of the Big Berthas 
and is blase; he demands R change. New science is not being 
discovered in enough quantity to supply the basic new plots; 
therefore the stf- story must undergo a house cleaning or you 
=ust interest enough new customers to make the old plot financially 
possible. 119 
It was in this year that Astounding and Wonder, having 
apparently made a similaLr diagnosis, began to emphasise "thought- 
variants" and "new plotWI. The simple fact was that without some 
IIA 
kind for innovation in tho stories thoy slowly lost thair utility 
to tho reCular roador bocauso or thoir apparont ovor-familiarity. 
In Idoa mot baforo in virtuaW Idontical form In a aimilar contoxt 
had no powor to rocapitulato tho improssion of infinito ponsibility 
and vast scalo. Only innovation could roinforco tho conso of 
illimitability no crucial to tho world-viow or colonco fiction. 
It was this domand which roany mado sclonco fiction difforont 
from othor pulp renma. Innovation in othor ponroti wan rarot and 
tonded to follow the pattern of daVriocian mutation, with now 
backgrounds and now etylas appoaring virtually fully clad (an, for 
instances with the emorgenco of the "hard-boiled" achool of 
detective fiction, largely through the work or two writers - Hammott 
and Cý. andler - working In a single maraztno - 13InCX-K-tIk)- 5cienoe 
fiction, by contrast# could only thrive through constant mutation of 
a rather less spectacular kind - more like the kind of mutation which 
actually does affect genetic systom3. (Cacpbollp in fact, was at one 
time in the habit of omlling innovatory stories "mutants", ) 
The most eloquent testament to this preoccupation of the long- 
term science fiction reader with Innovation Is the hiatorical and 
critical work of Sam Hoskowitz, a man devoted to tracking down every 
last work oC fiction whose content allows it to be called science 
fiction. He is scrupulous in his research but his com-montary on 
individual stories is obsessed with the matter of Moativo priority. 
lie is always concerned to track down the very f inst appearance of 
every single notion ever used In science fiction, and every work 
which Is not the first to use Its contral hypothosis in in his eyes 
devalued, IrresPOctIv9 or its othor merits. In Moskowitz's view 
innovation is the primary Justification cf every endoavour -an 
attitude which has infuriated some writers who felt them3elves 
unjustly treated when 
their boat stories wero pushed to one side 
b, oc, ause thoy happened 
to havo been anticipated by other stories which 
they had never read- 
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This domand for innovation to just as difficult for 
editors to contend with as tho demand ror plausibility - 
largoly because it comos from tho moot vocal minority or thair 
readorag tho fana who alroady havo covoml yoars of roading 
science fiction behind them. The now roador, ospocially today, 
is unlikoly to find tho problom or conatantly oncountoring now 
ideas particularly difficult. There In fifty years of colenca 
fiction writing behind him and writers have Loan struggling to 
find now notions &nd now ways to develop those notiona all the 
time, Long-term roadoraq however, Inevitably find this crooping 
ennu ever-more difficult to contend with. Wherover older fana 
moot there le a constant complaint that science fiction has lost 
Its ossential. viWit-v and that it no longer has tho powor to open 
up Imaginativa vistas - only memory, recapitulating the oxporioncoo 
of distant youth, can do that now. 
It is easy to see that the two basic demands uhich are 
reflected in the characteristic complaints of tbo disappointed 
science fiction reader are to some extent in conflict. It is not 
easy to meet both demands simultaneously. To be genuinely Innovative 
is to risk losing the illusion or plausibility, thich in often a 
ratbw delicate illusion. For this reason the innovations uhich readers 
are always demanding are often met with hostility by a considerable 
fraction of the readership. This, too, is a source of much dispute 
between members Of the science fiction com=unity. To be truly, 
successful, innovations must be small, but must give the impression 
of being large. They must make a greater impact on the imagination of 
the reador than their Own Imaginative content renlly justifies. The 
demand for innovatiOno like its partner, is very largely a demand for 
an illusion. In both cases,, the illusion satisfies the domand far 
better than the reality. &-fil fidelity to known scionce involves too 
much technical discourse and is too limiting. Real innovation presonts 
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too difficult a chmnongo to &n imarination which nooda to find 
Its fiction comfortable onouCh to be acceptable as "roallatic". 
If vo waro to aas=o that roading aclonco fiction was a 
habit adoptod to sorve a conntnntly diroctivo Nnetion thon thin 
situation would bo paradoxical, bocauso tho attitudo roquirod or 
tho roador would bo rathor moro ambitioun and constructivo than 
it characteristic-ally is. In fact, the science fiction reading 
habit noems usually to cervo tho raIntenanco funation, cocking to 
prnserve a spocial, attitudo to tho world and all it contains. 
Science fiction is an anomalous P-pnrq largely because uhat in 
required to maintain its basic porapoctiva in not aimply the 
repetition nd-infinitum of a series of Individual exemplars but a 
constant supply of exemplars which perpetually and gradually change 
their form so as always to appear now uhLlo never bocoming truly 
strange, It Is not an easy requirement to moot. 
**tue** 
There have been many attempts to define "science fiction". and 
the problem of how beat to do it remains a constant source of 
discussion within the science fiction community. As virtually 
everyone concedes that some of uhat is habitu&. Uy published under 
the label Is not "really" science f Iction at all the mmin aim of 
these derinitions in prescriptivet they attempt to say somothing about 
what "real" science fiction or "good" science fiction ought to be and do. 
Although it was Gernsback who Initiated the chain of events which 
eventually brought the term Into common usage his was not the first 
attempt to define a literary species of this nature. The first such 
prospectus wast in fact, issued as early as 1851 In a small book of 
criticism by a minor British poet, William Wilson. It passed, of 
course, completelY unnoticed, but It is worth looking at Wilson's 
reasons for promOtinC the renre at least tvo decades before there was 
any significant arO=t, 'Or it being written. (Poo had di ad amn bofOrOp 
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but ho In not montionod in tho accay - tho only work Moon 
rofors to in Tho Poor Artlat. by Richard Honry Ilorno, ) 
Wiloon actually U300 tho tam "Sclonco-Fiction". and ho 
charactariaos it as fiction "in which tho ravailod truth3 of 
sclonco may bo givono Intorwoven with a ploasing atory which 
may itself be poetical and =i2. - thus circulating a knowledge 
of the Poetry of Scioncot clothed in a garb of the Poetry of Lifo"*10 
This in ro=rkably rominiscont or Gorn3backla pr03pOCtU3j 
which was quoted in tho last chapter, oavo that It puts a little 
moro emphasis on tho literary quality of tho fictional matrix, 
Howovorg when we Investigate what Wilson actually means by tho 
Pcmiry of Scionoo we discover that ho Is not talking about the 
kind of straightforward# "vulgar" didacticism which was Gern3back13 
aim in promoting scionco fiction, but the teaching of a whole way 
of seeing. 
Ho writes: 
aThose Scionces which appoar to us to bo most attractivo to tho 
I=ginationt and to present the widest and beat revealed fields or 
investigation, and to contain - evan to a surface-Inspection or their 
wonderst their boauties and their combination3 - tho most Poetry, aro 
the studies or Philosophical Naturalistt tho Botaniatt the Goologistj 
tho jLstronomarl, and tha Chemist. The Study and extraction or Poetry 
from those scionco is liko reading mighty books of Lifoq Beauty and 
Divinity. But we can only obtain in the end, even If we spond a life 
in abstract Scientific studios 'a cloud-rofloction or the vast Unseen'. 
"With what an advanco or intero3t ovor that of ordinary mon =st 
the Man of Science wander In the Fields and tho Woods t and traverse 
over mountainSp seas and deserts. The Troos and the Flowers have 
tongues for him,, and tho Rivers and Streaw have a History. He knows 
that the s=aUest Insects as vall as the mightiest animal, has a direct 
parentage- He knows where the Zoophytes merge Into one another; he 
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known not only tho rmr., nnd i! olour or a Flowor but tho 
com1hinntlons that pr(-, Iuco Itn oty"anotry and lovely huol and he 
knows the I. -Awn by whtph the white sun)-, mm Is thrown Ixack from 
Va nurritco In colourod rays. Ito knovm, 0 wondrous rdati that 
the dow-drop which gliqtenn on tho Flownrl that thn tear which 
trembles on tho oyolidt hold! ) 1nCjP. 4An ALn. tran-mr-tiMat cqllm an 
amount of electric fire equal to that which Is dinchargad during a 
storm rro-: a thundor-claud'. Horo is roatryl He knows that minutn 
Innocts have built whole islands or coral roeft up into light from 
the low deep bed of tho vast ocean. Haro b roatryl Ito known that 
neithor ',. httor nor Hind ovor d1o; and that if the rixod law:, of 
Attraction and 'Repulsion were for one Instant disturbodp the whole 
physical Croation would rql1 back that moment into Chnoa, and týat 
the ponderous Globo itself would thnn and there evantah. "n 
The quotation within the quotation Is f'rom a book c4lled Thi 
Poetry of Sdences whose author Wilson identirlos only b7 his surnamop 
Hunt. This was apparontly an early work in the popularisation or 
science, and It seems that It had an effect on Wilson'3 mature mind as 
proround as the effect which LrAizjnr- Stories had on the minds of its 
juv*nU$a readers. WUson in a man who has undergone a rovelationp 
which has shown him the world in a now light -a shift in perspective 
very like that claimed by early members or the science fiction 
com=ntty. 
The second manifesto for a literary species liko science ricticn. 
was Issued by an American writer named Edear Fawcett In the "proom" 
to his cosmic voyage story The Ghoqt of Gity Thvrlo (1895). He lamented 
that with tho advance or nineteenth century rationalism great 
territories Of i=ginativo space had boon rendered derelict, so that 
it had become difficult ror the writer to be a visionary, reaching 
out for the sense of mystery and awe which onco had attendod myths 
wA ancient legends. HO propoziod, thoreforol to Incarnate a now 
, species or 
literature which he called "realistic romanco"p in order 
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to racovor thin potontial. 
Ho writoo i 
"Porhaps I am only a poor pionoor 41**- in the dirootLon of 
tryiM to writo tho modarn wondar-tala. It com to mo that 
this will novor dio till what wo onco callod tho -Supornatural 
and now (so many of usi) call thO Unknowable, dies as woll. 
Mankind lovO3 the marvollouil but his intollteoneo now rojocts, 
in groat measure, the warvOllOus Unalliod with canity of 
presentment, We may grant that final causes are still dark as 
of old, but we will not accept more myth and fable clad in the 
guise of truth. Romancop pu3had back from the groom or 
exploitation in which it once so easily moved, cooks now pathaq 
and persists in finding them. It must find them, if at alit 
among those dim regions which the torch or science has not yet 
bathed in full boaz3 of discovery. Its visions and apactroo and 
mysterlos =st thoro or nowhere abile eoss 
"To make our romancos acceptable with tho world of modern 
roadors, we must clotho them in rationalistic ralwnt I should 
name them 'realistic romances, - stories uhoro the astonishing and 
the peculiar are blent with the possible and accountable. They may 
be as wonderful as You V1.11, but they mu3t not touch on the more 
flj=iness of miracle. They can bo exeassively improbable, but 
their improbability =mt be based upon scientific fact, and not upon 
fantastic, emotional, and purely imaginative groundwork, "12 
Hore wo find tho emphnLSIS on plausibility - but plausibUity 
very much as a means to an and. Fawcett sees the need that the 
i=gination should not be offended as the servant of a moro basic 
and more important need - tho need to go beyond the parochial concerns 
of the everyday world into a greater context. In tho novel, that is 
what Guy Thyrle accomplishos - with the aid of a drug he sots his 
consciousness free Of the limitations of his body and embarks upon a 
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coamic voyage which takos him to tho moon# thon to the worlds 
of many starso and finally to tho odco of tho universe whoro# 
in search of God, ho ancountors an anigntatic voice which atanda 
an a barrier botwoon tho character (and U. us the roadar) and tho 
ultimate mystories which must, necassari1yq be left undofinod. 
Fawcott was, of courso, caroNlly ani Consciously planntng 
a otratoey to recover something which he considered loot (or at 
least ond&neorod). His prospectuo, like Msonla, passed entirely 
unnoticed, largely because thoro were very few roador3 who shared 
his sense or loss. Thirty years later, however, there wa3 a 
generation of teenagers - or a fractlon of a generation - who not 
only vora able to discover the kind of perspective Fawcott wished 
to preserve but vero able to experience in that discovery a positive 
shock of surprise bacause what-thoy discovered was so completely 
unexpected. 
ýIost of the dafinitions which wore put forward by ma-al. mrs of 
the science fiction co=, =ItY in its early days varo, like Gern3back'sp 
fairly straightforward, their Principle emphasis being on the criterion 
of induced plausibility. Donald Wollheim, for instancet coined the 
following definition in 1935: 
"Science fiction is that branch of fantasy uhich, while not 
true of present-day knowledee, is ronaerod plausible by the reader's 
rocognition of the scientific PossibilitImof its being possible at 
s=o futuro date or at soma uncertdn period in the past. "13 
Sam Maskovitz uses a slmUar definitiont 
"Science fiction is a branch of fantasy identifiable by tho 
fact that it eases the 'villing suspension of disbelief' on the part 
of its readers by utilizing a -n &tmospboro of scientific crodibility 
for its 1=ginative speculation in physical sciencog spaco, tima, 
social science and philosophy 
Wollholmis cautious reference to wthe render's jecor-inition of 
tho scientific possibilities" and ýbskowitzls evan more cautious 
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raforonco to "an atmosphoro or aciantiric crodibUity" toaxiry to 
thair accoptnnco - or at loant thatr awaronona - of tho faot that 
plausibilit. y is usually socurod by an Musion. 
A dorinition which Incorporatoa noT4 rathor moro ambitious apaciric- 
ations was coined by Roginald, Brotnor in his book qra S 20% Fintton 
(1953) and was subsequently quoted with approval by Robert Hoinloin. 
This clai-, ts ti-at science fiction in fiction "in uhich tho autvor shows 
awaranoss of Ve nature and importance of tý, o hum-in activity known an 
the scientific method, cýoum equal mraronons or tho groat body of hurnan 
knowledge already collected through activity, and triko3 Into account in 
his stories the orrects and possible futuro effects on hu,. %%n beingoýor 
sciontific mothod and scientiric ract. "15 
This proscription Incorporates a rather tight fittinr straigIA- 
jacket which would exclude much or what Coon undar the name of scionco 
fiction, As laid out it contains no notion or the nirr-mis, of the 
activity, but Heinlein builds from It a caso ror science fiction an a 
madiwm of thought-exporimants (which is, of course, entirely in line 
with Campbell's pro3poctus an outlined In the last chapter): 
"Through sclenco fiction tho human raco can try-oxporiments in 
imagination too critically dangerous to try in fact. Through such 
speculative experiments science fiction can warn against dangerous 
solutions, urge toward better solutions, Science fiction joyously 
tackles the real and pressing problems of our racal wrestles with them, 
never Ignores them - problems which other forms of fiction cannot 
challenge. For this reason I assort th-it sc&nco fiction Is the most 
reallstict the most serioust the most significant, the most sano and 
healthy and hu=n fiction boing published today*" 
16 
This represents a complete change of scene from the ideas expressed 
by Wilson and Fawcett, withtho only connecting thread being the criterion 
or fidelity to scientific possibility: a criterion which 
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Brotnor and Heinlein want to apply much more rigidly. 
Both Wilson and Fawcett were looking forward to a r-inro 
that did not yet exist. They were ofroring reasons uhy they 
felt the need for it. What was prizarUy important was what 
they relt - in Wilson's case a rocontly-dincovored sense, or 
awo at the wonders of nature, in Fawcett's cano, a oonoo, of 
loan regarding opportunities for indulging a sense or wonder. 
Brotnor and Heinlein, by contraatp are writing about a rnnra 
already establishodo whose hold on the imagination of Its 
habitual readers is secure. They are asking a different 
question - not "Why do we want It7" but "What can we do with it 
now we have UM 
There have been many clai= for science fiction made on 
the same kind of basis that Heinlein uses here. J. 0. Bailey, in 
fjUaims 
- 
Throtir-h Ti-nn anj Snaci (1947) - the fir3t major historical 
study of speculative fiction - ends with a hope that we may become 
wiser by experiencings through the medium of science fiction, the 
horrors of atomic holocaust, The same point is made by Donald 
Wollheim in The Universe Ynkerse I think it is necessary to separate 
these claims regarding the potential social utility of science 
fiction from our investigation of the reasons which people 
characteristically have for roading it. This Is not In any way to 
diminish those claims., but simply to point out that they cannot 
and do not explain the existence of science fiction. The same may 
be said of such studies of science fiction as Kingley JLmi3' Now Maps 
of HnIl (1961).. uhich claims that the most importent potential 
utility of science fiction is Its capacltyfor social satire. 
Perhaps the boldest of all the definitions of science fiction 
is that given by Brian Aldiss In Billion-Year Sprino (1973). He 
claims that: 
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"Scienca fiction in tho coaxch for a darinition of man 
and his status in tho universe which will stand in our advancod 
but confu. 3od state of knowlodgo (ccionco)o &rA is characteristically 
"17 vmt in tho Gothic or post-Gothic mode . 
This, toog is largely a otatom. ont of potential utility# but 
it may also bo road as making a claim regarding the nature of the 
porspectivo-ohift which is characteristic of reading science fiction. 
it may wo3,1 bo a vmlid one, for Implied by my statements concerning 
On. now way or looking at the world" in the notion or a now way or 
conceiving or man's status In the world. 
18 
"1*I** 
When we move on to consider 'writers who are mom concerned 
with trying to analyso the effects of science fiction upon its 
readership than with laying down specifications for recogniving 
wid writing itt then we find other notions appoarine regularly - 
particularly the emphasis on imaginative advonturounness - and we 
also find more thoughtful analyses of the perapectivo-shift. 
Science fiction did not find apologists outside the Ponro 
until the late f if ties and early sixties, when several British 
literary figures confessed to liking It and went into print in order 
to justify their liking. The most Prominent names in this party 
were Kingsley Imisq Robert Conquest and C. S. Lowls. Apologists in 
the U. S. A. were slower to emerge from h1ding, but when science fiction 
became suddenly fashionable in the seventies there was certainly no 
shortage of themg prominent among them the mercurial Leallo Fiedler, 
whose two "explanations" of the rise Of science fiction (in Love and 
Dr-mth In the Amorican Novel and Wattinp for the Enj) I have taken 
the liberty of ignoring because they clearly contradict one another. 
(Tn the first passage science fiction is said to be a characteristically 
Anglo-Saxon form of Ishorror-pornography", while in the latter book it 
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in in oxprousion of paoudo-ýbsvlanic axpootationa wul ic 
caid to bo "typically Jowish. 019) 
Robort Conquosto in "Scionco Fiction an Litaraturo"(1963)# 
notou that acloneo fiction has tvo distinct "mooda"t 
"If wo divida scianco fiction into two vain moods, ono 
might be said to lay out its imaginary world cooAl and calmly and 
gain Its effects by a cumulative objoctivityl and tho othor uhich 
hustles the reader into acceptance by ahoor high paco and 
obsessiveness ,... Similarly# a division might bo mad* botwoon 
stories of tho extroma and fantastic future and work fairly 
rigorously covering changes which can be more or lone definitely 
foreseen from present knowledge - Coing Into the next fifty to a 
hundred years, perhaps, at the most. "20 
What Conquest is observing hero is, or cournog the tension 
between the two basic reader demands - for the Illusion of 
plausibility an the one hand and for imaginative advonturou3noss 
on the other - and the consequent "fictional spectrum" which they 
create. He goes on to make the following co=ents concerning the 
tizollness of the now r2nret 
"Whatever its satirical or other virtues, fiction in a dead 
loss if it does not present an imaginary world which is deeply 
believable, acceptable. OalY thus, In some as yet unexplained way, 
are our own feelings given sustenance, our own imagination given 
exercise. Scienco-fiction is simply a neglectodp and wrongly 
neglectedg way of doing this. The particular type of excitmont to 
be found in science-fiction is not, perhaps, entirely novi there is 
something of the same feeling In Elizabethan writing, when our 
culture's imagination was strongly directed to the possibilities of 
unknown lands* to Dr- DOGs Projects for discovering the philosopher's 
stone, and so on, and when Utopia's sot in a quite imaginary Virginia 
entered into the creative litteraturo .... 
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*Anthropologinto havo hold that a Croat litaraturo, a 
cultural expansion, orton goos with a physical oxpansion - 
that the agos or Greek ami Elizabethan axploration wore not 
accidontly those of groat literature. JLn3, that in only taking 
it at Its crudest, the more act or landing on Sicily or Amorica - 
or '%rs. In a culture like our own tho rrontiors or knowlodpa 
havo all sorts or othor diroctiong wid ir a writor to baing truly 
what I call mcdorn, ho is at lonat awaro of them, "21 
Conquost too of coum, not claimine that tho scionco fiction 
alroady written In groat litoraturot but moroly that In its attitude 
there are elements which are likely to play their part In the groat 
literaturo of our own ago when we find a Shakeopoaro to write it for 
us. (Joanna Russ, the leading feminist science fiction writer, once 
com-ronted that science fiction today in In the nituation of the 
Elizabethan drama after Marlowe but before Shakespeare - an 
interesting coincidence or motaphors. ) 
C. S. Lewis,, in his essay "On Science pictionn (1966), attempts 
a much more detailed breakdown Of the various cub-apocies of the 
ronre, largely because he wishes to attempt to justify only come of 
them. He rejects as examples Of bad practice science fiction stories 
which are simply fOr=L1larI8tic Pulp adventure plots which have donnod 
the apparatus of science fiction simply as a form or fancy dross. Ho 
also passes over 
(though he considers it to be a "legitimate" literary 
endcývour) what he calls "the fiction or Engineers", which Is primarily 
interested in gadgets or undiscovered techniques as actual possibilities 
in the real world. He disting 1uiGhOs from this as slightly more 
Interesting the closely related subspocigs which speculates an the 
nature of otherworldly environments, 
NWhen we learn from the sciences the probable nature of places 
or conditions which no 
human being has experioneod, there Is, in 
normal man, an impulse 
to attempt to Imagine them. Is any man such a 
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dull clod that ho can look at tho moon through a good 
toloncopo without asking hiwoir what It would ba lika to 
walk among those mountains undor that blackj crowdod sky? 
Tho scientists thomnolvos, tho momant thoy go boyond puroly 
mathomatical. statomontal can hardly avoid doncribing tho 
facts in torms or thoir probablo offoct on tho consaa or a 
human ob3orver. Prolong this, and giva, along with that 
obsorver's sense experience, his probable emotions and thoughts, 
and you at once have a rudimontary science riction. 022 
In Lowls's vlowg thereforog this oubapoeloo cC ocianco 
fiction may justify Itcalf simply as a roaction to natural 
curiosity. Ho co=ents that ho cannot undorstatyl why anyono 
ishould think this illegitimate or contemptible an an aim of 
fiction. It Is, howeverl worth noting that thoro in actually vory 
littla science fiction which fits Into this catorory. Arthur 
Clarke and Isaac Isimov perform this kind of operation frequently# 
and vory compatontlyt but it raroly for= tho principal focuts of 
even those works in which it is moot prominent. There Lot hovoyorl 
some notable "science fiction artwork" which takos as its cola 
purpose the creation of the landscapes or other worlds with tho 
utmost ridelity to known science - Chesley Bonostell and David Hardy 
have both made their roputaticns In this area, Lewis co=ento , 
sensibly, that although this kind or science fiction in "capable 
of great virtues" it is "not a kind which can endure copious 
production". 
The next subspocies which he considers is one which he finds 
interesting, and which he ca3.18 we3phatologicalit. It Is a 
rather narrow field, consisting sololy of speculationz about the 
ultL=te destiny of the species llcnO Onntenng but he comments: 
NWork of this kind given expressions to thoughts and emotlen, 
which I think it good that Wo shmld s=otizos entertain. It is 
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soboring and cathmrtic to romomberv now and than, cur 
collectivo emallnocat our apparont isolationp tho apparant 
irilifroroneo of nature, the slow# biologicalo goologicalf and 
astronomical procossoo uhich may, in tho lonC run, mika many 
of our bopos (possibly somo d' our foars) ridiculous. " 
23 
Horo wo mot tho porspectivo-ohirt or actonco riction In 
a Culso which tends to offer us a sense or humility rather than 
i. nspirimg us with a special excitement. It in , however, the 
other aspect of the parspectivo-ohift which Lowin in especially 
interested in, and to which he turns as the characteristic 
componant of his last cub-apocion: 
"Tho last sub-spoclon of sclonca fiction ropresents simply 
an i=einative Impulse as old as the human race working under 
the special conditions of our own time. It to not difficult to 
see why those who wish to visit strange regions in search of such 
beautyl ave, or terror as the actual world does not supply have 
increasingly been driven to other planets or other stars. It is 
the result or increasing geof; raphical knowledge 
"The defence and analysis CC this kind aro . *. no different 
from those or fantastio or mythopoele literature in eenoral 
"If good novels are comments on life, good stories of this 
sort (which are very cuch rarer) are actual additionn to life; 
they give, like certain rare drea= , sensations we never had before, 
and enlarge our conception of the range of poosible experienco. "24 
Thero is an echo horo of Fawcett, but what is porhaps more 
important is that thare is nono at all of Wilson. Lowis has 
effectively split the notion of an enlarrement of ono's consciousness 
of the vcrld from the notion of an oxnnnslon of consclousnons to 
adopt the perspective that experience or the world is only part of 
the experienco avaUablo to us If wo careto mknusn of our 
imaginative faculties. (Ho commonts that this is a notion which many 
I ILA 
J1.01W 
poople cannot or wM not accoptj It would tx) wrong# I think, 
to claim - an Lowle tands to do - that thooo two notiono aro 
distinct# carving to sort pmrticular works within tho apoctrum 
or scionce, fiction Into two groups. Thoy ofton - Indoodo moot 
froquontly - occur in Intimato ralation within works although 
thoy reprosent difforont com=nicativo runctiona. 
Tho aspoetz or works uhih onlargo our conselcusnous or tha 
world are consumed in sorvico of tho maintonanca runction, for 
they maintain a particular attitude to the world. But 14wicla 
fir. ml categoryt and his justification or it, to suroly nothing 
else but the elevation or the restorative runction of literature 
to high Art - whi-Ah Is why he f Inds so vary little fiction 
satisfying in this regard. Lawlis is, in facto rather an anomalous 
figure in literary circles: a connoisseur (in E3carpit's sense as 
well as the ordinary one) of restorative fantasies, a man capable 
of reading the literature of imagimry uorlds diroctivoly. (It 
seems that his friend aid colleague J. R. R. Tolkien belonged to the 
same class. It is perhaps not surprising that bothwre brilliant 
fantasists who woro to a largo extant out of touch with, and had 
little taste forg the real world. ) 
The third apologist for science fiction I wish to consider 
here Is the American Robert Scholes., who may be iscon an taking up 
tba thread of Lewis's argument concerning tho naturo, functions and 
justification of the kind or literature that science fiction aspires 
to bo (or ought to be). 
Scholes rejects the label "Science fiction" with its attendant 
problems of classification in favour of describing a literary species 
which he calls "StruOtural, fabulation", thus creating a now referent 
forr the initials by which science fiction is co=only and 
conventional. ly known- 
Ho writess 
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"Fabulation .... is fiction that offors ua a world 
cloarly ard radically discontinuous from tho ono wo know, 
yot roturn3 to conrront that known world in como cognitivo vay, 
Traditionallyp it han boon a favourito vohicla for rollgious 
thinkers, precisely Weauso rollgions havO insisted that tharo 
in more to the world thin moots t1n eye, that the co=on-conno 
view of reality - 'roalism' - to ijacomplato and therefore false. 
Science, or course, has boon tolling us much the nima thing for 
several hundred yea". The world vo coo and hoar and fool - 
'reality$ itself - in a fiction of our connong and dependent on 
their focal abilityp an the simplest microscor-o will easily 
demonstrate. Thus it Is not surprining that what we call 'science' 
fiction should employ the name narrative vehicle as the religious 
fictions of our past. In a conso, they are follow travellers. 
But there are also groat differences between those kinds of fiction 
which must be investigated. 025 
He goes on to distinguish between "dogmatic" fabulation and 
sopeculatives fabulationj, the first taking as its basic assumption 
that we know, by soma special revelation or power of the mind, what 
the me 'hysical world that lies beyond our cannon in like and what p 
its implications arep the second taking the opposite hypothesis. 
(There Ing of coursey an area or overlap and compromiso where it is 
bold that we know some things but can only speculate about others. ) 
Seboles maintains that over the last several hundred years there has 
boon a dramatic change in the balance between these two kinds of 
fabulation, - not merely a shift toward the dominance of speculative 
fabulation over dogmatict but alIIO a shift in the kind of things 
which, if we claim to kncw anythingo Iwo now claim to know about the 
world beyond experience. He ties this to a fundamental change in 
=n's concept of himself and his universe brought about by mience, 
particularly by Darwin's 
theory or evolution and Einstein's theory 
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of relativity. 
As a result or those hictoriml chanpal ho claims thatt 
"Wo aro now no awiro or tho way that our livan aro part or 
a pattarnod univarve that wo aro froo to apoculato an novor 
Worn. Whoro anything may bo truo - comotime, comoplaco - 
tharo can ba no horocy. And whoro tho pattorns of tho cosmon 
itnolf Culdo our thoughts no poworfully, no boautifully, wo havo 
nothing to fear but our own lack or couraea. Thoro aro riolda 
of force around u3 that oven our finost instrutnants of thought 
and perception are only boginning to detect* The job or fiction 
is to play in thono fields. knd in the pact few decades fiction 
has begun to do Just this, to dream now drowns , confident that 
there is no gate of ivory, only a gate of horn, and that all drowns 
an true .... 
NW9 requiro a fiction uhich catiefies our cognitivo and 
sublimative needs together, Just as we want food uhich tastas good 
and provides some nourishment. VO need suspense with Intellectual 
consequences, in which our mind3 are expanded even while focused on 
the complications of a fictional plot. 
OThese may be dedcribed as Our goteral requiromento - needs 
which have existed as long as man has been sufficiently civilised 
to respond to a form that combines sublimation and cognition. But 
we also have to conslier hero the special requirements of our own 
age - our need for fictions uhIch provide a oubli=tion relevant to 
the specific conditions of being In which we find ourselves. The 
most satisfying fictional response to these needs takes tba form of 
what may be called structural fabulation. In works of structural 
fabulaticn the tradition of speculative fiction in modified by an 
awareness of the nature of the universe as a system of systems, a 
structure of structures,, and the insights or the rAst century of 
science are accepted as fictional Points of departure. Yet 
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structural fabulation, in neither scientific In its methods nor 
a cubatitute for actual aclancoe It in a fictional axploration 
cC human situations mado parcoptibla by tho implications of 
rocont aclanco. Its favourito thomots Involva tho Impact of 
davolopwnts or rovolations dorived rrom tho human or tho phynical 
scionces upon tho pooplo who muat livo with thoco rovolationa or 
dovolopmonts. p26 
Scholes recombLnos what Lowla was so mrorul to coparatat tho 
axploration. or tbo imaginary and Its rocoll upon roality. Ho insictep 
in facto on tho combination of Osublization" and "cornithn", both 
in tho genoral and tho rnrticular caso, His omphasla , unliko that 
of the Campbollian school, is not on tho explomtion or situations 
=do ponsible by the implications or rocant science# but on the 
exploration or situations thus made mrcortible to the imagination. 
I think that this is a vital difference, and that it in in not 
rocoCnising this difference that the Campbollian school - reprovented 
primarily by Heinlein's OsSaY cited earlier - fails to supply a 
complete rationale for the existence and function of science fiction. 
other writers - even Wollheim and Moskowitz - come closer to 
understanding simply because they are prepared to blur the distinction. 
The readers quoted earlb r do not even risk making the mistake because 
they are entirely bound up by their own perceptions and are fully 
aware that what b necessary is that bolief should bo compellod rathor 
than justified by recourse to some rigid logic or extrapolation. 
If I might attempt to summarlse a. U these, vb ws - to point to 
wint I consider to be the co=on grcund that underlies them all, it 
seems that in the opinion of all these people (all of whom know science 
fiction first-hands as enthusiasts) science fiction workn because it 
a3-jova us to perceive and explore now possibUitios (imaginative, not 
actual) for human existenco. It oporates within a framework of 
techniques which allows us to con3lder those situations as if thoy 
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waro roml. it coca those, nituatioman easontially relovunt to 
tho prosont porsonal and historical circu=tancoa or tho roadaro 
It constantly oxpmnds tho conscioumoss of tho roador - and 
roinforcon his faith In týo poosibility or such constant 
exp&nsion - by continually axtending tho rWo of poovibilition 
and situations which It explores. 
Readoraq for tho most part, wIll only claim that scionco 
fiction is exciting and pleasurable. Writers are pri=ruy 
interested in how its effects can be accomplished. Apologists - 
who mayp of coursot also be writers and are most cortainly readors - 
make the rurther claim that this activity in valuable, Thoy may 
claim that It Is valuable on a personal level (as Lewis does ) or 
even that It Is socially adaptive (as Scholos does). Those last 
claims win be ex=inod aealn in the conclusion of thic thanis, but 
cannot be properly considered until we have looked =ch more clocely 
at the way the content of the fiction reacts to historical change. 
This will be the concern of the next chapter. In the remainder of 
this chapter I want to consider the question of why science fiction 
co=only appeals to the kind or people it seems to appeal to, and 
not to otherst for this is a question which attacks the foundations 
of the claim that science fiction might be in some way adaptive. If, 
as Scholas contends 9 in today's world we repi structural fabulationt 
why does it seem that so many of u3 not only seem not to need It but 
positively to hato it? 
Virtually all sciOncO fiction writors "Craduate" from boing 
science fiction fans- Their autobiographical commonto provide a 
record of their enthusiasm for science fiction and their dedication 
to it as readers as well as writars. There is one book of auto- 
biographies of science fiction writers - HnIlle; Cartor an as 97 rhr. (1 5) 
and one book of biographies - -Sam Moskowitz's Son1mrs of Tomorrow (1967) 
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- but thoro aro also numorous Interviowt in various 
profasolonal and a". atour mapzinosp in which authors aro 
comatiman oncouraeod to talk about thoir aarly lifo. 
27 From 
an inspoction of all this matorial thora arlsoc a vary atrong 
Improcsion of tho isolation and allonation or =ny rocruits to 
habitual acienco fiction roading. It In, of courdop not 
univorsalt but it is a pattern which recurs constantlYl otorico 
or children vho are precociou3 9 I=ginstivo 9 virtually rriandloas 
scam to be able to find a special relationship with science 
fiction. 
The following account is by Robert Silvorborgs 
have no very fond recollections or my chUdhood, I was 
puny, sickly, plagued with allergies wid rracklog, ard (I thought) 
quito ugly. I was too clover by at least half , which cado for 
troubles with my play=ates. MY parents were razote figures oos. 
It was a painful time, lonely and embittoring; I did caka friends 
but, growing up in isolation and learning none or tho social gracesp 
I usually =nagod to alienate them quickly, striking at them with 
my sharp tongue if not my foeblo fists. On the other hwid, there 
waro c=pensationst intelligenco is prized in Jewish households, 
and my parents saw to it that mine was permitted to develop freely. 
I was taken to =seums . Oven all tho books I wanted, and a. Uowed 
money for my hobbies* I took reruee rrom, loneliness in those thincs; 
I collected stamps and coins o hIrImned hapless butterflies and 
grasshoppersq raidod tho neighbourus g&rdons for spoelmons or 
leaves and flowers p stayed up late secretly reading, ha=ored out 
I it. ihl^i 
crudo ctorlas on an anoient typowritorp all with my rathorla 
strong ancouraeamont and rroquont onthuniantio participationt 
it mattered lose and lose that I was a troublod miuf it in 
tho classroom if I could como homo to my larpo privato room In 
tho aftornoon andt quickly zippinf: through tho too-anny homowork, 
got down to the serious buaLness of the current oboacalonal 
hobby. 
mChildren who find tho world about thom dintastorul turn 
readily to the distant and the alion. The lure or the oxotio 
soizod mo omrly. 
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It seems that so far as Its most dedicated readara aro 
concernod - though wo mat, remombor that thoso constitute a tinY 
and probably unrepresentative campla of the whole roadership - 
science fiction appeals particularly not just to young people but 
to people who think of the=olvas as being different (and hanco 
think of themselvas as beine gpýicjaj). 
This opinion is endorsed by Donald Wollhoim -a man who has 
far more experience of science fiction fandom than most. BQ2 
Universe ýhkprq he observes thats 
"The usual science-fiction devotoe tends to bo solitary and 
introverted in his youth. Thin 10 not an exact thing, or course, 
but in a genoral fo= it holds truo ror mcn t of thwo I hmvo m9t. 
Thay do not run with tho P'lck - thoy aro at homo with thoir nozos 
buried in the pages of spamlation. EvOm if thOY are or a sociable 
naturo v what thoy want 
to talk about is tbo wam1th or wondors thoy 
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havo absorbod through thoir roading 
", Such in my ovn hictoryl for I was dofinitoly that kind 
or nolitaxy roador, devouring ororythine the maeazlncs publichod, 
avory book I could buy cr borrov, and avantually writing to other 
fans and trying to writo otorios myself, The probloma or daily 
life, getting through schoolp worrying about collogo, thinking 
about making a living, were never an real as the problem or how 
the moon flight was to be orgmnimod, what we would find on Mars, 
and whothor atomic power would be rolo&3od In our timo, Thia wns 
what counted. N29 
It is bardly surprising that tho pooplo mo3t intorostod In a 
futuristic species of fiction should be young, The teenager's 
entire adult life in in his futurop vhoreas a man in middle ago or 
beyond often has enough of an inva3t: -nont. (in every con3e of the 
word) in the present and In the past to direct his attention to the 
status quo and Its preservation (not necossarily In the historical 
senseq but In ter= of his Own PsYcho). This ob3arvationt howavorl 
goes only a smM way to GxPlaining the appeal or science fiction. 
only a small fraction of the stories published In Wollbolm's youth 
dealt with the span of timewhich ure might designate as that lying 
within the "personal temporal horizon". It is true that the specific 
events he mentions above have now come to pass . but ID has selected 
them with the aid or hindsight - these references constitute an 
attempt at justification rather than explanation. 
From a superficialOxMination of Silverberg'a autobiographical 
statemont it VoUld 80012 that LeVIS13 account of the morits of 
i=ginativo fiction have moro trUth in thom than Scholes' moro 
ambitious apploata. Tho alienated, who f Ind tho roal vorld an 
uncomfortable place to lbres have more Investment in their imaginary 
worlds - PlacOs to rotiro to, where the life that roally matters is 
lived. But an inspection Ot 311vorbarg's own : science fiction hardly 
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cupportn thin viow. Ila doos not doal In comrortnbla landa 
of Cokayeno. Thora aro no Mania onvironmant3 comrnrablo to 
Lavinia K-ilaeandra and Porolanlra, ana thoro to cort-tinly no 
Hoaven comparablo to tho bright now world In Thm 0Mr-qf-- Divormm. 
Silvorbore's later work, in fact, can bo coon a* an extonstro 
aeries of motaphor3 illustrating and drazatining the condition 
or alionation. 
30 It haul in fact, attractod aomo bitter 
criticiam from mambors of tho actanco riction commanity who rind 
it uncomrortable and rather downbeat. If one woro to road 
Silverberg's novels for their allegorical content . and mWof 
them, clipecially Nip-htwtnr-,. j, Son or Y.: %n ard Downn. Iýj -to-th2jhrths 
ara overtly allegorical - ono vould be drivan to the conclunion 
that they do not ropro3ent attempt3 to escape alienation but 
attempts to heal it. 
Scionce fiction cortainly contains a groat many Cokaygno 
fantasies. Th2 Lord ofý-Tho -Rinrn was taken up moro enthusinoticilly 
within the science fiction co=mnity than anywhere else, and the 
booming market in imitations theroor is aimod mainly at the 
overlapping fantasy/scionce fiction audience. Edgar Rico Burroughs 
has always been popular within the science fiction com. =nityl and 
thore is a thriving mrkot in imitations or his work, But thoro in 
also =ch science fiction which is Insistently anti-Cokaygnian, 
imaeining othor worlds Of a radically dirrerent kind. 
It seOm3 to mO that YOUnF, People uho are lonely and uho find 
themselves out of harmony with their immediate social environment 
find more than straightforward escape in science fiction, though 
thay cortainly Lo find escaPo. Tho parspoctive-shift uhich is ono 
of the things science fiction "30113" md one of the things ita 
readers find moot exciting about it 0 is not somothing which amum 
the intellect in a whimsical way. It see= to have moro than 
ordinary novulty-valuO to thG39 roadars. It offors, I think, 
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oomothing of a now conao of Idontity -a now way for tho 
allanatod individual to rolate to tho world in which 1xi fInds 
h1wolf uhich compensatG3 tn somi mascure for a failuro to 
rolato in a moro commonplaca rashion, It givos a nov 
vignificanco to a life which to throateneml with innivirle-inco 
by its mLladjustmant to tho ordinary critariti or oocial 
accomplishmonts 
In oxtromo casoa thisp I thinkp Covorns tho Inordiarito 
devotion of the science fiction "addict". Thla to the onsontial 
"payoff" of tho porspective-ohift. It need not bo an "aithor/or" 
phenomonon - Individuals who rolate porroctly woll to thair 
contemporariog and who real perfectly wall at home in tho coeial 
world may find the different way or relating &n Interesting addition 
to their imaginative accomplishmentst and to their enjoyment or 
reading in Coneral. But in many cases I think that it doon become 
a substitute rather than a supplement, and when science fiction 
enthusiasts eventually learn to relate better to the social world - 
as the groat majority of them do - it is 1hLa relationship uhich in 
Decondary and supplemontary. 
In briefv the extreme science fiction enthusiast tends to 
obtain his sense of identity from his notion or how he relates to 
a concept of the universe at large (viewed, as Scholes says$ As na 
system of systemaq a structure of structuroliq instead of from his 
notion of how he relates to other hu: =n beings. 
If this is true, then we mayl indeed, be entitled to say that 
sclenco fiction is wadaptiven. But *40 c1nnot mako that a univorsal 
statement, ani we must also resist thq tendency shoum by Lewis arul 
cr, lxq ardent science fiction fan: 3 to argue that this adaptation is 
limited to people uho are particularly Intelligent or i=ginativoly 
superior, wo can say only 
that science fiction is particularly 
attractive to people 
bOsOt with a sense or alionation, and that it 
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orrern on* pos3iblo anawor to their need for a onnoo of 
their own identity and importanco. Thin will apply equally 
to out-and-out connoisneur readers ami out-nnd-out consumors, 
though they will, of coursoo have vory afroront roading 
preferences within tho r-inro. This oboarvation should not bo 
taken an an attempt to placo all science fiction roadors into 
a category which distinguishes them from non-ootance fiction 
roaders. A spectrum oxtando from tho moot fanatical anthusiaot 
to the roador who enjoys science fiction occAsionally but rinds 
that a little or It Coos a long way, Within that apactrum 
I- evorything is a tratter of dogroo, 
It is worth noting that the fact that this axplanation In 
phrased in terms of sonintion rather than of cornition, with 
feelings rather thin descriptionst helps to explain why attempts 
to describe the nature and value of the porapoctiva-ahift, which 
reading scienco fiction involves are so helpless and so vague. 
The sense of one's own relationship with the enigmatic universe 
that seems so frequently to be attendant upon the reading of 
science fiction not only cannot be conveyed in words but in likely 
to be dissipated by them. This point is mado particularly eloquently 
by Robort Shockley in a paper called "The Search fcr the ýhrvollcw", 
which was part of a series of lectures delivered at tho Institute of 
Contemporary Art3 in 1975: 
"I believe that many people road science fiction for a sense of 
participation in the vondors to come. The quest for non-ordinary 
reality Is somothing more than curio: 3ity and vishful thinking. Wo 
are too crowded in our everyday lives by replicas of ourselves and 
by the repetitious artifacts of our days and nights. But we do not 
quite beliove in this procaic world. Contimally we aro reminded of 
the str&ngoness of birth and death, the vastness o: r tima and spaca, 
the unknowability of curselvos. Ono would liko to livo Wforontlyp 
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more signifienntly. Ono would like to rarticipato in 
events mora meaningful than our daily round, fool consations 
more oxquisito than In our usual lot. Ono road* aclonco 
fiction in order mozontartly to tranacond tho dull quality 
of everyday life. 
"There in a reason behind thin search for the Ineffable. 
The death or God is argued by the theologians; but for mw t of us 
it in a fact of ovoryday lifo. 'God' in a word with unrortunato 
connotations for many. By it r moan tho fundamontal mystery 
rorovar untouchad by our rationality. Evon to call this mystory 
a mystery is somehow to limit itq somehow to fix it in our minds 
as a Ithimg' of properties presently unknown but oventually to be 
learned precisely. This definition cooms rationalt but is in fact 
a contradiction or the very idea or the marvellous. The thing we 
lack Is to be glinpaod but not captured. It in not to bo dorinodg 
Y31 containodp or truly knowne 
Perhaps this cakes the truth sound lose banal and loss 
ordinary than in fact it is, but it doosq I think# provide an 
account which is consonant with tho bulk of tho data presented and 
s=marlsed In this chapter. 
"U,. 
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Ono of the first significant litorary ancountora between 
man wid machine was Don Quixote's duel with the windmill. At 
the time the would-bo hero was cormiderod rather foolish in his 
belier that this giant representative or technology was a 
dangerous enemy. Today, we are not so cure. Miguel do Um=no 
writes: 
"The knight was right; fear, and fear alone# mado Sancho 
and =kes all of us poor mcrtals aeo windmills in tho monitrous 
giants that saw evil through the world eeoe Fear ee. alono 
inspires the cult and warship of steam and electricity, makes us 
fall on our knees and cry morcy before the monstrous giants of 
mechanics and chemistry. And at last, at the base of some 
colossal factory cf elixir of long life, the human racop exhausted 
by weariness and surfeit, will give up the gbost. But the 
battered Don Quixote will lives because he sought health within 
himself9 and dared to charge at windmills. "' 
Today the marriage Of man mid machino has,, after a long 
courtshipp been con-lu=ated. The honeymoon In over,, and we bogin 
to doubt whether we have done the right thine. Science fiction 
te"a the story of our ýassag'O fr= infiLtuati= to the brink of 
disi1lusionmont with rorarkable clarity. 
The first major litemry works which looked fcrward to a 
%turo woro t0chnological Fr1n, 013 Bacon' ts New Atlantis (1627) and 
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John Wilkirol j! 3thel-t-ritictill Miatck UW. 8). Both waro 
apomlative assays rather than fictionil workzO though tho 
former was cast as an imaginary voyage. EAch providon an 
onthusiantio catalof, -, uo or machmnlial wondam riyim machine*, 
sulx=rinosp engines of war otc. Both aro rom&rkablo for their 
foresight. Both tako the view that blCgor and better machine* 
can bring nothing but good into the world - Bacon's work in a 
proscription for Utopia and for the Enlightonzont or mankind. 
When the Enlightenzont actually camo people grow more 
cyniczaq and the eighteenth century produced no prolif ic Putu riatic 
fiction. An the industrial revolution got under way, howoverl and 
began to produce many of the machines which Bacon and Wilkins had 
anticipatedp the whole are, % or speculation via ro-oponed to the 
literary imagination. In the Vornian literature or the late 
nineteenth century submarines and flying machines abouncip offering 
the freedom of the earth and the 
a 
om to go beyond it, In 1895 
H. G. Wells invented a machine that gave access to the distant 
futureq creating a literary convention which mida the real= of 
time as accossible to the L=gination an the real= of upaco. Tho3o 
were machines that cou: Ld work miracles, and they played tho horols 
part in the stories which wore written about tham. 
There wasp howeverg another side to the fascination wlth 
mechanical contrivance. There is a series of bi=rro stories, often 
with heavy allegorical overtonosq which runs from Ernst Hoffman's 
w, Luto=taff (1814) and "The Sandman" (1816) through Nathaniel 
Hawthorne's "The Calestsial Railroad" (1843) and 14irman Malvillels 
"The Bell-Towar" (1855) in which =-chinO3 play a qua3i-diabolic 
role. The machines In these stories are sinister, and betray tho 
hu=ns who make or deal with them. A particularly telling scene 
is found in "The Sandz=" where mechanician Coppolius reveals to 
the hero that he has fallon In lovovith a mechanical doll by 
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plucking out bar eyos. Varna, in his oarly da, Ydo Was Inrluanced 
by 11offmann to writo a story in uhich a machino playa a 
diabolical rolog "Itotor Zacharius" or wTho Watch'a Soul" (1853) 
and the c&mo fooling for the cinistor a3pocts of mrichina-powor 
is prosont In Wolls' "Lord or tho Dynazcxjw (1894). 
Tho possibUity that machinon might, reliavo man of much 
drudgery was colobratod by Edward Bollazy'a Utopian bast-aallor 
J., ookinn Rackward (1888) v but William Morrin, roplying w that 
work in Nown rron-Nowhoro (1891) was not at all cure that 
ubmndoning productive work to machines was a Cood idea. Ila folt 
that man robbed of th3 opportunity to be productivo miaht be man 
robbod of tho opportunity to be croativat and he falt thatthis 
might lead to a fooling of uaolossnosa that would dostroy tho 
quality or liros This notlon that tachino3 might maka man fool 
rodundant was put cuch more strongly by Samuol Butbr in F-re! 1boI3 
(1880), where he devolopod from coma early articles the notion 
that =chinos might wevolvou by Darwinian natural selection to 
bocozo a fitter species than their human creators, and threaten 
then to replace them. The. notion Is developed satiricallyt but 
it exaggerated a real anxiety which %= derived from the awo which 
people felt in the presence of v"t and powerful engines, 
The early science fiction maeazinesp undar the influence of 
Hugo Gernsback,, ware uholaheartedly enthu3iastle about mochanical 
technology - this was the very essence of uhat Gorn3back wanted to 
teach his readers. It vas, indeed, the very purpose of "scientiric#tion". 
In hb own romanco -Ralrb 
124C41+ (19U) Gorn3back producod a 
catalogue of wonders which echoed Baconla. Just as Bacon had 
placed his catalogue in an imagi=y voyage ror c==icative 
convenience,, Gornoback placed his in pulp romance. 
The miraculous potential of the machine wa3 quickly pu3hod to 
its limit. Thare vora machinos to make roldg machinois to heal all 
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dizoaso, machinon to carry con into the farthout rogiona of 
the univarsop through tim and into the wworld" or the at=. 
In John W. CampboU jr. 'a "The Last Evolution" (1932) machines 
inherit the univorso and carry on tho avolutionary otory Own 
tho human raco fina3ly boc=as oxtinat. 
It was not longp howovar, baforo tho othar modo or thoucht 
began to creep in. E. H. Forster, in "The Rachino Staps" (1909) 
had objected to Wo3. lni&n optimism regarding the prospect or a 
tochnoloCical Utopia on two counts - rirat that the lira or 
pointless Idleness men would live therein would destroy thoir 
initiative, and secondly that rouponaibUityfor the maintonanco 
or society would pass no completely to the machines that there 
would be no way to copa with a major malf'unction. Both those 
notions appoand quickly enough in science fiction, moot 
atrikingly in Milos J. Brouor's Paralirtnni-Tron (1930). 
Under the paoudonym of Don A. Stuart. Campboll wrote a now 
story about the machines inheriting tbo vorld mllod "TvUight" 
(1934), in which a UzO-travollar find3 the men of the far 
future in declineq having lcx3t their initiativot their ability 
to copo vith change ard their will to achieve anything at all. 
Both their bodies and minds are "lowly atrophying. It was a 
theme that Campbell, as Stuartq returned to several times. In a 
sequel, "Night" (1935)t a second tima-travollor finds =n extinct 
and the machines dutifully persisting in their maLintonanco or all 
conceivable serviCOs despite the fact that there ia no one to use 
them. In "The ýhchinO" (1935) an &lion machine which his taken 
over the world and which SUpplied all mankind's needs renounces its 
paternalbtic role and leaves Earth so that man can rocovor their 
hu=ity in fighting for survival. "Forgetfulness% (1937) features 
an evolved human race who 3o= to invadar3 to bo technolcgically 
primitive but whO have 10'3roly given up machinoo boea=o thoy have 
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davolopod montal povora that mako thom unnocoticarys 
Whon Campboll took ovor Antoilryligg ho atskad ror otorlaa 
which would invo3tigato much moro olmolY and rOalidticAlY 
tho offocto of tachnological innovation upon cociotyo Ono of 
tho oarlbst onosp and ono which provad to bo an* of tho moot 
anduringg was Robart Hoinlointo "Tho Roads týist Roll" (1940)t 
which deals with tho offocts of a strika by tho onginoora who 
tend tho moving roadways on which all transport in its socioty 
of tho futuro in depondont, Campboll, always had a fondnons for 
storics which allmpt to analyzo tho unintandod conaoquoncoo of 
tachnological innovation3v and this typo or story accounts for 
many of tbo humorous stories which the maeazina carried during 
the thirty-four years he was involved with it. Intarosting 
example3 include George 0. Smith's "Pandora's Hilliona" (1945)0 
in which the Invention or a ratter-duplicator procipitateo 
economic collapse, Hirray Lainater's "A, Logic Na=d Joaw (1946) 
in which a household information unit prcooton anti-oocial 
bohaviour by its vMingness tO tLnswor III que3tion3 put to it, 
alld Chris tophorAnvil Is "Gadget v* Trord" (1962) about tba porils 
of trying to make overaxpensive technology economically viable 
insuranco SaheM030 Anxiety concerning the power or machimoo 
and tlu danger of their getting out of control was also reflected 
in the =gazine, nctably in Lester del Rey's story about an 
accident in a nuclear power plantv wNorvess (1942) and Theodore 
Sturgeon's horror story about a bulldozer InAmod with lifop 
OKU. Idozor! " (1944). 
In prowar Juitcamling, tho prevai_lIng mood was prapatically 
optimistic. Faith in human ingenuity Uas virtually limitloss. 
Unexpected difficulties and dangers, though alwaYs i=InOntv could 
always be masterod by c=*: on senso and intolligenco. The mood or 
"TwUlght* was naver entiroly lo3t (tho atcrry 12 still 
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rroquantly reprinted njt4 cons Is tontly appo&ra on Mats of tho 
bost acionco riction atorion ever written) but it waa 
acknowledeod that the far futuro was not nomothing to worry 
abcrut unduly. The imzodLato problem and all thoan which were 
likoly to ariso in tho shcrt tom could bo copod with. 
That attitudo, howavor, was savoroly throatonod by On 
evonts of August 1945. Suddonly, after that date, tVaro was a 
now upsurge In the suspicion that perhaps vo could n2l copo with 
our technological innovations - that perhaps, after an, tlioy 
might destroy us# not after a long decline when our evolutionary 
day was donot but imminently, Thoro, 6w , or coursop a rash of 
atomic holocaust storiesp many of which refused to hold out the 
traditional note of hope and confidence in the finale. Two 
significant examples from within the r-onre are Wilson Tuckorin 
Thq Lon[., Lourt Silence (1952) and Judith Marril's Shndow on tho 
ti" -ore many others , most written by writers . art. h 
(1950), but there 6 
from outside the rnnro? 
I particularly good example or the post-war consciousness its 
provided by another "classic" atoryq T. L. Shorred's ffE for Effort" 
(1947). In this story two man invent a machine which cm coo 
through time. They realise L=odlatoly the implications of ouch 
an inventiong arxi set about trying to make enough money to build 
several duplicates in the hope of offering them to tho world in 
order to banish all deceit and penetrate overything hitharto cocrot. 
They failt and the mad scramble of powor-croupa to obtain control 
This,, in tho and monopoly of tho machino procipitates all-out u 
ruthless logic of tho story, 
is inovitable, and no =ount of 
ingenuity or goodwin on the part of the idotLlistic horoas could 
have prevented it. 
In 1924, replYinf, tO tLn e3l3ay in which J. S. S. IhIdano predicted 
that with the aid of sclonca man could and 11ýuld maka a botter worldp 
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Bl. rand Rusco3l mado tho following obaervationt 
"Scionco has not Civon man mcro solf-control, mcro 
kindlinocaq or more powar or diccounting their Inaviono in 
deciding upon a cou=o or action. It has Civon comzunitice 
more power to indulge thoir collective ptinsionso butp by 
making society more organic, it has diminished tho part 
playod by private passions, lion's collective passions are 
mainly evil; far the strorwgaat or them are hatred and rivalry 
d1roctod towards other groupao Tharororo at prevent all that 
gives men power to indulge thoir collactivo pmosions In bad. 
That In why science threatens to cause tho destruction or our 
civilization. "3 
Until 1945 this kind or attitudo wais quito invitsiblo in 
science fiction. Outside the magazines thoro wan much more 
awpicion of technoloey but little of it took this line. The 
most famous ex=ple or an anti-tochnological works Bra"Now 
World (1932), is pri=rily an emoticnal reaction aeainst the 
kind of Utopia that technology might permit. Interestingly 
this novels like Russell's eSSaY9 in a direct response to the 
Ideas of J. B. S. Haldane an expressed in D-iod-ilun (1923). but the 
grounds of objection are quite different. It to the benevolence 
or the technocratis hi"-anItmrians that Huxley fears, not the by- 
products of the strugglo for powor. Until the war, it van 
Halleyls anxiety that wa3 d=inanto but after Hiroahima Ru3sollis 
1 (1949), fears wore tho ones that seized tba world. Orwell's 12. V 
thaueh Orton pairod witb Brave HOw WOrld v roally manireatz a vory 
different OPGcl'3 s of hysteria. 
Russelll after the '-wo turned his own hand to science 
fiction writingg and among his stories Is tho dospairingly cynical 
"Doctor Southport Viapes' Nightmmraff (1954), in which scientists 
on opposito sides construct 
legions Of Ular-mchinoa which Co forth 
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to doctroy the world In their conflict. Thic to an ijraCo 
which cropped up occazionally In tho notanco fiction unenzinon 
too, most notably in Philip K. Dick's P. Socond Variety" (11953), 
about a lono man in a 16vaor-torn landscapo who oncountora a nu,,: bor 
or apparently helpless and harmless pooplat all of %fhom turn out 
in the end to bo imitation3 created by machines which are atil-I 
dasigning evor-coro cophisticated dovicas to doludo &nd kill 
anomy porso=ol. 
This fear of machines continued to be reflected in aclanco 
f Iction throughout the f If ties. In Clif ford ISImak' a "gatho Your 
Bearings in Blood", also known an "Skirmish" (1950) the anchinas 
revolt and begin attacking and killing people. In wWOO the 
Machine" (1951) by Gerald Vance a, mochanical Utopia disintegrates 
as its machines first begin to fall and then become arbitrarily 
homicidal. In Fredric Brown's brief allegory "The Wbapon" (1951) 
a nuclemr scientist receives an enigmatic visitor who disappears 
after giving the scientist's montaIly retarded child a loaded gun 
to play with. In Le Sprague do Camp's "JudComent Day$ (1955) 
another nuclear scientist looks back on his miserable childhood 
and his continuod failure to like or be liked by his fenowmen 
as be hands his government plans for tho Ultimate weapon, certain 
that they win use it. 
Those now stories c=o into n-n onvironmont in urhich the 
opposite attitude had previously been domLrantt and there was, of 
course, soma resistmnce Put UP bY nwnaroun writers who retained 
their essential faith in technology dospitO the intellectual climate 
of the day. The desperation of their derencov however, often 
testifies eloquently to their awareness CC the opposition. Their 
promises for a better futum were no loncor carelessly distributed 
but had to be ha=wrod home with InSistont and POrsuasive arguments. 
A good example of this is provided by the 'ward-Vinning Thn-y'd Mtlher 
IrA 
ASOOO 
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-Eh so 
known as Tho Fnm"r-Jhehintý, by -M-A 
(1954); al. 
ý! ark Clirton and Frank Riloyp which In about a miraculoun 
machino which can do almost anything, ani will avan mako ton 
i=ortal if thoy have tho capacity for growth and chango still 
in thom rathor than tho strong resintanco to changa which 
manifests itself az bigotry and fear of tochnolegy, The 
characters who build the machine rafor to it an "aho", arid namo 
it Bossy. They love bar,, and want everyone also to lava her 
but they fear that they cannot provall. The book ends with a 
dramatic appeal to socloty to accept the gifts uhich Bossy brineas 
"There is still a challoneo facing iran . *,. Tint chmllongo in 
Bossy. She wiU not cam-, and you or cajole you. She does not care 
whether you are =ado immortal or whether you would prefer clinging 
to your thin and singlo-valuod Ideas wd projudicoll . and dio ... 
She is a tool who wil. 1 heat your homes, or bring you entertainment, 
or cook your foodp or bathe the babyq or walk the dogg or firuro 
your income tax. She will do all these things astho in cow. =dodp 
and not caro whother they aro big or small. Bocauso Bossy In only, 
a tool. 
"She can also give you a tremendcam comprohomion in time# 
tho nature or which we do not even dream. She can give you 
J=ortality. But you must rise to bar requirements. You cannot 
make use of the tool unless you comproband somothing or the law3 
or the universe governing life. " 
4 
The inventor's polemic ends the book. We do not got to hear 
the reply. The implication in the title is that the world is noL 
really ready for the fruits of the machine. 
Inevitabley, this anxiety ebbed slowly away. If people did 
nots like Dr. StranCeloveg learn to love the bomb, they did at 
least become accustowd to it. The roalisation grow that the 
products of technologyp no matter how much anxiety they might cause# 
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were not goinC to disappear. They could not simply be 
rojected out of hand: technology had its own impetus, The 
problem which bocamo central to science fiction In ao 
sixties, insofar as it dealt with machines, van the problem 
or co-axictenco and adaptation. 
The post-war era has bom - and still in - tho orn or 
the computer, and it was the computer that ovantually 
displacod tho atom bomb ac tho principal oymbol or moch: Lnical 
technology in scienca fiction. 
Anxiety has always boon a very Important aspect or storlon 
about computors and the awesome Powers that they might one day 
control* The ovils of the computer-run society are the concern 
of a whole aeries on novels extending from Francis G. Rayer's 
. 
1omorrow Sometimeo-Coms (1951) through Philip K, Dickill 
Vulcanis Hv=nr (1960) to Ira Levin's This rerroct. Day (1770). 5 
The notion of the liberation of mankind through the smashing of 
computers is present in all those novels, though they vary in 
their opinions of Its practicality or desirability. The Now Yor 
Times commissioned Isaac Asimov's exploration of the question, 
NThe Life and Times of WILTNAC" (1776), in which the hero to 
cast out by the revolutionary movement, wins the trust of the 
omnipotent computer, and ultimately manaeos to pull the plue out. 
He then faces the dissidents, who aro already suffering the 
discomforts of being thrown back unexpectedly on aoir own 
resources. When they seem loss than overjoyed he sayst "But this 
is what you wanted - isn't it? " Tho story ends before he hears 
the reply. 
It was Isimov vho wis more co=itted to the notion or the eoodnous 
of technology than any other influential writerv ard his post-war 
story "The Evitable Conflict" (1950) wIs quite excoptionj, in its 
enthusiasm for the PrOsPect of a c=puter-run society. Hare, 
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though, tho poopla do not knovA or, at loacto do not rully 
roalloo, tho oxtent to which tho computors havo takon ovar. 
It was Isimov who wroto tho ultimato comput4r istoryl "Tho 
jAst Quolstion" (1956) in which a groat computort atill 
evolving though man has long since disappeared and antrophy 
is winding down the univorsot proclaiw the magic ror=ula 
NIAt There Be Lightl" and starts tho whole arrair an ovor 
again. A rather Ions enthusiastic version or tho *a= Idoa 
is Fredric Brown's vignette u1nowor" (1954)o In which a nov 
computer is asked the question uhathor there in a Grodt and 
replios: "Yool now there is a God! " striking dead the unn who 
tries desperately to reach the switch that will turn It off* 
The ability of computers to develop pseudohuman personalities 
and superhuman mental abilities rapidly became a clichop and 
in many cases this proceeded to Its logical limit an the 
computers involved nursed godlike ambitiona. Novels built on 
this hypothesis include tnrgor thmn-Lifo (1962) by Dino Buzzatil 
t)qstjn,, itlont--VoW (1966) by Frank Horbortp Colommm (1967) by 
D, F* Jones, The God H-tchine (1968) by ýhrtin Caldin, and a 
re=arkable novel written by the Nobel prizo-vinning &atronomor 
Ihnnes Alfven under the pseudonym Ol0f JOhmnnesono The Grent 
Computer (1966). 
There was a ti=a in the fifties uhon It was CenoraUy 
coasidered that computers wore stupid nz woll as clovarp and that 
they could be persuaded to have nervous breakdowns by boing asked 
to ponder paradoxes -a good example Is Gordon Dicksonle story 
"Monkey Wrench" (1951) - but thin particular cliche seo= to have 
died. Its fallibility provided a neat ending for tbo film Pnrk 
Star (19173)s and thoro are much more sophisticated examples of 
r, lehine existentialism in such stories as Robert Silvarborg'a 
gGoing Down Smooth" (1968) and R. I. Lmfferty's lrrtvfw nt FAnterwinq 
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(lq73) - 
Anothor symbol which has bocomo prominant in tha 
nixtion and covontios - and one which to porhaps more telling 
in its implications - in the cyborgi the man/machino hybrid. 
In his book An ýhn Sncorrv)s Hhchtno, (1771) David Rorvik dincuncoo 
tochnoloCical developments in medical cyborgicationp and looks 
forward to Othe now ora of participant evolution" in which man 
will become as intimately involved with the machine an to 
humanly and mechanically poosiblo. Modleal cyborgiamtion, under 
the term "blonics". has bacoma a popular clicho thtLnka to tho TV 
corles Th2 Sjx-Mjj]jon Dollnr Vh-n and othor opinoffa rrom 
ýhrtin Caidin's novol Cyborp- (1972). 
Functional cybcrgs - men modified mecýAnically for particular 
tasks - have boon moot prominent in science fiction in connection 
with apace travel. Cordwainor Smith's ntory "Scannors Livo in 
Vaing (1950)9 about tho probloma or men modiried ror handling 
starships who are facod vith redundancy by the development or a 
new spaco-drive, failed to f Ind a paying rarkot when it was 
written and was given away to an a=teur =gazinot but has since 
been hailed as a classic as its relevanco was realisod. Other 
stories on the sa=9 thamo aro, Thomas N. Scortimle wSoa CbangeO 
(1956) and Anne HaWfroy's series or stories beCun vith "The 
Ship ubo Sang" (1961). Sa=el Delany's RM (1968) features a 
society rovolutionised by such cyborgination, uhich allcwa men 
to "Pluc in" to whole factory complexes in order to control and 
direct ttem. Frederik Pohl won two major awards with Hin-Plus 
(1976), about the mechanical modification of a =n for lifo on 
whilo Arthur Clarko also uon an award for his story "A 
14ooting with Hadusa" (1971), about a man mechanically rebuilt 
after an accident who thua bacomos uniquely fitted for an 
orpedition into tba atmosphoro or Jupiter. 
-I CLL L%OCT 
Tho problom of Ilentity which mlCht faca a cybore In 
presented in Algis Budrys' novol Whn? (1958), In which rx 
scientist Is rescued from a burning laboratory In Wont Gormumny 
by a modical team from tho othor side or tho bordor. Uhan ho 
in sent backp much or his body replaced by mata. 10 his 
suporiorb cannot toll whothor or not ho in tho sama man, and 
fear that he way be a spy. 11o, tooo bocomov uncortain or his 
own identity and hu=nity. Tho samo quostion In attacked in a 
rather surreal manner in David Bunch's MMernno an ancombly of 
shorter pieces publishod. between lq59 and lWl. In Modoran all 
men are willinglY turning thozzolves into machinoso discarding 
their "fleahstripal and retiring Into mochaninod *strongholds" 
to plot the destruction of one another and their weaker fleshly 
brethren. The book is a compandium of extremely striking Imagas. 
P. mny science fiction fans find Bunch's black comedy 
distasteful, and ho remains an onoteric writer, but his is 
merely the most exaCgerated version of an anxiety uhich runs 
through a good deal of modern sclenoo fiction and uhich cooma 
obviously to be tied to anxieties In society itself. When 
computers bocome gods, and imen bocomo machines we are dealing 
with a specias of nightmare (or black comedy) which in little more 
than a caricature of feelings common in society rogarding (mr 
9v, eryday relationship with machines. - 
There is one more illustration of this whole pattern of 
development uhich seem, s to me particularly clear and particularly 
expressive,, and this is the history or the robot In science fiction. 
The robot - by definition an anthropomorphous machine - his under- 
gone some very striking chanCes In the roles characteristically 
allotted to it, and those serve to emphasize the historical pattern 
which we can see in the evolution or attitudes in scionce fiction 
to machines in general. 
#*No*** 
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Tho word robot firot appearod in Karol Capokin play 
ft. U. R. (1921) and its derivod from the Czoch rPbo! 5 (atAtuto 
labour). Capekle artificial man were, howavarg organic rather 
than machanicalp and in the torminoloey which ultizatoly boeww 
convantial in science fiction,, would now bo called androids. 
(Androidp of course, simply moans man-liko, and in early acionco 
fiction it was reasonable to refer to "wArold robota"t moaning 
manlike machinos rather than manipulative machino: which wore 
not manlike. Thin was perhaps more nennible, as the real robots 
which now exist are not at all manlike, but the convention 
nevertheless grow up in American science fiction that robots uoro 
by definition manlike. The word android was used by Jack 
Williamson in the early thirties specifically to apply to man of 
artificial flesh and blood# but the usage boew: o standard largely 
through the example not by FAmand Hamilton in his Captain Future 
stories - Futurels back-up team included artificial men of both 
types, and the labels thus cazo to be usod to distinguish between 
them. The convention Is still violated occasionally - Philip X, 
Dick uses the term android to apply to artificial men who are 
externally Indistinguishable from buzana but are novertholocs 
mech=lcal. ) 
Machines uhich mimic human form date back, in fiction and 
reality* to the early nineteenth century. The real auto=ta waro 
clockvork du=ies or puppetag but their counterparts In fiction - 
notably the doll Olimpia in "The Sandman" -vere cuch more 
sinister. The notion of machines in hitman rcrm v&3 soon by many 
as a blasphemy, They appear very rarely before the rounding of 
the acience fiction mataZinost though William Wallace Cook's Rouni 
-Trip 
tothe Yenr 2 (1903) doei featuro rgiant hu=noid mechanical 
servants as one of the banefita or ruture life. 
Early science fiction stories show an ambivalent attitudo 
.1 rA LWW 
toward robot3. "Tho Psychophonto Isiuma" (19148) by David 
Kollor portrays a robot an a Cood corvvLnt, though no 
cubatituo for a mothorin lovo, Abnor Jo Golulato "Automaton" 
(1931), in contrastp han lochorm dosigna on ita croatorla 
daughter, and has to bo dostroyod, thrl Vincontla "Rox" (193/,, ) 
takos ovor tho world and proposon to romako man In tho I=Co of 
tho robot# and he too bocomo3 a monaco to bo dafoatede Eando 
Birdorta "The Robot Aliens" (1935), on tho other hand# ara 
gentle croaturos with no ouch purpme in mind, though they are 
misundorstood and mistroatod by -roarrul hu=na. 
The most obvious way to write a atory about the creation of 
artificial man is to recapitulate -h! sjnknnmt(%jn, andp 
indoodp soma 
writers did. But thore was also a con3ldorablo reaction against 
the azsumptions; implicit in the plot or Frankenstoin which led to 
the frequent prosentation of the robot as a misunderstood innocent 
wrongly suspected. Isaac Asimov clai= to have invented his Othroo 
laws of robotics' as a reaction agal=t such a "Frankenstein 
syndrome",, but he was by no moans alone In thin - in fact he was 
part of the dominant movement. 
In wHolon O'Loyw (1938) by Lester del Ray a mmn bocomOG 
infatuated with a beautiful female robot and eventually carries her. 
The carriage is happy and she Mskns a perfect wiro,, having her 
features regularly changed so ttat she can age along with him, and 
allcwing herself to be dis=ntled after his death. Despite this 
rather heavy sentimentality, vbich strikes some readers as being 
a little absurdo this romairS Ono Of the most popular stories or 
the poriodt rondly remembered by many. Another ultra-aantimantal 
story is "Robots Return" 
(1938) by Robort Wýore Willis=, in which 
explorers from a robot civilization rediscover Earth and Icarn the 
secret of their origin, Though their faces aro motal maaks one 
wSighs sortly", one has a glint in his eYo which holds "a touch or 
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awo" and tho third gasps In ourprino whon ho f Inds tho Stritua 
which rovoals to him tho nocrot. At first tho robots aro 
disgustodt but thay ovorcomo thoir naturd roactiOn to find A 
cuitablo rovoronco for thoir long-gono ematorst 
"Eight saw tho statuo lying on tho ground and vaguo 
thought3 stirrod withLn his mirA. 'Thoy may htLvo antan erman, ' 
ho said. 'Thoy may havo oaton tho flosh of othar ani=lal thoy 
may havo boon woaklings; thoy may have ricon out or allmo, but 
comahow I think there was something fine about them. For they 
droamod, and evan if thay diod oooo'06 
This so inspired del Roy, the author or "Ifolon O'Loy"p that 
he wroto an accompanying piece v "Though Droamors Me" (1941, s) 9 
explaining how the human raco died out, leaving lia horitago to 
tho robots. 
"I, Robot" (1939) by Eando Bindor in an anti-FrankanstainiAn 
parable in which a robot is unJustlY accu3od of having turnod an 
its creator. The robotp Adam Link, is eventually exonerated# and 
wont on to have further adventures in a serla3 or acquols , ttlong 
with his specially-croated, mate Eve Link. In "True Confession" 
(1939) by F. Orlin Tromaino and "Almcmt thmn" (1941) by RAY 
Cu=Ings robots diSplaY suporhu=n tLitruism in order to save their 
creators from difficultiost and in Njay Score" (1941) the Intrepid 
horo of an othervorldly adventure turna out to be a robot* 
In the midst of this volter Of pro-robot propaemnda Isaac 
Asimcw began to publish the robot atorles urhich evantually gave 
rise to the fo=jlation of the "throo laws or roboticsN. "Strange 
. 0) WO, 3 aa tra je Playfellow", also 
known as "Robbie" 
,, 
hrorw=-d 
story of robotic altruisms blIt thO story which mado a doop 
improssion. was "Roason" (1lq, 4l) In Which a robot on a apaco atition 
slowly c=es to roallsO that tho things his L -i=n =ster talls him 
are not logically coharontp and who therofora fOrmu3AtOs his own 
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cosmology and quasi-roligious eyatem In oppodtion to tha myth 
of Earth and Its corollary logonds. lzpltcLt in tho bahaviour 
or tho robots in thisatory wat, tho ttystam or proer=wl ot*hLca 
which Admov waS lator to uso as ,, p, -lific cOurcO Or PlOtAwl0tu- 
The first law states that a robot =y not injure a hum-in being 
or, through Inactiont allow a hu. -an being to comn to harm; the 
second that a robot =st obey the ordora or hum%n boinea except 
wharo they conflict with the first law; tind the third that a robot 
=st protect its own existence an long as thin Involves no conMet 
with the first and second laws. Most of A3imovla robot stories 
involve robot3 bobaving In pamliar wayn bocausa or como cubtlo 
interpretation of one or those lawng and many foature, tho 
"robopsychologist" Susan Calvin, whooe job It Is to disont-inglo 
these puzzles. Because of their rigid and altruistic ethics 
Asimov's robots are n1cor people than real human beings. The first 
rot of robot stories culminated with "Evidence" (11946) , in uhich 
Susan Calvin has to decide whathor a prominont roliticlan in roilly 
a robot. In the end# the robot convinoo3 the vorld or his hu=nity 
by a c=ning ploy, and proceeds to be a far better politioian than 
any more, corrupt human could ovor bo. 
Throughout the period from 1933 to the mid-fortion the dominant 
attitude to the robot in science fiction was that a =nlLko machine 
caald be just as human as a man, and perhaps more no. In another or 
the "Classic" stories of the period, C. L. Hoorola "No Voman Born" 
(1944) a dancer is killed i-n 4L theatre fire but has her consclousnoss 
resurrOcted Into a robot 
body. The ! mn rosponaibla his doubts about 
what he has donot 
fooling that Ordinary people will hmto ard fear 
her, but the dancor harsalf has z1on.. Sho finis tho robot condition 
very little different 
frOI2 the hu=n conlitiong and even slightly 
r, uperior. The PrinciPal 
"'Orles %thich doliboratoly opposed thin 
view in this period 
wOrIO "Q-U-1, R. " and "Robinc" (both 191.3) by 
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Anthony Boucher# uhich were very much pro-, 4ichtno but 
championed "usuform" robots against manlika ones* It to 
probably significant that Douehor was a Catholic# AM COUNI 
the idea or making machines In the Imago of mn oowwhat 
distasteful for religious roanons, 
Tho ovonts of 1945, howovarp brought about a strikIng 
chanpe in tho balanco of opinion. Aslzovla "Evidonca", though 
publishod lato in 1946t did not roflact wV chW. at ard Asimov 
remained very much the champion of tho robot throughout. 0 but in 
1947 ho publichod his first sinister robot atory# "Uttlo Lont 
Robot", in which a robot with a modified r1rat law tAkos an 
impetuous order to "Got lost'. " literally. The moot famous robot 
story or 1947 wa3 Jack William3onla "With Foldod Hands", which 
showod a now side to robot altruism. The bu=nold robots or th o 
story are croated "to servo man. to obay, and to guard man from 
ha=11. They take this mission very seriously, guarding man against 
their own woaknessesp eliminating all bad habIt3 (smoking, drinkinct 
eating harmful foods etc. ) and finally setting out to eliminate 
Unhappiness, if neco3sary by the use of drugs and profrontal 
lobotomy* 
It must be stressed that for the most part the science fletton 
writers still wanted to be the champlow or technology, but that 
th3y discovered a whole host or now anxieties and arrived at a now 
esti=te cf the re3istanco t1"t would havo to be ovorcomo in order 
to promote the benefits of the machine. In the sequel to "With 
Folded thnds" Ami -Smarchinp mjn4 
(1949), also known ais Th, ) 
p, qmAnojd9,, man go to war against the humanoids, ard ultimately lose# 
but the novel ends on a curIOU3 note of hope uhan the haro'3 
assumptions about the Inimicality or the robots is challenged, their 
apologist Putting the view that In doing what they did they really 
werQ 13orvinC man,, protecting him rrom hi, 3 self-nbuso - and that if 
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man could transcond his tandoncio3 to aolf-nbuzo arul =&our* 
up to tho otandard cot by tho machtnoo ho would bo much bottor 
off. (It ing incidontally, probablo that thin twint, at thn aml 
was suggosted to Williamion by Cwapboll. ) 
The &nxiety characteristic of the ftftioil in rorloctod 
straightforvardly in a uholo corloo of stories. Robots kill or 
attempt to kill hwmans In "Lost V4mory" (1952) by Potor rhil. lipo, 
"Short in the Chest" (1954) by "rdris Soabright* (ýhrrmrot St, 
Clair), "First to Serve" (1954) by k1gin Budrys ani I'Mmrk XI" 
(1957) by Cordwainor Smith. Evon1simov used robots to commit 
murder in Tho N, -Lxkod SuI3 (1956). The mistakon idontity story - 
a co=on comic theme - takes on sinister or ironically tragic 
chiractoristics In ksimov's "Satisfaction Guarantood" (1951), 
Philip Dick's "Impostor" (1953), v Walter RMor's Me Darfatollor" 
(1955) and Robort Bloch13 "Cn-ir! 2r .t 
K). 
-ýj 
Robot" (1955). Thoro 
is an interesting group of stories in uhich robots aro earnostly 
defended against a variety of charges in open court, Those 
include Clifford Si=k1s "How-2" (1954) , 1jimov's "Galley Slava" 
(1957) and Lester del Rey13 wRobots Shall Be Soon" (1957). Othor 
pro-robot stories uhich dra=tiso the context of conflict include 
a number of man v. robot boxing matcho3i "Title Fight" (1956) by 
Wil. liam Campbell Gaultp "Stool* (1956) by Richard Wtho3on and 
oTho champ" (1958) by Robort Presslia. 
Even though mwV writers still looked favourably upon the 
robot during the post-war decade the sentimentality was completely 
gone. The robot was thoroughly relfled, its distinctness rrom man 
clearly recognised. It' v" the nature of tho robot and 
its logical facultios (and fallibilLtigs) uhich wora OmPhasized vory 
litrongly in this poriod. 
(It is Intorosting to note that tho Catholic 
writer Boucher nOw fOlt Buff iclentI7 c=fortable with the idoa of 
hu. -anoid robots to writO 
"Tho QU03t for St. lquin" (1951)t in which 
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a perfectly logical robot deduces the roality or 0*1 and 
bocozos a proachor. ) Asimovo in tho first of his robot novalso 
Tho-Caynnor-Stool (1953) took somo conaidarabla troublo to 
analyso and oxamino his human hero's anti-robot projuRcono 
which are only gradually and with difficulty ovorcomo. Aaimovo 
like the machino-apologist in Th, 2 jjvi-Anol4n, win datorminod to 
put acroas the point. that tho voakno: s giving rice to the 
anxiety was In man, and that the atigmatination of the twachLno 
was unjustifiedo but ho was fully aware that thin was now a 
difficult point to make) whereas In the early forties it tud 
seemed so easy and so atraiehtforward. 
By the end of the fiftiou tho wmiaty had bogun to ebb away, 
and this is clearly shown by a tumbar or atorloa in which the 
robot-oanaco themo is presented as a comic notiont notably tho 
stories coIlected in Harry Harrison's WNI: With thl Robe)tm (1958-62)9 
Brian Aldiss's "Who Can Roplaco a Man? Iff (1958), Fritz Loibar's 
Tho StIvor Erghoad" (1959) and "Tho Critiquo or Impuro Reason" (1962) 
by poul Anderson. Sentimentality returned to tho robot story in 
full force in Clifford SI=k's 0, LU the Traps or Earthe (1960)v in 
uhich a robot butler who has givan Conerations or raithrul. corvica 
comes Into his inheritance despite the law whichaLys be =t be 
destroyed. The now wave of sentimantqLlity climbed to a sickly peak 
in Ray Bradbury's story about marvallOW cloctric grandpmronts, "I 
Sing the Body Electric" (1968). 
The Ore-hu=nization" of the robot in thO sixties and seventies 
was not simply a return to the attitude or the mid-forties, The 
writers went far beyond the point that had boon reached then. I 
dramatic change is evident in the work or Philip Ko Dickj whose early 
robot stories include the 
horror Gtorlck3 "'! OcOni Variety" arA 
"Impostor" and who also wrote such Olnl3tar =chino stories as 
Olutofac" (1955) and "The Preserving ý! jch inow (1953). Ovor the years 
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he became increasingly more interested in PandroidsO and 
"Simulacra" and many or his later novels an based on the 
interchangeability of man and humanoid cnehinose Ila persistently 
represents oortain for= of mental illnosa as roductiona of 
human beings to "androidal" status, and cCton credit* machinm - 
even robot taxis - with a sympathy that would ba unusual In a 
human being. Notable examples Include Do-Androldo Proam o[ 
Electric-Shoer2 (1968)s in which people on an Earth partly 
destroyed by war keep mechanical pota to assuage tho sanno or 
guilt they feel regarding the virtual extinction or all &ninnl 
life, while the hero faces the difficult job or trying to track 
down and Identify as non-human illegal i=Irrant androids from 
colonies on other worlds. In "The Electric Int" (1969) a man had 
difficulty In adjusting to the fact that he in an electronic 
simaation or a human identity. In Yq r , iAU-I3qJJJ Y2U (1972) the 
hero Is in love with a schi2ophronle girl who builds nimulacra or 
h=n beings - both wholly artificial personalities and ro-croations 
of historical figures - and eventually cuffers an identity crisis 
and a schizophrenic breakdown himself. 
7 In an essay entitled *The 
jLncirold and the Ha=u Dick wroto: 
"Someday a huTan being may shoot a robot 'which has como out 
of a General Electrics factoryg and to his curprise see it weep and 
blood. And tho dying robot may choot back ardp to Its curpricep 
see a wisp of gray smoke arise frOM tho eloctric pump that it 
supposed was the humn's boating heart. It would be rather a eroat 
moment of truth for both or tbem. 
O 
In another essay ho wrotat 
"A humn being without tho proper empmthy or fooling is the 
jjww as an androld built so as to lack it, either by desi@n cr 
mistake. We mOany basic4UYP SOMOono who dma not care about the 
fato which his fellOw living creatlirD3 fall victiM to; ho stands 
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detachodg a spoetatorg acting out by his Indifforonoo John 
Donno's thoorom that 'No zan in an inlmndlp but giving tho 
thoorom a tvIsti that which in a montal. and moril inlani Lm 
not _R -min. 
"Tho Croato3t chango growing acroaa our world thavo dayn 
is probably the momentum of the livirip towards roirication, ard at 
the same time a reciprocal entry into animation by th, * mochanical 
.... if a mechanical construct halts in Ito cuato: nry oporation 
to lend you assistance# they you will posit to It, gratorullyp a 
ln=nity which no analysis or Ito transistors wul rolay-. ayiftatca 
can olucidato. "9 
Dick is perhaps the most colf-consclous or the writers who 
are dealinp with this convergence or identity but he in by no 
means alone. Clifford Simak, alwa, " one of tho most ardent 
champions of the robot, has established in hie more recent work 
a standardised landscape and theatre of operations in which robotap 
partly or wholly estranged from mang are wine and gentle and are 
often tied up in their Own spiritual quest for a sonso of coamic 
purpose. The most notable examples are A Choice or G< . --), 
Ji (1972) 
and A Heritage or Stars (1977). Other stories which deal with 
robotic religion are Roger Zelaxny's "For a Breath I Tarry" (1966) 
and Gordon Eklund's "The Shrine of sobastiano (1973). and in 1971 
Robert Silverberg won an award for his wryly humorous story about 
the election of the first robot popol "Good Iow3 from the Vatican". 
Barrington J. Bayley's novell The Soul or-tho Rmbot (1974) concerns 
the adventures Of a robot who vjLnt3 to know Whether or not he has a 
soul., and by what moans he miCht settle the question one way or the 
other. He eventually cO2103 to the conclusion that, his vory 
uncertaintY is a trulY hu=n fOature. Tho climactic storlos in 
As imov Is long sequenco of robot storlas ara ITýatjhoq Art MindAll 
of Him" (1975). in which robots Elven timo to ca4itate on tho prociSO 
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moaning or tho throo law ask what it moan3 to bo humant an(l 
finally como up with tho conclusion that thoy can find no way 
of dUforontiating botwoon man and robotp and "Tho Dicantannial 
lion" (1976) in which a robot fights for tho right to bo 
racognined as human, wd finally for tho right to & gradual 
surgical motamorphosis that will giva him floah and blood. 
This morging of catogorion in curoly highly cipiricanto 
espocially uhon one romombora tho growing importanco or tho 
cybcrg role in scienco, fiction during the camo period, It In 
difficult to arguo that thin In a straightforward rarloction or 
attitudes to machines In society at largo* oven with the aid or 
tho logic of "symbolism". 
*l0I0* 
It is clear from an inspection of this historical tnttorn 
in the roles characteristically attributod to machinos in science 
fiction that the fiction is COnSitive to chanCa3 in general social 
attitudes. It seams overwhelmingly probable that the dramatic 
change in the attitudes manifested In science fiction after 1945 
was occasioned by the revelation or the atom bomb, Tho rear or 
technology and its products which flarod up after that revelation 
in the everyday world is clearly echoed In science fiction.. But 
wha, t we see there Is nct si: mply a rarlection of that fear but a 
reaction to it* 
It would be wrong to say that sclenm fiction writers mi-vitinq 
reacted to the increase in aaxlety ill loractli the Zama way. The 
field had then and ratmins tOcLV a conaliorablo dogroo of 
hoterogenoity as far as attitudos to tochnolor 
'y Co. 
But ono 
I thinkt identify ideas which aro mOro-or-loss commonly hold 
regarding the implications of uhcLt is happening in eocloty as cL 
result of tOchnOlOgical PrOCrOss. There are oomo extremely 
striking imagOs to bo 
rOund in tha VOrk of a considorablo number 
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of writers which shcw 0 offoctivoly, mon bocoming %ochantood" 
while machines bocomo "humanisod", or ovon "ouporhu=nw, Thin 
is neither a symbolic statement about tho way tho world of today 
in, ncr a prediction about thinC3 that will Lippon In tho rutura, 
but an expression of an attitudot a way or looking at man in tho 
context of his =chinos. Those stories offer a porspoctivo-ohift 
which allow3 us to coo our3olvos in a now M- not tho way wo 
$really are" but a wziy wo can ba soon. 
To a large extontp at leastp tho atorioa dt3cunced In this 
chaoar act arninnt what their author3 consider to ba the prevailing 
public mood. The science fiction or the rirtie3 clearly Cave, voice 
to public anxiety about technolorgical "progrossm and Its products, 
but the dominant opinion within the r--inrn- - often actively didactic 
- hold that this anxiety was unjustified, and that the rear van 
misdirected. The real dangerý according to the acience fiction 
stories of the day, unas not the machines the=olvos but our moral 
and intellectual inability to deal with thom. This opinion 
remained dominant from then until the present days, uhan the 
machines have been rehabilitated but we have not. 
This was the kind of question which pro-var adanca fiction 
never asked. To doubt the moral or inteljectual fitness of 
humankind was unthinkable. In the riltigs, this human chauvinism 
took something of a beating# and the beating was a3_1 the harder 
bacause science fiction writers 0 bY and lareop rer=ed tho easy 
answer of stigmatizing the machines tho=olvos as evil. Even the 
computers which bec=o deities in the various stories quoted earlier 
are never charged wlth malevolence or ImPlicit evil - on the 
contrary, they are often charged with an infallible bonavolenco 
(the one major exception is Harlan E3.1isonts story "I have No Mouth 
and I Haist Sr-ream" 
(1967)). It Is lareely as a consequenco of tho 
fact that science fiction writem rOtained their co=ltmnt to 
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tochnology that thoy boe=o afflictod with a imin or r&Ith In 
ma. n. The oxtont to which po3t-war scionea fiction mrinLrects 
this loco of faitho ortan in opon hostility, to autonfohIng 
when one recalls that it in a popular r, ýOrq geared primiftly 
to the cervico of tho rostorativo and unintonaneo functjon3. 
(Though one must also recall that it appeals particulnrly 
strongly to people who tend to be vomowl-vit alienated from 
their follow men. ) 
**No*** 
Allenn 
Ccnmic voyagers of the sevontoonth and eighteenth canturlOd 
mot no genuinely alien beine3p though thoy mot somo rather curious 
creatures. They coiad-no& meet alion boings bocauao there was 
no such Imaginative category available. The only categories 
available were those of man and animal, which were quite distinct. 
Pion were sontiento moral beings with souls. Animals, by definition# 
had none of these advantages. ýhý satirical writem env1saged 
omena in animal forms9, and Swift vent so far as to imagine beastA 
in human form, but all characteris at ions were 1Lzited by the crucial 
category distinction. 
In the nineteenth century, however, the slWation changed with 
the rise of evolutionary phUospohy and tho notion ttat Via 
catogory-distination might not be absolute. Lamarck, In France, 
suggested that living creatures evolv*od by adaptation to their 
environment, and that sentionco and intelligence represented nothing 
more than the "highest" adaptations to a particular way of life, 
The idea of alien intelligences wmq first popularised by C&ML110 
Flam, marion in Re,, tl and T-rnp-ir. -try 1nrld. 3 (1865) -a speculativo onvay 
in which he imagined the dominant jjfG_foMs of other worlds adapted 
in their physical forms to environments vory different from those of 
Earth. In Recits do L'Tnfini, a series of fictitious dialogues first 
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publishod tho camo year and rovinod covoral ti=n cubcoquantly 
(the final version was published In English an In IM), 
ho imginod tho couln or mon not rroo aftor doath to roan tho 
univorso at vill, exporiencing carial raincarnationn on othor 
worlds under very different conditions. Aliens alao appamrod 
froquently Ln tho work or anothor Franch writar or sclantirte 
romancosp J. H. Roany tho oldor - notably in "Los Xipohuz" 
(1887, translated as "Tho Shapos")q "la Hart do la Torro" 
(1910) and Ls*q Umvinn"ims -do 
11 Tnrln 1 (1925). Both wrifAiro 
caw = and alion existing an parts or a groat cosmic plan, 
and their attitudes to alien lif o-rorra were quito pwitiva . 
Rosnyt in the last work, found no incongruity in a love affair 
botwoon a human and a six-oyod tripodal ýhrtlan, 
In Britaing howovorp GvOlutlcnarY Philonophy ovod littla 
to Lamarck and Bergson and much to Darwin and Thomas Henry Huxley. 
H. G. Wells was taught by Lhaley, who make a great impression on 
himp and when Wells went an to write about alien beings he caw 
them as Darwinian competitors In strueeJo for existence Uhich 
permitted no quarter. 'When Wells' ý! artjans ca: M to Earth in 
The War 
-of 
the Worlds (1898) thOY c&MO to destroy mankind and 
steal the Earth's resources. The role which Wells Eave to a. 9 
alien in this story bec=, o one Of the most prominent elichos in 
early science fiction, and his representation of alien bolng3 nis 
loathsome monsters became stanjard. 
Pulp romanco thrived on lurid confrontations be&ean mon 
and alien monsters - battles an a colossal scale vith the fate of 
worlds hanging in the balanoo. Writers round It easy to produco 
prolific wordago dealing with such conflicts and artists ware, able 
to lot their imagin-Ition run riot. The OxOtPtIonallY ugly creatures 
who decorated the more Carish illustrations quickly bocamo known 
as Obug-eyed monsters"# and it bocamo a cliche that, this was what 
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other worlds contained. The variations on tho Viaz4 
worop In tho carly dayat rathor fow, Occuolorally hurnn 
oxplorers would find othor racos3ockad In cozbdt with on* 
anothor and would throw in with ono sido or tho othar, In ordar 
to tip the balance. There was novor any difficulty in dociding 
which was the "right" aide. Often the battlawas botvoon 
humanoids and monsters, In which case there could be no 
possibility or a mistake. Where both races were non4u=tnoid 
tho preferenco was for croaturon with avian or unirnalian 
characteristicap uhoso enomias vero compoundod out of raptillanp 
arthropodan and molluscan charactoriatica, This biological 
chauvinism was for a lonr, timo takon to bo an infalliblo guido 
to moral and Intelloctual kinship. 
Occasionallyp science fiction writers wora willing to turn 
the Darwinian perspective aroundq makine the human race the 
invaders and allens (humanoid or smalig furry and mwatmlinn) the 
victims. Notable early examples are Edmond Hamilton's "Tho ConqUost 
of Two Worlds" (1932) and P. Schuyler Hiller's "The Forgotten 1*4n 
of Space" (1933). The first really significant stories which 
broke the pattern were, however, publinhed in lg_V.. The firat, 
still remembered as a classic story of the period, was "A ýýrtian 
Odyssey" by Stanley G. Weinbaum. WOinbIlul"a Imaginod a ýhrs 
populated by all manner of bizarre beings engaged in the business 
of going about their everyday lives. He was the first writer to 
make any real impact with the notion that aliens were prITarily 
strange, and that hostility was neither here nor tharo, He was 
also the first to try and plan alien l,, ro-3y3tO=, so as to chow 
some kind or ecological balance. 80 U"mt on to douten a uhole 
series of other-worldly biospherea j and provided in "The Lotua 
Eaters" (1935) an interesting picture Of tho fatalistic psychology 
of an intelligent plant. His stories hardly 800:: romlintic by 
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today's standordst but at the timo they roprosentod a whole 
now approach to tho matbr or life on othor worlds. The 
second important story or 193i* watt Raymoml Z. Gallunla "Old 
Faithful. " - also an oft-roprinted and fondly ramembarod story. 
This is a story eat on a Mrs, vary like that of Walls' Vhr nf 
Tho Worldn -a dying world whono resources are alzoat at an 
and. A aciontistf who has boon exchanging signals with Earth 
by moans of a flashing Itht, in condemned to death an a non- 
productive drain on the water-oupply. Instoad of surrondaring 
for execution he decides to attempt a haz&rdous apaco-journoy 
to bring his notebooks to Earth. Tho journoy killd hiz and tho 
scientists of Earth find him dying in his capaulo. Thoy ara 
first horrified by his repulsive appamrance# but they no* that 
he is in pain and they remliae why he hIs rado the tripp and the 
sense of intellectual kin3hip overcomes the horror. The 
communication between them has been highly Inefficient,, consisting 
of little more than acknowledgement or one anothor's signalai but 
the author is insistent of the value of this com=ication and 
its transcendence of the loeic of vulgar Darwinism. Gallull went 
on to write two sequels. This now emphasis on tho necessity for 
c=. -unication aid amity between alien beings became islowly more 
apparent in the science fiction 'Or the thirties and forties . Its 
spirit encapsulated by the zmrvollcus ust lino or Ralph Hilno 
Farley's uLiquid Life" (1935): "For he had kept his wordq even to 
a filterable virus. 11 Biological chauvinism was slowly being 
eroded. 
It was during the war years that the problo= of co==mication 
- linguistic and POliticml ' 
bOtVQon mn and alion camo into ohmrpor 
fo= arA were explored with '*: ýIewhat greater intensity. in 
"Co-oporate or Else! " (1942) by A. E. "In Vogt, ft =n &M an &lion 
aro cast away togetbor In a htLr3h IrLIlon onvironmont during an 
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interrellar war, and must combine their arforts to survive. 
The protocol of hum-an/alion contact in the subject of two 
storioD by Wrray Loinstor published In 1945, tio first or 
which was subsequently elevated to the status or a fociannie, 
This was "First Contact"s In which two apacoahlre toot in 
the void. Each crow wants vary much to make friondoo but each 
is desperately suspicious or the other# fearful or giving away 
mV information which miCht Civo the other race an advantaga 
that might be exploited. Their triwiphant solution to the 
deadlock is to exchanee shipat thus m=aelng a procinoly oqual 
exchange of information and demonstrating mutual . ood will. Tho 
second story, "The Ethical Equations"p concerns a man faced with 
a difficult decision when he discovers an alien warship drifting 
in the solar system, with Its crow in cusPaniod animation, urablo 
to revive because of a malfunction. In tho and, ho cots Ito 
controls to take it back to Its homstar, bOcauj; o he rools that 
this is the correct thing to do although It cny well result in 
his being court-i=tialled. 
Itwho In the forties that science fiction witers first 
began serious attempts to construct credible alien beings adapted 
to environments radically unlike that or Earth -w clozont, 
rapidly built hims, 91r a reputation in thin area with such stories 
as "Attitudo" (1943) and "Cold Front" (1946), preparing tba way 
for later novels like His-sion of Gravit. y (1953),, about life an a 
planet whose gravity varies tremendously from equator to pole 
because of its rapid spin, and --C-ycln or 
Fire (1957), about life on 
a planet whose eccentric orbit results in GxtrGmO seasonal changes 
of climte. All these stories Involve the problo. -z3 of humn/allon 
co=inication and co-operation. 
These stories, thouCh amcng the most notablo of thoir day, 
still represented a quantitative minority - the dramatic potential 
of human/alien confrontation was far too 'great for it to suffer any 
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marked decline at least while the pulp magazines were the 
primary vehicle of science fiction. Leinster, whose stories 
for Astounding were thoughtful and by no means superficial, 
turned out a considerable number of invasion stories for the 
other pulpsl and continued to use the alien menace story as 
his most frequent plot when he went on to write paperback 
novels in the fifties and sixties. There was, howeverý a 
noticeable trend during the fifties to use alien beings and 
alien races more and more as a standard of comparison against 
which human beings and human nature might be judged and found 
wanting. There was a steadily-growing tendency to attack the 
biological chauvinism of earlier years and human intolerance 
and xenophobia in general. This trend was,, howeverg restricted 
in one important respect, and that is that it was allowed only 
limited expression in Astounding. Campbell had no objection to 
stories in which humans learned (preferably the hard way) to 
communicate and make friends with aliens., but he was convinced 
that it was the destiny of the human race to inherit the universe 
and that human beings were implicitly and necessarily superior to 
all alien races. Thus, Campbell was willing to publish a story 
like L. Ron Hubbard's To the Stars,. also known as Return to Tomorrow 
(1950), which ends with its human heroes committing genocide and 
preparing to go on to wipe the whole galaxy clean of alien races 
who might one day compete with man, but he was not willing to 
publish Robert Silverberg's Collison Course (1959) which questioned 
the ethics of such an outlook. 
Silverberg commented: 
"I believed then, and believe now, that it's a good idea to 
examine your motives, to ask why actions are appropriate. My 
characters tend to be introspective, tend constantly to question 
themselves, tend sometimes to decide that their values need revision. 
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Campboll didn't c=ctly disaCroo with thooo notiona, but 
John was an cutragoous 110MO MUM - chauvInict *. ## For 
John, a story about Earthmon who havo doubts, who adzit tho 
possibility that grabbIng Wf tho ealmey on boL-ilf or 
imporialist Earth might not bo a good Lloap tind uho ultimmtoly 
run into isuporiar OPPOnOntsp wan not a otory ho wan CoLng to 
publish because It advocated points or viow that vora just 
downright wronp. I didn't roalino thin. I know it In an 
intolloctual way, because I had boon reading his =Casino ror 
a long time and was awaro that tho Earthmon always wcnj but I 
hadn't quite digested the fact that he was unwilling to consilor 
alternate possibilities. "lo 
Nevertheless , the vanity or hu=Ln imporialium %mc attackod 
and even mock4 in such stories as Clifford Sizak'a "You'll Nover 
Go Homo Again" (1951) and"Mo Waitabitaff (1955) by Er1c Frank 
Russell. The latter 6-as published In AS-t-mirdirr, but thin watt a 
spacial case in that the alions, though unconquerable, are quite 
harmless. It is notable that in several other strongly anti- 
militaristic stories written by Russell for Aotmnlinf! oithor 
there are no aliens or the aliens are the dupon outwittod by 
humans 40 
Racialism was strongly attacked in such stories an John 
Wyndham's "Dumb MmftLan" (1952) and Leigh Brackottlo "M tbo 
Colours of tho Rainbow" (1957), the victi= in each caso bolng 
aliens. The politics of colonialism were subject to ca"Nl 
scrutiny in Paul Anderson's "The Holping thndis (1951) Ind 
attacked bitterly in Robert Silvorboreso "Va, the ýhmudorsu 
(1958), which was expandOd to novol-longth an Tnvnjorn, from Fmrth. 
One Astoiindlim story which did allow tho bubblo of human 
vanity to be pricked was "'I=Igranto (1954) by Clifford Simak, In 
, Which human boings find out that thoy aro as children coaparad to 
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alion racoo. Poul Andorsonfa "Tho Martyr" (19A howavor, 
which builds up to tho rovelation that tho atoryin &1jann 
havo immortal couls but havo boon tryinr, to protact hu! -.. tna 
from tho knowlodgo that wo do not, appoarod olunwhoro. 
Ha. -an saxual prejudicos waro florcoly attackod in a atory by 
Thoodoro Sturgoonp "Tho World Woll L03t" (1953), about hoto. 
13exua. 1 aliona, but thisp toot would not havo boon pormittod In 
Aqtoun41nP-. 
The decay of editorial taboos permUted moro ambitious 
spoculations linking aliens to roligiouc mythology, and allwing 
their use in the exploration of coxual and p3yehological thamas. 
The question of the Plumlity of worlds which had troublod 
theologians in the distant Past ncrw We= to troublo iscionco 
fiction writers, and all variants of the theme were explored. 
Hissionaries undergo significant experiences in contact with alim 
beings in Ray Bradbury's "The Firo Balloonsvp also known as *In 
tbisSign" (1951), Katherine ýhcleanta wUnlu=n Sacrifice" (1958) 
and Philip Jose Farmer's "Prometheus" (1961). Tbo last story in 
part of a series, an4 earliar story being "Father" (1955) In which 
a godlike alien offers a bishop in opportunity to take over his 
responsibilities. More ambitious stories in thin vain include 
J=as Blish's "A Case of Conscience" (1953), In which a Jamit 
concludes that an alien world whose inhabitants are apparently 
without sin must be a snarc sot by tho dovU to dostroy faith in 
Christian redemption from original sin, and Lostadol ROytg wFor I 
Am a Jealous Peopleu (1954)v in which alien invadom or Earth 
turn out to be it, Possession of tbo ark or the Covemnt, Gcd having 
forsaken man in their favour. 
9 
Ia the sixties, =n's inbi=ity tO tho 'Llion continuad to 
be a dominant theme. Savage satires On hur-an vanity and projudico 
were produced in Brian Ildiss's Tho DIrk LiCibt--yormt (1964) and 
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Thomas 14. Dischlo Whttn Fnnfi--rieAm DIDMO alao known an 
Hankind Under tho Lo-anh (1966). Serious troatmants inaltulo 
Robort StIverborg's DmMwnH 
- Oth 
Fnrth (1969), In which a t 
mn returns to a former colony to expiate the aints ho 
committed in cruelly exploiting its allon, inhabitantso wid 
Ursula b Guinle "The Word for World to Forant" (1972), 
involvine the rape of a forest vorld and tho hopalean rolx)llion 
of its; natives. There wore also a groat many atorion dealing 
soberly and delicately with problei= arising out of cultural 
n and biological difforancon botwoon unn and alien. 
As with stories featuring robots, the etories which adopt a 
positive attitude to allen beingsq stracaing the valuo ct 
co==nicationt co-operation ard friendship generally anou. -w 
resistance on the part of the maso of cankind. The heroon uho 
have to meet and establish frierAly rolationa with &liona vLrO 
usually faced with a task milo more difficult by the hostility of 
at least some of their own kind. These anti-xonophoble storion 
do not underestimate the strength of xenophobic tendency in man. 
Tbey arej to a large extent, stories deliberately promotLng in 
idoology. 
It is interesting to nott that the most famom story by tho 
writer responsible for a minor sciefteo fiotion boom In tho U. S, S. R, o 
"Cor Sepentis" or "The Heart or thD Serpent" (ca. 1957) by Ivan 
Yefremov,, is actually framod as an ideological reply to Leinstern 
"First Contact". Yefremcm arguos that by tho timo = in 
sufficiently advanced to build hin starshipa his socloty willhavo 
"mtured" to the point whore the suspicious &M militaristic 
attitudes of Loinster's starship, cro%m vould bo out or tho question., 
In his story two spaceships moot in tho void, and deapito oxtremo 
biological dissimilarity they exchange friol%dly greetings, and tho 
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Inurans attempt to render asuistanco to tho &1lona, In all 
the East European acienco fiction that has no far Won 
translated into Engliahl. 
2 
there in no trace, or th, allon 
menace story - all fiction about first contact42 to optimintic 
and positive in attitudog although Soln-rin (1961) by the 
Polish writer Stanislaw Lomp features an alien no utterly 
different and Incomprohonsiblo that attempts to understand it 
coma to nothingp and its reaction to its bumn visitors provan 
profoundly disturbing. It seems that the Russian authorities 
take the ideological slant or science fiction Yary seriously 
rumour reached the Wost como years ago that the coat notablo of 
contemporary Fassian science fiction writers, the brothers Arkady 
and Boris Strugat-okyp could no longer get their work publinhodo 
and a letter from two science fiction writers reached both the 
British Science Fiction Association and the Science Fiction Writers 
of America early in 1978 complaining about supprouslon or thoir own 
work and the posthumous suppression of several or Yorremovin novala. 
Amorical too, has soon calculated ideologictLi roplion. 03o of 
the moot famous alien menace stories or the post-war period wan 
Robert Heinlein's Tho Ptirvet Mhatorg (1951) in which parssistic 
lumps of protoplasm invade Earthp assuming total co=mnd or hu=n 
minds and bodies. Ted White's Pr Furlp- , Ponspssoii (1970) in a 
deliberate reaction to this - the 1=pa of protoplasm here are 
regarded with horror by the people of Earth,, but are really oyzbioto: s 
rather than parasitesq turning their hosts into better pooplo rathor 
thmn puppets. Hoinlein also wrote a spaco-var novelg Stnr. 
Trooper-s- (1959) in uhich man is locked in a genocidal war vhoso 
battles range across vast intersollar torritorio3t and though it in 
a 
not an avert ideological reply# T-ho-Forevor W, -ir 97 Wý=p (1 5) by Joe 
presents a strongly-romininoont noonario. At the ond of the latter 
book it turns out that the war was a big mlatnko. In Heinlein's 
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novel it Is assumed that an alien speclos with a hivo-mtnd 
id so biologically different from man that no hope exioto 
for meaningful coamunication or for co-oxistenco, but Hal 
e 
n1a 14-M 
novel suggests that the human race might derive groat benefits 
not merely from peace but also from imitation, (lialfun is a 
veteran of the Vietnam war. Heinlein graduated from the U. S. 
naval academy in 1929 and served on aircraft carriers until 
1934, but was invalided out of the service without ever 
experiencing combat. ) 
What is perhaps most remarkable in the attitude to alien3 
In contemporary science fiction is the quasi-mystical significance 
often Attached to the matters Of cOmMUnication and social 
intercourse. Several science fiction stories which deal with 
the erection and use of devices to receive and beam radio signals 
across interstellar distances are heavily impregnated with 
mystical awe, notably James E. Gunn's The-ListeneXp (1972), in 
which the team of scientists seem embarked upon a spiritual quest, 
and in which the final victory over popular prejudice is sealed 
when a charismatic religious leader interprets a computer-decodod 
picture of one of the aliens as the image of an angel. Other 
examples are Robert Silverberg's Towers of Glass (1970). in which 
the comrmmication device is compared to the Tcwor of Babel and its 
builder is unknowingly worshipped by his android workforce, and 
Arthur Clarke's Typporial Earth (1975). Mystical awe is also 
evident in such stories as Roger Zelanzny's "A Rose for Ecclesiastes" 
(1963)9 in which a poet reignites the spiritual curiosity of the 
decadent Hartians and saves them from extinction; Robert Silverberg's 
Downward to tha Eartho in which the hero ultimately participates in 
alien religious experience and undergoes a spiritual and metamorphic 
rebirth; and George R, R. Martian's "A Song for Lya" (1974), another 
story about alien "parasites", this time offering a kind of 
immorlity because they absorb the consciousness of their "victims" 
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as well as their bodies, delivering tho "soul" into a 
Nirvanic afterlife. Philip K. Dick aloo makos olaborate I 
use of religious and mystical imagery In Galactic Eot-Hmajor 
(1969) and gUr Friends from Frolix-8 (19,70). 
Today the alien menace story is virtually extinct. Tho 
stories quoted above are the most exaggerated vorsions of a now 
attitude which is not only dominant but enjoys a virtual monopoly, 
When there are wars between men and aliens in contemporary ocionco 
fiction they are matters of political dispute, not matters of 
biological inevitability. Their ends aro not genocidal but 
settlement and the restoration of harmony. This is truo oven at 
the very bottom of the market, where the crudest hack fiction is 
produced. It is notable that even in the cinomap which thrived 
for many years on the alien menace pbt, the mystical awe of first 
contact has enjoyed a signifi =t breakthrough in the very popular 
close Encounters of the Third Kind (1978) (which itself roflects 
tho fact that on the lunatic fringe flying saucor mythology has 
been gradually infused with an optimistic mysticism which 
threatens to displace the traditional paranoia). Evan in tho 
successful melodrama Star Wars, (1977) there is a marked lack of 
biological chauvinism - the enemy is human and one of the heroes 
is a giant anthropoid ape. 
This pattern of development in the role of the alien - which 
was not interrupted in the way that the pattern of development of 
machine roles was - has not been simply a matter of an older 
generation of writers being replaced by a now. No writer featured 
mcre genocides in his fiction than Edmond Hamilton, yet in 1962 he 
wrote "The Stars My Brothers'12 in which Earthmen visit a planet 
where humans are enslaved by reptilian masters, but who discover 
that the humans are non-sentient domestic animals and then recognise 
that their true kinship is with the reptilian speciesp who have 
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human minds if not human form. A loss ambItiow-invoralon 
was subsequently popularised by Piorro Boullo's Monkov pinnot 
(1963) and its various film and TV spinoffs. Also in 1962 
Hamilton wrote "Sunfire", in which an encounter with an alion 
being that lives in the sun's corona has all tho forco or a 
religious revelation in its effect upon a human astronaut. 
Other writers adjusted to the cinnge in intellectual climate 
too, although as in the case of the robot there woro a few who 
had always endeavourod to promote a more positivo attitudo, or 
had at least been willing to entertain one. 
A good argument could be made for this change in attitude 
being reflective of changes in attitude in society at large. 
There has2 in the real worldp been a considerable advance in the 
cause of tolerance. Laws prohlb itirig racial discrimination have 
been passed both in America and in Britaing and the movements 
which seek to obliterate racial hatred are now dominant whereas, 
in the twenties and thirties their voice fell to a largo extent 
upon deaf ears. As in the case of attitudes to machinest howovorp 
it seems that the attitude to aliens dominant in contemporary 
science fiction is somewhat ahead of this trend. It is not simply 
a matter of dramatisation or symb6lisation: science fiction appears, 
by and large, to place a value on communication and co-operation 
that goes far beyond tolerance and racial harmony, seeming to 
affirm something much more ambitious. 
It would.. I think, be a mistake to constAm the alien in science 
fiction simply as an exaggerated vezýsion of a man of another race. 
In many instances the alien represents not merely someone who is 
differentp but something unknown and unfathomable. In many cases 
we can draw a direct analogy between manAlien encounters in science 
fiction and real encounters between men of different colourr, or men 
of different political persuasionsq but that analogy breaks down 
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well before we can interpret most of the examples cited in 
this section, In many of the most impressive science fiction 
stories - and those which made the deepest and most laottne 
impression on their readerso if frequency of reprinting and 
award-winning are reliable guides to this - the man/alien 
encounter represents mants encounter with tho unknown and the 
unknowable. It is the example rarexcollence of what Shockley 
referred to in the essay cited in chapter two as "the search 
for the ineffable". Seen in this lightq the heavy mysticism 
and prolific use of religious symbology in connection with man/ 
alien encounters becomes much easier to understand. But if this 
interpretation is accepted then it becomes much harder to sea 
the strikihg change in the role of the alien over the last fifty 
years as a straightforward reflection of attitudes in society. 
In the science fiction of the twenties and thirties there was 
nothing implicitly mysterious about alien beings. They were simply 
organIsmsq attractive or repulsive, and sometimes tolerable in 
spite of their repulsiveness. Even in the fcrties, when more 
serious attempts to imagine the sort of organisms that might 
develop in alien environment were made, the business of interaction 
with aliens was seen as a set of fairly straightforward biological 
and political problems. 
As the situation changed in the fifties, however, the problem 
of what might come out of human/alien intercourse (now that tho 
priority was very much on tolerance and communication) began to 
seem much more complex. One new aspect of the problem, hitherto 
unconsidered except at the most super1ricial level of swapping 
scientific information and technological expertise, was the question 
of what we might learn from contact with alien beings, about the 
universe at large or about ourselves. As noted in the last section, 
before the war the image of man had seemed perfectly secure. Faith 
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in human ingenuity and intelligence was more or less 
unlimited. After the war, howevorp this faith wan throatenod 
and partially eroded, and this loss seems to havo had a good 
deal to do with the now attitude to human/alien contacts and 
interactions. The attack on our habitual racial prejucicas 
was only part (albeit a particularly prominent part) of a 
general assault on all assumptions about the way of the world. 
The now fascination for metaphysical themes and the many 
investigations of alien religion is, it seems to me, partly a 
response to the feeling of vulnerability which followed the 
explosion of the first atom bomb. The alien became much more 
important than more biological speculation could ever have made 
him as a result of this now uncertainty, because of his potential 
as a standard of comparison andp in some cases, as a mentor. 
Science fiction writers Inve never been particularly 
fascinated by alien societies as Utopian designs (though they 
have used them satirically On occasion) but from the early fifties 
until the present day there has been an ever-increasing preoccupation 
with alien philosophies and ways of thinking. It is the alien mind 
which has interested writers in the last two decades, much more 
than his body or his social Organisation. It is now very co=: ion 
for aliens to be regarded as superior to man (despite the fact that 
Campbellp the most influential individual In the ptenre, was 
bitterly opposed to such a representation) and that superiority is 
almost invariably represented as consisting in a superior wisdom, 
not in superior scientific knowledge and technology. Even primitive 
aliens conquered,, exploited and persecuted by men are seen in very 
many stories to have something very valuable that we lack - an 
empathy with one another and a sense of harmony with tYojr environment. 
Often they are portrayed as being possessed, one way or another, 
with a direct line to the ultimate cosmic mystery, however that may 
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be imagined or suggested. Anderson's short story "The Martyr" 
is perhaps particularly clear in this regard: we no longer 
boliave in our own immortal souls (or our own salvation, or our 
God, or our Heaven) but vo are still able - ando uhat is more 
important, willing - to imagine aliens who have all those things 
in a perfectly literal sense. Sometimes, as in 3ilverborg's 
Dcunward to t1r. Earth, humans can find these kinds of salvation 
too, if they are able and willing to bneome alien, but often 
they cannot. 
A particularly striking example of this loss of confidence 
can be seen in the work of one of the most prolific transformers 
of religious symbology into the vocabulary of scienco fiction, 
Clifford Simak. In "Desertion " (1944) men find Heaven on 
Jupiter, and the whole human race chooses to undergo biological 
metamorphosis in order to live there. In "Seven Came Back" (1950) 
a human dying in the Martian desert is welcomed into the Martian 
Heaven, which 1: b s in another dimension, as a reward for helping 
the natives against his less generous fellows. In Time ani Apain 
(1951) every living entity has an alien symblote which survives 
the death of its host -a substitute for the soul. In more recent 
work, however, particularly A -Choice of 
Gods, (1772) and A Heritape 
of stars (1977), the quasi-religious goal of fusion with a kind of 
Cosmic Mind has become very distantt remote from the human 
characters who can do no more than glimpse its significance, and 
perhaps more accessible even to robots. 
Science fiction todayl in comparing men against the aliens 
which men very often meet in its imaginary milieu I shows a very 
strong sense of human limitationso which is often fatalistic and 
sometimes despairing. Science fiction writers are willing to 
imagine aliens possessed of all the existential advantages thmt 
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men once thought thay had, or might aspiro tot but which 
we no longer believe that we havot or can hope for. Thoro 
is still a current'of optimism which holds that tho situation 
might change, but very ofton the envisaged prico of our winning 
b4ck these advantages is that of radical evolutionary chango. 
If we attempt to see the changes in the role of the alien 
in science fiction not as suchp but as a radical shift in the 
image of human beings relative to aliens then it becomes much 
easier to tie in the nature of the shift with historical 
changes. We can, in fact, see the change as a response to 
(though not a simple reflection of) changes in our general 
awareness of our existential situation: the steady erosion of 
religious faitho the post-war lack of confidence in our ability 
to use our technology sensibly and constructively, and the 
corollary lack of confidence in the ability of our society to 
survive the disasters which threaten it. 
SOCIOti8s 
The most obvious, and perhaps the most remarkable, change 
which has overtaken speculative fiction about the future during 
that last hundred years has been the replacement of the Utopian 
image of the future by a pessimistic image which has been dubbed, 
inevitablyp "dystopian". In his book Tho Tmage of the Future USM) 
Fred Polak sees this change as something which sets our age apart 
from all others. Throughout human history, he arguest Utopian and 
eschatOlOgical images of the future have given men goals by which 
to orient themselves within the pattern of history, giving them in 
both the literal and colloquial sense "something to look forward to"v 
a sense of hope and a sense of purpose. He is quite at a lons to 
account for what has happened in the twentieth century: 
"Today a3l images of the future, utopian and eschatologica3. 
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alike. 9 have been driven into a corner and out or tima. Thoy 
appear to be tho victims of a common conspiracy# and yet thoy 
themselves set in motion the processes or thair own dissolution. 
The denaturing process first began with both of theso movomonts. 
why this strikingly parallel developmont in both oschatology and 
utopia? Is there a hildon factor at work which drives both 
images to self-destruction? 
"The most remarkable aspect of this entire development in 
the blindness of our generation in regard to it. How is it possible 
that this abrupt breach in our timosp occurring midway through the 
century and already challenging the future historian to find a now 
label for this period, goes unnoticed? 
"The rejection and destruction of old images of the future is 
not the basic phenomenon with which we are concerned. This is a 
historical process which has always gone on. The unique aspect or 
our present situation is the existence or a vacuum wbere the 
images had once been. There is a literal aversion to images of the 
future as such, whether of a natural or supernatural order. 
J3 
In quantitative terms Polak's final statement is clearly wrong. 
Literary images of the future are being produced now more prolif- 
ically than ever beforeq and the nu. mber of works of futuristic 
fiction produced each year has increased steadily since the 1870s, 
The decline of Utopian and Christian eschatological images over 
that period has left not an empty void but a rapidly proliferating 
dystopian literature based on the assumption that the future Is to 
be feared because the probability is that it will be worse, not 
better, than the present. That this change reflects a genuine and 
growing anxiety within society is surely indubitable. 
Dystopian images first began to appear in the last decades of 
the nineteenth century. Their appearance was logically inevitable 
following the shift in the characteristic form of Utopian social 
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modelling from imaginary contemporary locales to imaginary 
futures, Once Utopian models ceased to be simply standards 
for comparison and began to be offered as social prospects and 
goals the parallel expression of fears about social prospocto 
was bound to follow. Where any vision of a future Utopia 
incorporated a manifesto for political action orldoo1opical 
commitment, opponents of the political scheme or the ideology 
inevitably attempted to show that the "real" consequences would 
be ho=ific. Thus, stories about the wonderful world of equality 
which might be reached under socialism soon called forth visions 
of the oppressive and anti-individualistic socialist state. 
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There was., howeverv more to the emergence of the dystoplan 
image of the future than simple political differences ofopinion. 
These were concerned with the way that the world oupht to go. A 
much more basic difference of opinion arose as to which way the 
world actually waA going. 
It was virtually taken for granted in early nineteenth century 
thought that things were getting betterg that social progress was 
a reality. Many nineteenth century Utopias are not simply visions 
of a possible future but visions of the predestined future. When 
that faith came under threat then the way was clear for a very 
profound change in the images of the future owned by ordinary 
members of society. It is possible to track this development 
through futuristic literaturep and also possible to identify the 
thinking behind it, The background to the change provided by 
certain developments in scientific theory which had considerable 
j, Mplications for the image of man. 
There wasp in the nineteenth century a very close imaginative 
kinship between the notion of social progress and the notion of 
biological evolution. Both notions began - or atleast achieved 
their first significant expression - in France. Lamarck saw 
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biological evolution as many French social theorists caw 
social evolutiong as a matter of progross from "Olomontary 
forms" toward a kind of perfection, motivated by a continuous 
striving on the part of organisms to t1bottor thomolvos". 
Howeverg when Darwin discovered and revealed tho actual 
principles governing the evolution of biological apocies ho 
found them to be very different. He saw evolution as a mattor 
of the survival of the fittest in the struggle for Oxistonco, 
Olt 
in which adaplion was a matter 4 accident rather than 
strategyý and in which the concept of an evolutionary goal 
became meaningless and redundant. Inevitably (though quite 
without any logical warrant) this now notion of evolutionary 
process reflected back on social theory. Darwin had borrowed 
some of his notions from economists like Malthus and Ricardo, 
and some economists - notably Spencer - wore glad to wolcomo 
their ideas back again, now sanctified as "natural law". The 
idea of the market held by the classical economists, with its 
or I competition and 11adap I ion' of production to meet demand, ýtas 
very similar to Darwin's idea of the natural world. Whereas 
early sociologists like Comte had constructed elaborate models 
for the evolution of society through a series of predetermined 
phases# Spencer employed a very different mode of thought, 
making elaborate use of analogies between social organisations 
and biological organisms and sharing many metaphors with Darwin. image 
The Enlightenment(Of man as a rational and morally 
perfectible being was severely endangered by Darwin. Vulgar 
Darwinian thought saw man as an animal who had become the lord 
of creation by being a more effective killer than all his rivals, 
and there seemed to be no prospect of a reconciliation between 
the prescriptions of "Social Darwinism" and those of traditional 
15 
morality2 whether advanced on Christian or on humanisst grounds. 
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The wcwk of Freud offered a further throat to tho humanist 
view of human nature, and t1ase seeds of doubt spread 
rapidly within the popular imagination. 
The fIrst significant literary expression of the now 
pessimism was one of the replies to Bellamy's Looking Bnckvnrd. 
While most reactions offered alternative, views of the way that 
the socialist Utopia ought to be organised, Tgnatius Donnelly 
in Caesar's Column (1890) flatly contradicted Bellamy's 
assumption that this was the way the thrust of history was 
taking American society. He looked forward to a future in 
wh: ir. h the rich get steadily richer and the poor steadily more 
wretched until the situation explodes In violence so drastic 
that society cannot survive. 
The anxiety is nowhere better do=monted than in the work 
of the man who was ultimately to be left as the last of the 
Utopians: H. G. Wells. Wells desperately wanted to believe in 
the possibility of Utopia, and was extremely conscientious in 
continually revising his designs for a perfect state. He took 
objections far mcre seriously than any other Utopian designer, 
working through a whole series of prototypes before coming up 
with his final and deninitive prospectus in The Work. Wealth and 
Happiness of Mankind (1932) coupled with a historical map shaving 
the way by which it might be attained in The Shape of Thinps " 
Come (1933). His plans. however, were perpetually haunted by 
the idea that his contempories might be neither willing nor able 
to live up to his expectations. 
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No one could say that he did 
not try hard to persuade them and enlist their support - he 
personally interviewed both Stalin and Roosevelt and spoke in 
universities in many different countzies - but he was never able 
r- to convince himself that he had sIr eeded. His last work of all, 
Mind at the End of its Tether (1945) not only gives passionate 
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voice to his despair but also# and perhaps more importantly, 
makes it abundantly clear why he thought that the world could 
never reach Utopia. The work is an essay in mystical Darwinism, 
asserting the failure of man to take command of his own destiny, 
and proclaiming that the inevitable corollary of that failure is 
extinction: 
"The writer finds very conaiderable reason for bolloving 
that, within a period tD to be estimated by weeks and months rathor 
than by aeonsg there has been a fundamental change in UD 
conditions under which life, not simply human life but all o6f. 
conscious existence, has been going on since its beginning. This 
is a very startling persuasion to find establishing itself in 
one's mind, and he puts forward his conclusions in the certainty 
that they will be entirely inacceptable to the crdinary rational 
man* 
"If his thinking has been soundl then this world is at the 
end of its tether. The end of everything we call life is cloo 
at hand and cannot be evaded .... 
"The writer sees the world as a jaded world devoid of 
recuperative power. In the past he has liked to think that Man 
could pull out of his entanglements and start a now creative 
phase of human living. In the face of our universal inadequacy, 
that optimism has given place to a stoical cynicism. The old 
men behave for the most part meanly and disgustingly, and the 
young are spasmodicv foolish and all too easily misled. Man must 
go steeply up or down and the odds seem all in favour of his going 
down and out. If he goes up, then so groat is the adaption 
demanded of him that he =st cease to be a man. Ordinary man is 
at the end of his tether. Only a small, highly adaptable 
minority of the species can possibly survive 
"But my own temperament makes it unavoidable for me to doubt, 
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as I have said , that there will not be that small minority 
which will succeed in seeing life out to it: ) Inovitablo ond. H17 
Wells was soventy-nine when he wrotothat, and ho dJod 
the following yeart but his decline into pessimism was not 
simply a corollary of his decline into old ago, for tho 
imaginative literature of the twentieth century shows much 
the same pattern of gathering and deepening pessimism and an 
escalating sense of the imminence of dostruction. 
By the time that Gernsback first published AmIzInn Stories 
the decline of the Utopian imago had already sat in, but it had 
not advanced far. Only one of the classic dystopian novels had 
so far been published - Zamyatin's We (1924) - and that had 
passed virtually unnoticed. Scientifiction, of course, as 
Gernsback envisaged itias an implicitly Utopian literature, Its 
most fundamental proposition was the notion that the advancemont 
of science would remake the worlds irrespective of any political 
and moral questionsv for the benefit of all mankind. Howovor, 
as pointed out in the first section of this chapter, it was nct 
lcng before a certain anxiety began to creep In. The assumption 
of such stories as Breuer's Paradise and Iron and Campbell's 
pseudonYmous "Twilightn was that if things became too easy for 
men then society might "stagnate" and become "sterile" in the 
absence of any urge to furthar improvement. A particularly vivid 
expression of the notion is found In "City of the Living Dead" 
(1930) by Fletcher Pratt and Laurence Manning, in which machines 
that can simulate any possible experience lead man to live their 
lives completely in pleasant dreams, cocooned within mechanical 
life-support systems2 deserting the struggle for existence forever. 
In most stories of this type, however (Campbell's "Night" is an 
exception) it was assumed that some clear-sighted individuals 
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would see the danger and robolp finding hu-nanIty now 
challenges to face, or at least restoring the old ones. 
Dystopian images of the future, however, began to 
appear more frequently in science fiction of the forties, 
mny of them being statiep sterile societies In which a ruling 
elito preserves itself in power by moans of a religious ideology. 
Notable examples include Tf Thts Goes On.., 
_, 
(1940) by Robert 
Hainleing Gather, Darkness! (1943) by Fritz Loiber and 
Renaissance, also known as Man of Two Worlds (1944) by Raymond 
F. Jones. Other variants included futures in uhich the U. S. A. 
has been conqueredp or in which the dereliction of the world by 
war has led to tyranny and oppression. All these stories were 
stories of rebellion, often by means of rather odd strategies - 
in Gither, Darkness'. the religious orthodoxy Is smashed by a 
group who deliberately adopt the trappings of Satanim. The 
tyrannies are overthrown and democracy is restored - and with it, 
at least by implication, progress. This formula was, of coursot 
well-suited to pulp fiction and invited extensive use. 
After the war there was a curious change in this pattern 
which led to some quite bizarre literary works. The early fifties 
produced a veritable flood of novels offering images of the near 
future in which American society has been "taken over" by some 
particular social group which is running the world according to 
its own priorities. Religious groups, of course, still featured 
ocr , asionallyg 
but virtually everybody got their chance. The 
archetype of this particular subspecies is The Srnee Merchants 
(1953) by Frederik Pohl and Cyril M. Kornbluth, in which the world 
is run by advertising executives who use every trick In order to 
keep the wheels of commerce turning smoothly. Insurance companjon 
run the world in Preferred Risk (1955) by'Edson McCann" (Frederik 
Pohl and Lester del Rey). Supermarkets run the world in HelTs 
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Pavement, also known as Analorue Men (1955) by Damon Knight, 
Organised gangsterism prevails in The S-Yndic (1953) by Cyril 
Kornbluth. The medical profession is supreme in Raiticoun Wild 
(1959) by Ward Moore and Robert Braarord. A cult or hodonista 
takes over in The Joy Makers (1955) by James E. Gunn. All 
these ncvels are really gaudy fakes, which uso dystopian images 
for melodramatic convenience., setting up cardboard targets for 
their revolutionaries to knock down. In the early fifties 
mgazine science fiction produced only one genuine dyntoplan 
yision with any real imaginative pcwer: Ray Bradbury's Fnhronhott 
gi (1954), about the career of a fireman whose job Is burning 
books in a society where ordinary citizens are discouraged from 
thinking and kept free from all stimulito thought, This Is 
remarkable when one recalls that outside the magazines dystopi&n 
fiction was flourishing as never before, producing some of the 
most intense nightmares ever envisioned: H. F. Heard's Dorm . 
1panpers 
(1947), Orwell's 1984 (1949). Kurt Vonnegut's Pln-yer Pinno (1953). 
David Karp's One (1953). and, in a slightly later pariod, L. Pe 
Hartley's Facial Justice (1960) and Anthony Burgess's A Clockwork 
Orange (1962). There were in addition a number of scathing black 
comedies: Aldous Huxley's Ape ani Essence (1949), Evelyn Waugh's 
(1953) and Bernard Wolfe's Limbo (1953)o 
This fashion in science fiction novels was still very prominent 
in 1957 when a series of lectures by science fiction writers on the 
science fiction novel as social criticism was offered at the 
University of Chicago. The opinion of the four writers was that 
science fiction hacl very little to offer in the way of social 
criticism as such. One interesting commentary was that provided 
by Robert Blochp who claimed that the failure of post-war science 
fiction in this regard was largely attributable to the over- 
reliance cf writers on the role of the hero. (It Is,, of course, 
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implicit in the formulae of pulp fiction that everything 
revolves around this central role. ) 
In his lecture, Bloch pointed out that the future 
society employed by the majority of recent science fiction 
narels was Itself put together according to a standard recipe, 
observing that: 
"In general, we can count on some - or all - of the 
following ingredients: 
"l. A TOTALITARIAN STATE. Maybe it's ruled by Big Businol3a, 
or Advertisingo or a new Religious Order. It can be controlled 
by Mass Psychologists or Super-Criminals, or even by Quiz-Masters, 
The ingenuity of our novelists and the logic of their extrapolations 
are often very intriguing. But almost inevitably, they think of 
the future in terms of a military dictatorshipp complete with 
force and espionage. 
"2. Secondlv .... the UNDERGROUND .... mainly the Underground 
is represented as a revolutionary movement, governed within its 
own ranks by a totalitarian order as strict - or stricter - than 
the one it opposes .... 
113. Thirdly,, we find the dominance of FORCIBLE 
pSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC TECHNIQUES .... Where would tin science fiction 
notel of tomorrow be without 'brain-washing'?... 
"4- Also standard is the assumption that SCIENCE WILL GO 
ALONG WITH THE GAG and obediently wash brains for Capital,, Labour, 
the Military.. the Clergy cr whatever group is posited as being in 
power. In fact, the whole fabric of all these novels hangs by a 
single thread - that scientists wi-11 always be willing to bend 
their backs over the washboard in a brain-laundry - that they will 
labour unthinkingly and unceasingly to produce new techniques, new 
technological advances and new weapons for the use of tha group 
currently in authority. 
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"5, This in turn seems to be based upon another 
standard assumption - that in the future ECONOMIC INCENTIVE 
will still reign supreme 9 ... 
"6. A VARIATION OF PRESENT-DAY 1ANGLO-SAXON1 CULTURE 
WILL CONTINUE TO RULE THE WORLD .... 
"7. Furthermore, if the inhabitants of Earth ever reach 
other planets and discover life there, WE WILL COLONIZE AND 
RULE THE NATIVES .... 
"8. The ultimate assumptiony actually the sum total of 
the rest, is simply that THE FUTURE HOLDS LITTLE BASIC CIANGE .... 
119. It Is almost unnecessary to add a minor point which 
runs through these considerations: INDIVIDUALISH 13 DEAD. The 
hero rebelst yes - but not to superimpose his own notions upon 
society; merely to restore the 'normal' culture and value- 
standards of the mass-minds of the twentieth century. "18 
With the exception of one important element, which I shall 
discuss in due course p this is a reasonably accurate summary of 
the recipe for a magazine science fiction novel of the fifties. 
Bloch's scorn did not prevent him from adding later In his speech 
that if he were ever to write a science fiction novel he would 
play safe and follow the formula - and,, indeed, he did, in Sneak 
D: Oview (1959). 
Although Bloch considered the whole recipe which he recounted 
so carefully to be quite banal there are, in fact, two important 
elements in it which, though familiar in 1957, were virtually 
unkncwn in the pre-war period,, These were points thrm, and four. 
point tma is the assumption that people are basically manipulable 
and can be made to think what people in authority want them to think 
(this is intimately bound up with the imaea of a host of alternative 
futures as many variants of a confidence trick). Point four is the 
assumption that science will be used by already-dominant power 
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groups to serve their own ends. Bloch soom3 to have considered 
the latter assumption unlikely, but in view of tho historical 
circumstances of tba time this judgment is harch. Tho world 
had seen the efforts of German science exploited by Hitlor - 
and had seenp in the aftermath of the war, the Gorman acientists 
shared out between two now masters and put inLmodiatoly to work, 
America had seen the nuclear scientists suffor the pricks of 
conscience and had seen that many of them carried on regardlons, 
protected by a security blanket that came down after the loakago, 
of atomic secrets to Russia. 
These two assumptionso concealed to some extent by the 
ingeniously colourful apparatus of the future societies of fifties 
science fictiont represented a considerable shift in the attitude 
to the future underlying science fiction. The chaneo in attitude 
did not - as it did outside the magazines - result in an immediate 
decline into outright pessimismp but rather in a peculiar 
compromise with the dictates of pulp convention. Most science 
fiction stories were still success stories., but ncu the success 
had to be won against the threat of a sinister future, against the 
machinations of the scientists of tho future, and against the odds. 
The Gernsbackian future of unlimited opportunity and technological 
benefits for all mankind was now a thing of the past. 
There is, however, one inaccuracy in Bloch's summary which 
suggests that the compromise with pulp convention was more 
comfortable than it actually was. Bloch points outo correctly, 
that the goal of the hero in this kind Of fiction was always to 
restore $normal' cultural values - the standard or normality being 
decided-by the values of the time. What he does not point out is 
that the failure rate of the heroes to attain this and 13, for a 
popular genreq astonishing. These novels are ILU stories of 
rebellion and usually of revolution, but in Very few Instances can 
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the world actually ba saved. What happens in Mo3t instances 
- and certainly in the most famous examples - is a piece or 
literary aleight-of-hand which sidesteps the mmnifest goal in 
favour of a different one which to achieved: not ealvation, 
but escapeg 
A key symbol in many of these stories is tho spacochip. 
Usually the reader knows nothing of this at the boginning of 
the book but discovers toward the end (with a shook of 
revelation) that though the revolution is doomod there ic still 
hope. The hero and other right-thinking people can blant offv 
leaving the whole nad and sorry moss behindl to begin a now life 
on a new world, where life my be very hard but culturally 
'normal'. 
This loophole came from the vocabulary of conventions built 
up by pre-war science fiction, and it is hardly surprising that 
the dystopian novels written outside the labelled Renre made no 
use of It. It enabled the magazine writers, by and largo, to 
get off the hook by allowing them to write stories that were 
pessimistic about the tide of history while retaining their 
uplifting and morale-boosting finales. The-Space Marchants 
provides the perfect example of this sleight-of-handt and the 
importance of the spaceship as a quasi-supernatural symbol of hope 
in this period is demonstrated by a number of stories which 
celebrate in quasi-mystiwl fashion (and often in lyrical tones) 
the launching of the first rocket or starship. Examples include 
Cyril Kornbluth's Takeoff (1952) and Fredric Brown's The Lights 
in the Sky are Starslalso known as Project Jupiter (1953)- Perhaps 
the clearest example of all is provided by Isaac Asimov's The End 
of Eternity- (1955)., in which a history-controlling superstate is 
subverted so that mankind can expand into space. The last lines 
of the novel readt "With that disappearancep he know .... came the 
endý the final end of Eternity 
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And the beginning of Infinity. " 
The decline and extinction of this compromise pattern 
at the end of the f if ties came about through a combination 
of circumstances. The real space programmo made the hopes 
and expectations of fictitious space programmes a good dcal 
less credible. The rapid decline of the magazines and tho 
rise to dominance of paperback books as the principal medium 
of science fiction helped to set aside the restrictions of 
pulp convention in the "upper stratall of t1n market. Most 
important of all, however, was the fact that the publiclike 
Blochp grew accustomed to the now image of the future. It came 
to be taken for granted that the future would be difficultq and 
science fiction writers found that it was no longer necessary 
to write about the problems of trying to change or escape from 
the society of the future, but that there was enough potential 
for a success story simply in writing about how to survive in it. 
The science fiction of the sixties and seventies, Insofar an 
it is concerned with the society of the future, has boon mainly 
concerned with estimating the nature Of the disaster. In the 
late fifties science fiction belatedly discovered ýhlthus, and for 
a while images of overpopulation displaced images of atomic 
holocaust as the major expressions of apprehension. In the late 
sixties the pollution crisis added its own fears. In the early 
seventies resource crises suddenly became fashionable as well. 
Once having accepted that the future would be worso than the 
present there was no difficulty at all in finding reasons to 
suppcrt the belief. 
ýJ Once releasedp the tendency of many science fiction writers 
towards anguished7pessimism soon found lurid expression. Among 
the most impressive horror stories whose key theme is overpopulation 
are Make Room! Make Room! 
(1966) by Harry Harrison, Stanq on ZanzLh_ar 
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(1968) by John Brunnerp "The People Trap" (1968) by Robert 
Skeekley and The World Inside (1971) by Robert Silvorborg. 19 
-pollution is the principal destructive force in "We All Dio 
Naked" (1969) by James Blish, The Sheen Look Un (1972) by 
John Brunnerg The End of-the Dream (1972) by Philip Wylie and 
"The Big Space Fuck" (1972) by Kurt Vonnogut jr., 20 Pow 
stories deal with resource crisis aloneq and it has simply 
become an additional factor in the logic that coos the ruturo 
human condition as one of acute deprivation. Anothor factor 
which has come in for special considerationt though, is Alvin 
Toffler's notion of #future shock" - stross disease caU3od by 
an inability to cope with the pace of change - which is explored 
in The Shockwave Rider (1975) by John Brunner. 
This fiction wasp of course, fed - and the audience for it 
partly created - by a wave of futurological speculations. The 
population problem was first popularised by such writers as Paul 
Ehrlich and the pollution scare by Rachel Carson13 Silent Spring 
(1962). There is no doubt that to a large extent these stories 
are reflecting waves of anxiety which have passed through society 
as a whole., but they also represent a response to it. It is 
hardly surprising that the response fits In very well with the 
pattern we have already noted In connection with the role of the 
aliens reflecting a very considerable lack of faith In our ability 
to solvep or even cope with these problems. There are nil rou3 
stories forecasting the end of the world as a result of these 
various historical crises which take a malicious delight in 
contemplation of this fate. Such stories as"Zho People Trap" and 
"The Big Space Fuck" are as black as black comedies can be. It is 
interesting to note that both "The Big Space Fuck" and "We all Die 
Naked" take special delight in mocking the escape-into-spaco mottf 
which had beenp in an earlier period, 30 intimately associated with 
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dystopian visions in science fiction. 
It is worth pointing out thatthe rapid proliferation 
of dystopian novels in the literary "mainstroam" during tho 
fifties was not sustained into the late sixties and 
seventies. Although science fictional disaster thamon havo 
been prominent in the mainstream of late thero, have boon vory 
few dystopian images. Only Michael Frayn's A Vory PrLyno 
. 
Life (1968). Adrian Mitchell's The 
-Bodyruarcl, 
(1770) and Ira 
Levin's This Perfect DaZ (1970) seem worthy of notop and none 
of these has the imaginative force of the earlier pcot-war 
works. Because the dystopian image has become ordinary writers 
in the mainstream can no longer wring from it the intensity of 
feeling that they once could. Science fiction writers have mado 
the idea work for them primarily because their main interost in 
in the mechanics of the trw,, edy rather than the tragic quality 
itself. 
Insofar as it still holds to pulp convention ard functions 
as restorative fantasy science fiction has been driven out of the 
imaginative space of the near future. Future Earth figured very 
prominently in the great majority of pro-war science fiction 
storiesq but in a great many post-var stories It is hardly even 
mentioned as the action is confined by entirely imaginary settings. 
One of the longest-running exotic adventure stories in contemporary 
science fiction) E. C. Tubbts "Dumarest Saga", is built around its 
herots search for an Earth forgotten by all mankind and mislaid by 
all mapmakers. In many other adventures s'at in an imaginary 
galactic civilization Earth is a dead world, having been ruined in 
the remote past. The kind of galactic culture first shown off to 
good advantage in Isaac Asimovts F ation trilogy (1942-49) has 
become a standard background In post-war scidneo fiction but this 
is notp as Donald Wollheim suggests in. The -Universe 
Mrxkmrn , bocause 
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this Is the way the future is going to be, or even bocau: )o 
it is the way that science fiction writers think the futuro 
is going to be, but simply because Earth In no longer a 
viable setting for romances of the future which require a 
gaudys glittering and pseudo-Utopian mJ11M. 
Utopian thought during the last half-contury has to a 
large extent dissociated itself from the mythology of progress 
and has found expression primarily in terms of a tachnolopteal 
retreat to a simpler way of life. This pattern is cloar in 
virtually all the Utopian novels which camo after Min Share-or 
ThInRs to Come: Lost Horizon (1933) by Jamos Hiltono TO-an-jin 
(1942) by Austin Tappan Wrightp Seven D,, I_y. s In Now Cretp, also 
known as Watch the Northwind Rise (1949) by Robert Graves , 
Tsland (1962) by Aldous Huxley and Tn Watermelon Supar (1970) 
by Richard Brautigan. B. F. Skinner'3 Walden Two (1948) pins Its 
hopes not on technology but on psychological training. In Herman 
Hesse's Magister Ludip also known as The Glasq 
-Bead 
Game (1943) 
the hero eventually rejects the Utopian claims of his society, 
and even in Franz Werfel's Star of the Unborn (1946) there is a 
great deal of doubt, both practical and ethical,, about the 
viability of the theologically sound Utopian state. 
Attempts by Renre science fiction writers to imagine ideal 
states have been similarly ambiguous. The Utopian state of 
Theodore Sturgeon's Venus Plus X (1960) is ultimately rejected by 
the story's protagonist. Ursula le Guints The Dis ossenn. A (1974) 
carries the subtitle "An 
Ambiguous Utopian, and imagines its 
anarchist state surviving only 
in conditions Of extremo deprivation. 
Samuel R. Delany's -T-rIt-On 
(1976), in response, is subtitled "An 
Ambiguous Heterotopia"t and presents a Picture of a society whicho 
in theoryt caters for all possible ideals but which is still 
ravaged by war and which still 
leaves the haro searching fruitlessly 
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for some kind of fulfilmont. Even the writer3 who hava 
been most dogmatic in their insistence on the banoficenco 
of technological progresst Isaac Asimov and Arthur Clarko, 
have managed to give no real Utopian exprossion to thoir 
hopesp with the exception of Clarke's self-consdous Tmporial, 
Earth (1975). A more powerful image from Clarke's earlier 
work is the city of Diaspar in The City in the Stars (1956), 
a technological miracle whose inhabitants have bacomo listless 
and decadent. Asimov's mcst memorable images or ruture Earth 
are the dystopian society of Pebble in the Sky (1950) ard the 
claustrophilic society of The Caves of Steel (1954), The one 
exception to this generalisation is Mack Reynolds, whoaa rocont 
work includes a whole series of works set in a Utopian state of 
the year 20002 which are openly didactic. The first two volUM09 
deliberately echo Edward Bellamy in their structure and their 
titles: Looking Backward from the Year-2000 (1973) and Eravalitz 
In the Year 2000 (1977), but later volumes in the series, 
especially Perchance to Dream (1978) and After Uton 
A1978) 
- 
1a, show the 
gradual return of an insidious pessimism recalling that of 
mnning and Pratt's"City of the Living Dead". Even in Eastern 
Europe, where Utopianism is not only ideologically, sound but to 
some extent ideologically favoured, the lead given by Ivan 
Yefremov's Andromeda (1959) has not been followed up. Images of 
future Earth in the work of the brothers Strugatsky - e. g. The 
Aise (1965) - show a dystopian anxiety 
comparable to that evident in western science fiction, while the /er 
work of stanislaw Lem is eith set elsewhere in the cosmos or 
deals in heavy-handed satire. 
Nevertheless, there are in contemporary science fiction many 
images of society which give powerful expression to a yearning 
for some kind of ideal social organisation. An these images are 
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of alien societyp or at least of human cocieties adapted 
to alien circumstances and fundamentally altered in nature. 
The archetypal example of this kind of exercise in Mit o[ 
the Silent Planet (1938) by C, S, Lewis, which is from outside 
the science fiction commmity and from a different period, but 
it is in the last ten or fifteen years that scienco fiction 
writers have become especially preoccupied with alien societies 
and with the notion that alien societies might have something 
essential that human society lacks, and perhaps must always 
lack. 
Two of the most popular science fiction novels of recent 
years have been Frank Herbert's Dune (1965) , with its picture of 
life among the desert-dewiling Fremen of Arrakis 9 and Ursula lo 
Gain's The Left Hand of Darkness (1969), with Its account of 
life on the planet Winter, whose inhabitants are hermaphrodite. 
Neither of these novels is Utopiang but each finds in the 
description of its imaginary society some key elemont which adds 
significantly to the quality of life within them. There are 
similar glimpses of the superior quality of alien ways of life in 
many other novelst including Robert Silverberg's Down", rd -to 
tho 
Earth (1970)9 Ursula le Guin's The_Word for World-L9 Forest (1972) 
and George R. R. Martin's Dying, of the Lipht (1977), It is perhaps 
most explicit in James Tiptree Jr. 's parable nThO Milk of Paradise" 
(1972), in which a human child brought up by =d-wallowing bestial 
aliens finds a serenity and a feeling of belonging which he cannot 
find anywhere in human society. 
There are several different suggestions as to the nature of 
the vital "missing ingredient", but they all boil down to some 
mysterious kind of rapport between individuals that human beings 
experience only rarely. It is not so much sympathy as empathy, 
and not so much love as trust. 
(In Heinlain's Stranper in a Strnnp-e 
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I, and the missing rannort is referred to as "grokking" 0 and 
this word was, for a while p taken up by some members of the 
American "counter-culturo". ) Ih many stories this ompathy 
is associated with the notion of telepathy. 
A particularly significant change In attitude related 
to this point is that involving the notion of "hivo-minda". 
The most obvious model available to us of a radically different 
mode of social organisation is, of course, the ant-hivo, and thin 
was used by Wells for the first ever study of alion society in 
The First Men in the Moon (1901). The notion then wan repollentf 
and it continued to be so for many years. The notion of a human 
hive-sociOtY was employed as a nightmare in Joseph O'Noillts 
anti-Fascist dystopia Land Under England (1935) and in John 
Beresford and Esme Wynne-Tyson's dystopia Thn-Riddle of-thn Tower 
(1944). An alien hivo-society is featurod in Robort Heinjoin's 
Starship Troopers (1959) as an enemy with whom no reconciliation 
is possible. During the sixties, however, the notion was to somo 
extent rehabilitated. The insect hive-mind in Frank Herbert's 
The Green Brain (1966) is benevolent, protecting the world's 
ecology against the short-sighted policies of man, and Herbert 
went on to consider the possibility of human hivo. -society in a 
moderately open-minded fashion in Hellstromts Hive (19173). As 
previously notedv Joe Haldeman contradicted the basic assumption 
of Starship Troopers in The Forever War (1975). The powerful 
fascination of the hive-mind is also evident in Barrington J. 
Bayley's "The Bees of Knowledge" (1975). 
2" 
The preoccupation with the Utopian aspects of alien society 
is., of coursep no more than the other side of the coin whose face 
is the preoccupation with the dystopian aspects and prospects of 
our own society. It is further testimony to the Oxtent to which 
the role of the alien in science fiction reflects our dissatisfaction 
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with ourselves. In many of those stories the protagonisto 
can find a kind of "succoss'l in "going native", but there 
is perhaps nothing quite as pessimistic as the ready 
acceptance of such a wholly illusory answer. In a gre at 
deal of contemporary science fiction it in presumed that 
the only way to escape the predicament of the near future 
will be to becomn somsthtnp different. It is perhaps a good 
measure of the desperation of our need to find more hope than 
is readily available to us in our present historical situation 
that there are so many science fiction stories which present 
the accomplishment of this hope. This can be very clearly neon 
in the historical development of the role of the evolved man - 
the superman. 
4, Superman 
In the same way that evolutionary theory provided the 
imaginative context for the development of the concept and role 
of the alimn, so it governed the invention of and attitudes to 
the superman. The implications of Darwinism were very important 
in generating early attitudes to literary supermen, encouraging 
writers to think of the mutant superman as a threat to Homo 
sapiens, a competitor and a nemesis. Darwin's, however, was not 
the only evolutionary philo3ophy of the day, and it is possible 
in some works to see the influence of Bergson and, of course, of 
Nietzsche. 
The superman, by ddfinition, Is the species which will 
ultimately replace mankind# and thus there are a number of early 
stories in which ordinary men fight a desperate rearguard action 
against lone supermens hoping to buy themselves a few extra 
millennia of evolutionary lifetime. An example from outsIde4-Penre 
science fiction is Noelle Roger's The New Adnm (1926), while early 
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stories from the magazinas on this theme are John Ru3coll 
Foarn's The Tntellignnee Gipantic (1933) and Stanley, G. 
Wainbaum's "The Adaptive Ultimate" (1936). Thone atorieof 
however, are isolated examples, for tho dominant attitude to 
th superman was very different. The reason is that mo3t of the 
writers who produced early superman stories were harshly critical 
of contemporary human society and tho superman provided a ready- 
made mouthpiece for their criticisms. Thus wo find both the 
Darwin-inspired Wells in, Tho Food of thn Gods (1903) and the 
Borgson-inspired John Beresford in The Hnmndenshtro Wonjor (1911) 
very much allied with their supormen, though unable to Identify 
with them. Olaf Stapledont in Md John (1936) took this pattern 
to its extreme, while Claude Houghton's This Wan_Tvor Trent, (1935) 
reveals in its conclusion an almost hysterical bitterness. 
The traits in human nature of which these authors and their 
supermen were critical were fairly conventional targets: prejudice, 
narrow-mindedness, and unjustified beliefs (particularly religious 
ones). The one point on which the authors consistently differed in 
attitude from their creations was in the matter of emotion. Virtually 
all these early supermen were passionless creatures whose minds were 
capable of great feats of objective analysis of scientific and social 
problemst but their creators remained uncertain as to whether this 
was really a desirable way to be. 
Most writers took care to dispose of their supermen when the 
scathing criticism ran out. The Hampdonshire wonder was drowned in 
infancy, while Odd John allowed himself and several of his kin to 
be destroyed as a gesture of his disgust for common humanity. Ono 
of the few writers who looked forward confidently to the triumph of 
the superman was George Bernard Shaw in Rack to Mathuselnh (1921)t 
but the key to this enthusiasm is to be found In the prologue in 
which Shaw renounces Darwinism in favour of noo-Lamarckism. It is 
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much easier to be a wholehearted advocate, or the superman 
if you believe that by striving to be one you can actually 
become onov and tho idea had such powerful attractions that 
even the d1ohard Darwinian Wells toyed with it briefly in 
Star-BeRotten (1937). 
The early science fiction pulps had little time for 
cocial criticism, and thus we find straight auporman-na-manaco 
plots like The Tntelligence Gigantic alongside a rather curicuo 
but cCt-repeated motif which represented humanity's evolved 
successors as a decadent and far less-fit, species. This theme 
used an image of the evolved man derived according to the logic 
of Wells' assay "The Man of the Year RMion" (1893)t portraying 
the man of the future as a being with a vast cranium and a 
wasted body. Many science fiction writers, blissfully unaware 
of the Darwinian illogic of their case, saw this development as 
a well-set evolutionary trend with no survival value. In ouch 
stories as Harry Bates' "Alas, A2-1 Thinking! " (1935) those 
"supermen" become extinct. 
A more melodramatic superman story is John Taine's mutational 
romance Seeds of Life (1931)s which presents its superman as a 
figure of menace, who tries to destroy the world and comas to a 
very nasty end, and yet retains a note of sympathy for him. There 
is also a note of sympathy in Weinbaum's "The Adaptive Ultimate" 
(1936). Weinbaum was already dead when that story appearedo and 
among the manuscripts he left behind was his maf,, nirn onuq, a 
superman story called The Now Adam, which was finally published in 
1939. It was published as a book and was not reprinted in the 
magazines until 1943, largely because It represented a significant 
break with pulp formula. The novel is not only sympathetic to the 
superman but offers the superman as protagonist for reader- 
identification. It consists of an autobiography, an analytical 
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account of a "superhuman" viewpoint which is not fuelled 
by the desire to criticise contemporary society, but the 
desire to investigate hypothetically what a suporhuman 
viewpoint might be like. Use is mado of the analogy of 
feral children - the superman roared by humans growu up 
knowing that his roaring has in some sense crippled him, 
so that he cannot attain his full potential, In the end, 
he arranges his own death, but leaves behind a child with 
a mother of his own kind. 
The New Adam made little impact despite Woinbaum's 
popularity in the science fiction conmnityt but it was not 
long before two novels appeared in the pulps which broke the 
old pattern decisively. Slan (1940) by A. E. van Vogt and 
Darker Than You Think (1940) by Jack Williamson both offered 
heroic supermen as protagonists. In the former, the young hero 
is persecuted because of the stigmatizing mark which shows him 
to be a latent supermanp and he grows slowly Into his super-powers 
though 
in order to w4the hand of every man is turned against him. In 
the latterp the hero sets out to fight a second species of the 
genus Homo which threatens H. -sariensl 
but discovers that he Is 
one of the other race himself, and accepts the dictates of his 
genes. There is no compromise in these stories - the reader in 
expected to Identify with the superman in each case, and there is 
no question of his final demise because human society cannot 
accommodate him. Both stories became "classics" of the r-enro, and 
both writers found it profitable to repeat the formula. Williamson 
repeated it only oncep in Dragon's Island, (1951) but van Vogt has 
0 
done so many times. At least a dozen of his ncvels and stories 
involve apparontly-ordinarY human beings who dovelp awesome super- 
powers in order to contend with threats to themselves or to tho 
world. 
22 It is significant that van Vogt abandoned writing for 
some years while he ran one of L. Ron Hubbard's Dianatics 
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foundations - Dianatics (later Sciontology) transformed 
this fantasy into a psoudoscientifte theory, aftd than Into a 
religion. 
The hero superman - espocially the superman whcxie powers 
developed in the course of the ploto or the cuporman whose 
powers had to be kept secret because of persecution - rapidly 
became established as a science fiction cliche. Two acienco 
fiction fans, Jerome Siegel and Joe Schuster, atrippod the 
theme to Its basics for development in the now comic-otrip 
modiumv and established a pattern with thoir character Superman 
which has dominated the American comic book ever sinco. 
The basic psychological appeal of the fantasy is easy 
enough to appreciate. There is perhaps no fantasy more comforting 
the notion that 
or more pleasing thar/the weak and unprepossessing character one 
presents to the world hides a person of great dynamism and 
almost-infinite capability. It Is especially attractive to 
children, who aro implicitly weak and lacking in any real power. 
Whether Hubbard (who wrote what may well be the earliest example 
of the species In "The Tramp". published in Astounding in 1938) 
simply saw the potential of the notion or genuinely fell for it 
himself is uncertaing but he certainly found that telling people 
they could become supermen with a little help from him was an 
excellent way to make money. Another man who found massive 
popular support for his ideas was the parapsychologist J. B. Rhino,, 
whose experiments to detect E. S. P. at Duke University ware first 
written up in New Frontiers of the Minci (1937). Rhino provided 
a now image of the superman - someone outwardly ordinary but 
possesseA of one or more extra-sensory perceptions: telepathy or 
precognition. Later he began looking for evidence of psychokinotic 
abilityl and lumped an these "talents" together under the heading 
of pst powers. According to Rhine, anyone might have these powors 
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latent within him, waiting only to be brought to tho surface 
by pressure of circumstance or training. 
Stories of rst-powerod supermen became very common in 
the science fiction of the late forties, and Campbell bocamo 
so fond of them that for a period in the early fifties they 
virtually displaced all other types of fiction from AtritOundjnp. 
Notable examples of the species include Henry Kuttnor and CoL, 
Moore's "Baldy" series (1945), Wi3jrar H. Shiras's Children of 
the Atom (1948-50)s Zonna Henderson's stories of "The People" 
(1952-66), Wilson Tucker's Wild Talent (1954), and a trilopV 
of novels by Randall Garrett and Laurenco Janifor written under 
the name "Mark Phillips" (1959-61). All of these stories wore 
wholeheartedly pro-supermen, although there were a number of 
stories in which good supermen had to fight and destroy evil 
supermen who wanted to take over the world. James Blish's Jack 
of Eagles (1951) and George 0. Smith's Hiphynys in-Hiding (1956) 
belong to this class# as does Frank Robinnonts The-Power (1956), 
though in the latter case the plot develops as a straightforward 
menace story, the hero's mper-ness only developing at the last 
moment to provide a deus ex machina. The everyone-can-be-cuporman 
myth reached its height in Brain Wave (1954) by Poul Andersonj in 
which the Earth passes out of a warp in space which has damped 
human intelligence throughout history, and even idiots aný dogs 
acquire genius practically overnight. 
It was not longp however, before the role of the superman 
began to acquire overtones which went somewhat beyond the 
requirements of simple power-fantasy. The change is particularly 
noticeable in the work of two writers: Thoodore Sturgeon and 
Charles L. Harness, both of whom have specialisod to an Inordinate 
extent in superman stories. Sturgeon's "%turity" (1947) is a 
story about a gifted child crippled with acromegaly who is helped 
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medically to develop his talents to the full. When he 
becomes "normal'19 howeverl he gives up much of hie creative 
endeavour in favour of socialising - once his alienating 
condition is overcome there is no need for him to be a 
superman any longer. In "... And My Fear to Groat" (19530)an 
old lady trains a youth to exploit his talent, but trios to 
Isolate him from all human contact In the procoss. Evontually 
he rebels, and discovers that the alienation to not necessary. 
In the classic, More than Iftiman (1953) a group of social misfits, 
each with some odd talent that is of little use in isolation, 
combine to form a gestalt individual and grow slowly to mature 
command of their powers and a sense of social responsibi3lty, 
whereupon they are greeted into a com: munity of group minds. In 
"To Marry Medusallp expanded as The Coimjc_Rnpn, (l958) an alien 
entity equipped with a group mind attempts to unite the minds of 
the human race so that it can absorb them, but once united the 
human group-mind has such awesome power that it absorb3 tho 
invader. The plot of the story focusses on the way that a number 
of extremely alienated individuals have their painful lives made 
purposeful (if only through their dying) in the formation of the 
super-entity. Many more'of Sturgeon's stories feature characters 
in states of extreme alienation who transcend their situation 
through developing or finding within themselves the power to unite 
with their fellows. 
23 In the earl'erwork the transcendence it; 
metaphorical, but in the later work it becomes extremely literal. 
The theme of transcendence is central to Charles Harness's 
first three novels, Flight into Yesterday, also known as The 
Paradox Men (1949). The Rose (1953) and The Ring of Ritornel (1968). 
All three feature climaxes in which the central characters achieve 
a kind of transcendental metamorphosis yLa death into some kind of 
superbeing. The most explicit is the highly stylised finale of 
2n 
The RoSO, in which a ballerina is transformed into an angelic 
being. Although the story could not find a market in Amarica 
at the time of its writing and was published in a minor British 
magazine it has since acquired a considerable reputation. 
The most dramatic single illustration of the pattern which 
emerged during the fifties is Arthur Clarke's ChildhoodIn End 
(1954)t which is probably the best-known book ever to appear 
under the science fiction labol. In this novel alien "ovorlorda" 
assumo com; nand of Earth's destiny and bring about a Utopian period 
of calm. Their true missionp however,, is to act as "midwivjas" 
to the human race so that an entire generation or children may 
associate their minds into a single unit which than loaves ita 
material base to fuse with the "COSMIC mind". The Overlords are 
making their second attempt to achieve thin endl their first 
having gone wrong and resulted in various unpleasant myths ard 
legends correlated with their physical form, which is that of the 
devil In Medieval art. 
Clarke denies that there is any religious symbolism in this 
novel and objects to the Interpretation of the events of the story 
in terms of religious symbology. It Is, however, difficult for 
the observer not to see in the Overmind ofthe story a secular 
version of God, and the climactic event certainly invites at least 
metaphorical description as an apotheosis. The analogy has not 
been lost on certain theological scholars who have taken an interest 
in science fiction. Eric Hopkins, writing in the Journal of the 
Epiphany Philosophers, Theorin to-Thoory, discusses More týnn Riman 
and Childhood's End in an essay entitled "Now ýhps-of Heaven". of 
the former novel he says: 
"The story More than Mmman can be regarded as a response to 
the general feeling of insecurity felt by many today. The response 
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is the fantasy of a man, or Croup of Monp who is virtually 
invulnerable to disaster. And such fantasies spring from our 
anxiety, our sense of holplessneaq Incompotenco, the unbrideeablo 
gulf between our demands for survival and any source of effective 
action. As the starving dreams of banquets so we, in fantasy, 
are transformed into omnicompetent supormon. " 
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ChUdhood's End, he thinks, Coos even further: 
"Clarke is taking the religious view that man and his 
institutions are intrinsically defective. Even if God gave man 
a utopia man's condition would remain unsatisfactory. rn his 
symbolism utopias, however acceptable, are the gifts of the 
devils whose real function in the scheme of things is that of 
enabling intelligent beings to leave earthly things bohLndl to 
destroy their utopias. Clarke's 'message' is thatp though an 
earthly paradise is desirable, it is only a stage towards the 
final consummation, the end of childhood, which is union with 
God. n25 
This 'message' is certainly not what Clarke intended to 
convey. His intention was simply to explore a hypothesis - and,, 
for that matter, one which was rather alien to his real beliefs. 
In the real world Clarke was an urgent propogandist for the space 
progra=e, yet Childhood's End embodies the dictum that "The Stars 
are not for man" (his destiny being a "higher" one). For thin 
reason the novel carries an emphatic note saying: "The opinions 
expressed in this work are not those of the author". 
26 Childhoodla 
End, thereforej cannot be road as an allegory - yet the parallels 
with aspects of Christian mythology remainj and one is strongly 
tempted by the hypothesis that if what happens in the story is not 
intended to re present the ideas of Christian mythologyq then it is 
in some sense an ideative substitute for them. 
A particularly striking parallel can be seen between 
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Childhood's End and the ideas developed in a book publinhod 
the following year - The Phenomnnon or Min by the Fronch 
Jesuit Pierre Toilhard do Chardin. Toilhard attemptod to 
reconcile his scientific knowledge (he was a palaoontologint) 
with his religious faith by developing a cosmic schomo of 
evolution in which the sentient minds of man form a "realm of 
thought" called the noosphore (by analoey with tho biosphoro). 
rn Teilhard's scheme the noosphero becomes unified Into an 
organised whole by a process of "magasynthesis". This can 
happen because of the influence of an organising force or 
principle called Omagav and in the fulness of timo all noo3phores 
become one with the principle at the Omoga Pointj 
There is no doubt about Toilhard's intentions: what he 
wanted to do was to build a mythology that would confirm Christian 
teaching and render it viable in the context of modern scientific 
knowledge and natural philosophy. His ideas were never recognised 
as arthodox and were published only after his death. There is one 
science fiction novel based explicitly in TeilhardIs cosmology - 
George Zebrowski's The 0moga Point, (1973) - and A. E. Van Vogt has 
borrowed from Tailhard's terminology on occasion (notably in 
Supermind (1977)), but the direct influence of Teilhard on science 
fiction has been slight. Nevertheless, the notions contained 
within it are persistently echoed in science fiction in the same 
way that they are echoed in Childhoo(its End. The idea of a cosmic 
mind or principle recurs throughout the recent work cC Clifford 
Simakp and the notion is explicitly associated with the role of 
the E. S. P. superman in The Uncensored ýhn (1964) by Arthur 
Sellings, The Infinite Care (1972) by Keith Laumer and Tetrnsamy 
Two (1975) by Oscar Rossiter. The "moment of apotheosis" provides 
the climactic motif for both of the last-named novels. It is 
difficult to believe that there is nothing in this parallelism 
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except, as Clarke has contended, "pure coincidonea". 
27 
The extension of the role of tho suporman in acienco 
fiction to contain these images or transcendence is also coon 
in the work of Alfred Bester, aealn in novels which are among 
the most popular works to bear thin label. in Th4j__Damojjnhn4 
Lim (1953) a psychopathic murderer subject to terrible visions 
is trapped by a telepathic police force and forced to undorgo 
"demolition" -a process of psychic cleansing which froas him 
from his visions and their cause (a burden of guilt) and releases 
him, fully healed, to begin his life anow. In Tho Stars My 
Destination, also known as Tiper! TI=1 (1956)t the central 
character is trapped In a burning building and moves back through 
time to appear to himself and to others as a firo--chroudod vision# 
being similarly "cleansed" in the process and eventually finding 
a kind of peace in an interplanetary limbo. In Sester's third, 
less well-received novel Tho Computer Connaction, also known as 
Extro (1974)p a group of supermen attempt to recruit others by 
the only means known to them - induced metamorphosis via violent 
death. 
In the last ten years this tendency toward the scioneafictional- 
isation of ideas associated with Christian mythology has continued 
and become more obvious, usually, but not exclusively, in connection 
with the notion of the superman. Literal survival of tho Persona 
after death is featured in Camn Concentration (1969) by Thomas M. 
Disch, Traitor to the LivinR (1969) and the as-yet-incomplete 
"Riverworld" series (begun 1965) by Philip Jose Farmer, and In two 
novels by Robert A. Heinleint T Will Fear No Evil (1971) and Tim 
Enough for Love (1973). The notion of superhumanity is coupled 
with the idea of rebirth in many works by Robert Silverberg, 
including To Open-the Sky (1967). Niphtwtnrs (1970), Thn Sacond 
Trj. V (1971)9 Son of Kan (1971)9 TheBook of Skulls (1972) and 
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"Born With the Dead" (1974). Silvarburg hat) also written a 
novel which presents the rebirth motif in tarma of the decline 
and loss of a superhuman power, Dying-Tnnide, (1972). 
It is difficulthaving identified the common theme which 
unites so many of the post-war science fiction stories dealing 
with superhuman "evolution"p to avoid the conclu3ion reached 
by Eric Hopkinso who claims thats 
"What these SF writers are doing Is using the language of 
modern technologies and disciplines - rocketry# cybornotica, 
sociology, psychologyt parapsychologyt mathematical logic - to 
express emotions# needs and interests which in earlier times 
., uage. 
n28 might have been formulated in orthodox Christian larW 
If this IRS true, then the statement must be carefully 
qualified. It is almost certain that none of the authors cited 
are doing this purposefullyp although some - Silverberg, for one - 
are certainly conscious of the symbolism. Son of R-in is probably 
tiBonly work mentioned which has as its purpose the examination 
of the religious nature of man. Nevertheless, the works do 
express emotions and interests - and perhaps also needs - and it 
is true that in times past similar emotions and needs would have 
required the vocabulary of symbols of some religious system (not 
necessarily Christian) for their expression. To say this does 
not involve any claim regarding the philosophical depth or literary 
expertise of the works involved, but merely to point out that they 
are expressive and that the vocabulary of symbols which they use 
functions., to some extent, in the same way that religious 
vocabularies of symbols have functioned and can function in the 
expression of similar emotions and interests. 
When one compares the use of superhumans in modern science 
fiction with the use of superhumans in comic books since the war 
the most startling fact that attracts attention is how far they 
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have diverged. In the thirties tho pulp supormon of 
science fiction had a great deal in common with the comic 
book superman of the forties and fiftb a. Indood, there was 
a certain amount of transmission from tho ono gnnro to tho 
other. But the superman stories of post-war scionco fiction, 
including the great majority of trivial L, _n. 
1 atories as woll as 
the works mentioned individually abovot have few idoativa links 
with the straightforward powor-fantasy whoso archetype In Slogol 
and Schuster's Superman. Their mah concern, even at the lowest 
levels of the market, is with social and psychic integration. 
The powersp whether they be extra-sonsory perceptions or 
psychokinetic abilities or simple physical attributost are tho 
means and not the ends. The actual ends envisaged by the stories 
my be ordinary - there are several neat telepathic love stories, 
notably "And Then She Found Him" (1957) by Algis Budry3 - and 
they are very often MMdan$13 even when extraordinaryq but they 
are also very often transcendental. In the latter caso what the 
writers are attempting to do is to imagine evolutionary potential 
for human beings which goes beyond the apparent restraints of the 
=ndane world. They are not producing revelations but fictionst 
and they are not armed, as Tailhard was., with an indestructible 
faith in a set of dogmas which only had to be transformed in order 
to manifest again its ineluctable truth. They arot for the most 
part, thoroughly agnostic visionaries who not only do not deal in 
belief but often actively despise the commitment that belief, in 
its religious modest involves. Ilevertheless, it sea= to mo to 
be wholly reasonable to suggest that they are expressing similar 
emotionsp and through the communicative medium of their work, serving 
similar needs. 
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5. Summaj: y 
In this chapter I have attomptod to isolate and 
illustrate the main trends visiblo in tho dovolopmont of 
the characteristic thomos of scionco fiction. Tho tronds 
which I have examined horo are not tho only onan that can bo 
seen but they are, I think, the onos which aro moot intoranting 
ar-A which offer specially significant information in oarvica of 
the attempt to draw the connoction3 which oxist botwoon tho 
literary Renro and its social context. 
Because of the way I have presonted the3e data I run tho 
risk of being suspected of selecting my e=mplos to suit MY Case. 
I havet indeed, paid particular attention to stories which best 
illustrate the account I have givont but this should not prejudice 
my claim to the effect that the trends which I havo pointed out 
are real. I have made no attempt to quantify the data or to carry 
out a formal content analysis based on such quantified data 
primailly because this kind of approach is singularly inappropriate 
to the exercise which I am trying to carry out. It seem to me to 
be logically nocessaryp given that I am considering the F-enro as a 
medium of communicationt to pay close attention to the communicative 
efficacy of particular works of fiction. I have throughout this 
research given priority to those works which were not only widely- 
read but widely-rememberedp and which made sufficient impact on 
their audience to be reprinted or given awards. It seems to me to 
be not only reasonable but vital for the sociologist of literature 
to identify as significant those works which the readers identify 
as significant (for whatever reason). This claim is by no moans 
similar to the one made by Goldman in The Hiddon Godo whereby he 
sought justification for his sociology by its ability to single 
out as significant those works already deemed aesthotically 
meritorious - in fact, it is the reverse of this claimt because it 
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takes the acclaim of the audionco as ono of the most important 
data to be used in identifyina a sociologically Interesting 
text. In my view, the sociologist assumos far too much If ho 
thinks he can tell the audience that they aro "right" to acclaim 
a work (and, by implication, that he can also toll them when 
they aro "wrong" to do so. ) 
In isolating the trends which I have pointed out I havot 
indeedp selected from the whole range of the data, but such 
selection is part and parcol of nny process of observation. If 
my selection has boon prejudiced then any attempt to justify 
this prejudice must be made an the grounds that it in a prejudice 
which is at least similar to the average prejudices of the 
audience. I have., as far as possible, allowed their prejudices 
to guide my own, insofar as those prejudices are exprossod in 
influence upon the market itself though I have in certain instances 
referred to works that were not initially popularg citing them as 
exaggerated and extreme examples of the various trends. 
Further objection might be made to the fact that the 
observations made in this chapter are inextribably entangled with 
an interpretative commentary. This is true, and the fact that all 
observation is to some extent interpretative cannot excuse the fact 
that I have made no strenuous attempt to minimise the intru3ion of 
my interpretations into my account of the data. Once agains, I 
must take refuge in the claim that the data do not warrant such an 
attempt. To be able to identify these trends is, to a largo extent, 
to interpret them. It would be very difficult indeed to describe 
them without using language that interprets them. It would be 
possible, I supposes to perform an elaborate series of feats of 
linguistic gymnastics in order to leave the impression that the 
data can be presented in flat, neutral ter=3 so that the inter- 
protation of their significance can be superimposed upon them at a 
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later stagep but I have not endeavourod to do no firstly 
because such presentation would misropresent the actual 
intellectual processes involved in this rosoarch, in the 
course of which the processes of observation and inter- 
pretation. were inextricably interlinkodv and secondly bom-luno 
it would in the vast majority of cases be a distortion of' the 
stories themselves to pretend that one can separate doscriptlon 
of their ideative, content from judgments as to what kind of 
rosponso they are to what kind of stimuli. Many stories overtly 
and actively inytte interpretation, because that is the kind of 
thing that many stories - even those in popular r-onres - are. 
The attempt rigorously to exclude interpretation from the 
observation of literature in mistaken, because it leaves out of 
account an important aspect of the phenomenon. Literature, 
unlike most things that most scientists observe , is created Irl 
order to be "observed" in a special way. It would be 
unscientific for the sociologist to ignore this fact for the sake 
of mimicking the procedures of scientists who do not have such 
things to contend with. 
What the data of this chapter show us can conveniently be 
summarised in the observation that during the forties - and 
especially following the end of the second war - the content of 
science fiction underwent drastic changes. The attitudes to 
entities both real and imaginary contained within the p_enro were 
alteredg in two cases - attitudes to technological artifacts and 
attitudes to the socJsty of the near future - suddenly and 
dramatically. In both these cases it seem3 that the principal 
agent effecting the sudden change of attitude was the spectacular 
introduction into the wcrld of the achievement of atomic power. 
Few technological achievements have made their entree into the 
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public arana by killing a hundred thousand peoplot and it 
is not wholly surprising that this particular achievement 
made such an imaginative impact on a species of fiction so 
intimately interested in the effects of technology upon 
society and upon man In society. It seems, however, that the 
wider significance of this "break" in history may batter be 
perceived by looking at those trends which were not so 
dramatically interrupted: attitudes to aliens and cuporhumans. 
These trends may have been accelerated by the concluding event 
of the: socond world war, but not nearly so dramatically as tho 
trend in presentation of future societies. By Getting those 
9 
A, trends alowide the others it is easy to see tl,, at n1l foAir are 
significant of a loss of faith in the capacity of modern man and 
modern society to cope with the conditions of contemporary lifo. 
Two of the trends show that the explosion of the first atom bomb 
was a key event in the erosion of that faithp but the other two 
suggest that the loss was in any case inevitable, 
It iso I think, manifestly clear that the content of acience 
fiction is responsive to the historical crises of our ttme . and 
primarily to one particular dimension of historical crisist that 
which we face as a result of the pace of technological progress. 
This is a banal observation, but it needs to be made because there 
are some com; mentators who would disagree with it. Establishing thin 
pointp however, is merely the prelude to the Important question, 
which is: what kind of a response is it? Or, more likely: what 
kinds of response can be seen within it? Corollary questions arise 
from different hypotheses: Is science fiction simply Mflqctivo 
of common anxieties arising from our historical situation? Doos it 
exist primarily to allow us to escape from these anxieties and to 
enjoy relief from them? Does it, conversely, feed and maintain 
these anxieties by sustaining the attitudes out of which thoy ariso? 
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Chaptor Six. CONCLUSION: THE COMMICATIVE FUNCTT(XZI 
OF SCIENCE FICTION 
1. Directive functions 
It has already been pointed out that it is not within the 
scope of this enquiry to analyso in depth the diroativo 
potentialities of particular works of science fiction. The 
analysis of reader demand su. mmarised in chapter four has, 
hoVover, indicated the possibility of a species of directive 
function served by science fiction as a p-onrot at least with 
respect to the first encounters with the renre experienced by 
soma readers. It may be necessary to associate some of the 
preoccupations exposed in the analysis of tho. = and trends with 
this exceptional directive function. 
The two principal promoters of maGazine sclonce ftetiont 
Gernsback and Campbell, both thought of sclonco fiction as a 
medium with didactic potential, though they differed very much 
in their notions of the kind of didacticism to which the medium 
might best be adapted. Nowhere in the analysis of reader demand 
is there anything to su-8gest that Gernsback's prospectus for 
science fiction as a carrier of scientific facts was ever justified 
to any measurable extent in practice, but there is soma evidenco 
for his rather vaguer hope that the medium migitfunction 
inspirationally. If, at the most mundane level of meaning, it 
failed to inspire many people to becomo inventors it certainly 
compensated by inspiring the kind of interest in the future and its 
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possibilities for which Gornsback hoped. That interest was 
not rewarded by the same confident optimism which Gorn: sback 
himself embracedv but it was nonotholoss roal, Campbell's 
basic demand was that the interest In the future thus 
stimulated should not only be real but mallstle, and though 
it is much harder to build up a conclusive caso for this having 
been a real effect of science fiction there Li certainly come 
evidence for it. Had science fiction continued to servo only 
the maintenance and restorative functions, an did the other pulp 
penress one would not have expected the kind of developments - 
especially with respect to the roles of machines and images of 
future society - that were very obvious in post-war science 
fiction. 
If we are to look for measurable effects of science fiction 
upon the real history of science then we shall find none, with the 
possible exception of the fact that a number of rocket sob ntists 
appear to have been much involvedwith science fiction, 
I it is. $ 
of course, much more difficult to Judge whether science fiction 
has had any measurable effect on the attitudes of people in 
general to technological innovation, but it see= that there is a 
case to be made out. That somq people's attitudes have been 
profoundly affected there seems little doubt - it is difficult to 
believe that the image of the alien in contemporary science fiction 
played no contributory role in the events following Orson Wollost 
Mercury Theatre broadcast of 1938,, which found a surprising 
readiness among the American people to accept the pwsibility of 
alien invasion. Similarlyq the success of such quasi-religious 
groups as the Scientology movement and the Aetherius Society is 
partly dependent on the readiness of recruits to accept argument3 
whose strategy rests very much on the devices used in science 
fiction to create the illusion of plausibility on which the medlirn 
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leans so heavily. The fact that people continually coo 
"unidentified flying objects" is not particularly significant, 
but the fact that they show such a strong Was in Interrinting, 
what they see (or think they see) in terms of extraterrestrial 
spacecraft seems to owo much to the mythology of colenco fiction, 
These examples imply that science fiction is at least 
capable of having a directive effect upon the world-view of 
particular individuals. Whether we may logiti, mately genoraliso 
from what are, admittedlyp bizarre examples must still remain 
dubious. There is, however, considerable evidence in both the 
naive reactions of young readers and in the claims madaby come 
apologistst that science fiction d003 comiunicate now attitudes 
to the potentialities of the presontp especially in terms of the 
way that science functions as a motor of historical change. Much 
science fiction - especially that written for Campbell's magazine 
seems geared to this function, and the stories in which characters 
confront the products of technology directly show a definite trend 
toward consideration of the social effects of and social reactions 
to mechanical inventions. Whether science fiction overestimates 
the importance of science and technology as motors of historical 
change is, of coursop irrelevant to the point at issue, which is 
whether science fiction does, in fact, irduenco attitudes In this 
respect. 
We must be careful notto overestimate the role played by 
penre science fiction in terms of affecting general attitudes to 
change and the future. It is arguable that two individual novels, 
neither labelled science fiction, have had as much influence on 
the way we commonly think about the future as all othars put 
together (I refer, of course, to Brave New World and 1984). in 
the case of such technological innovations as the atomic bomb thoro 
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was and Is little enough need for fiction to assist in 
creating attitudes of extreme anxiety. Novortholoss, it in 
for many people the fictional exploration or the possibilities 
attendant on such innovations which clarifies and dramaticon 
the issues involved. It would probably not be overambitious 
to suggest that general attitudes to computers have boon quite 
heavily influenced by fictional representation of "mechanical 
brains". 
Determination of whether, in facto the habitual reading 
of science fiction commonly results in a measurable shift in 
attitude ist of coursot a matter for empirical enquiry, and 
could probably be determined either by a longitudinal study of 
"new recruits" to the science fiction community over a poriod 
of some two to three yearsp or by a lateral comparison of 
hardened science fiction writers with a matched sample or non- 
readers. The present study can only offer tentative suggestions 
as to what kind of attitudinal change might be involved. The 
comments on the experiences and enthusiasms of readers first 
discovering science fiction suggests strongly that tho change 
consists of some kind of perspoetive-shiftt analogous to "gestalt 
switches" in the same way thatpaccording to Thomas Kuhn 2, changes 
of allegiance to scientific paradigms are so analogous. What 
seems to be involved is a re-ordering of the context in which 
ideas relating to science and technology are heldp emphasising 
certain aspects- very heavily: the image of man as a relatively 
insignificant creature in a vast and complex universe; gadgetry as 
instances of ongoing technological effort leading toward the total 
human control of the environment. To some extent those emphases 
conflict with one another, and it is from this conflict that many 
of the basic preoccupations and themes of science fiction emerge. 
The question of whether this kind of attitudinal change, if 
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it really does commonly happen, has any real utility in a 
rather vexed one. Apologists, naturallyt are willing to 
claim that it does, though they make their claims on a numbor 
of different bases. The question bocomas fairly trivial if 
one takes C. S. Lewis's view that the utility of the attitudinal 
change is simply that it facilitates service of the restorative 
function, but it is by no means trivial if one takes the view 
put forward by Robert Scholes that the characteristic world- 
view of science fiction is one that is particularly woll-Outtod 
to the times. A number bf different casas could bo mado out in 
support of thisgenoral claim, the simplest being that scienco 
fiction reflects the world-view of modern science itselfo and may 
thus help to make scientific knowledge loss alien and more 
3 
comprehensible. Alvin Tofflert on the other hand, has suggestod 
that the mental flexibility encouraged bY science fiction might 
provide a useful foil against the potential stresses involved 
with the high rate of innovation (particularly technological 
innovation) in modern environments. A more specific variant of the 
same caseq relating to the contemporary media environment, is put 
by Marshall McLuhan. 
4 The basis of claims such as those is that 
science fiction, by presenting9collectively, an image of the 
future as an array of possibilities, each dependent upon hypothetical 
innovationsp allows its readers to confront now devolojimonts - 
whatever they may be - with a sense of confidence. Th this view 
science fiction readers are, in effect, already attuned to the 
processes of change and arc) less likely to suffer alienation as tho 
world develops from the one they already know to one which they do 
not. 
There may wel. 1 be comething In the Tofflor/McLuhan argument - 
which is certainly plausible - but there are one or two reasons for 
treating it with suspicion. Ono is that the science fiction 
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community seems to be so very conservative in its attitudoc 
towards science fiction its93 . There is no more common 
complaint to be heard from long-term readers than that acianco 
fiction has lost Its "sense of wonder", and there to extreme 
and widespread suspir-ion of literary experimentation. Tf 
reading science fiction does not Inculcate sufficient 
flexibility of mind to allow the majority of its adherents to 
accept change within science fiction as a ronro, it coo= a 
little optimistic to accept unquestioningly that it mako3 them 
better prepared for changes in the real wcrld. The other reason 
is thato as was discussed at the end of chapter four-, sclonco 
fiction can actually be soon to pander to the sense or alienation 
commonly felt by the youngg and there seems to be a certain 
contradiction In arguing that a literature which has such 
attractions to the alienated should have as a common Nirition tho 
property of protecting its readers anninst alienating rorces. 
Certainly it seems to ameliorate the sense of alionationt but to 
a large extent to do this by Austifying the sense of being 
different and apart rather than by remedying the situation. Those 
two objections arev howevers not entirely damning asfILr as the 
hypothesis is concerned, and the best conclusion ono can roach 
with respect to this point is that the issue must romain undecided. 
Nor are these hypotheses such as to lend themselves to convenient 
testing, so that it is not easy to Indicate how the matter be 
settled, or how corroborative evidence for either point of view 
might best be obtained. 
Even if we do conclude that science fiction is or can be 
associated with particular attitudinal chanCos in its readers 
leaving aside any judgment as to the utUity of such changes 
there remains still the question as to what extent we are dealing 
with a d1rectivo effect and to what extent we are concerned only 
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with the maintenance function. It seems reasonably clear 
that science fiction can function diroctivoly when people 
encounter It for the first time, but it in not altogether 
certain that the continued reading of science fiction does 
anything more than maintain the porspoctivo-shift already 
achievedv plusp of course, maintaining sentiments originating 
elsewhere and fulfilling the restorative function. If science 
fiction really did anticipate social problems v an its apologists 
sometimes claim, there would be no problem in claiming an on- 
going directive functionp but In fact its track record in this 
regard has been very poor. Overpopulation was invisible an a 
theme in science fiction until it became a subject of concern 
in the real world, and the same is true of such Issues as 
environment pollution and resource crises. Only in the case of 
atomic power, and to a lesser extent in the case of space 
technology, has science fiction any dalm at all to prophetic 
aptitude. Neverthelesso a case might still be made out for a 
continuing directive effect because of the way in which those 
issues were taken up when they did become matters of popular 
concern. 
Science fiction writers have usually been quick to seize on 
popular anxieties such as the population problem and environmental 
pollution. Response to these emergent concerns was rapid and, 
more significantly, exaggerated. Science fiction writers have 
always been ready not simply to reflect anxieties of thb kind, 
but also to ampli them. It seems to be not simply a rnattor of 
registering the existence of such anxieties and maintaining them, 
but of actively feeding themp emphasising their importance. It is 
this readiness not only to jump on contemporary bandwagons but 
also to give them an extra shove which gives science fiction much 
of its affective power and much of its apparent timoliness. Tho 
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strategies IDf exaggeration involvad aro particularly trarkad 
in the trend analyses pertaining to soclatiop of the futuro 
and to machines. 
As a didactic mediump sclOnce fiction has novor boon 
very powerfulp but as an affectivo medium It has enjoyed 
considerable success. As a p-Anro, its primary appeal has 
always been to the emotionsp however paradoxical that may 
seem in the light of its title. Its use of ideas has always 
beeng in the most literal sense of the wordp sengntionnI - 
its principal appeal is commonly said to be to the "sense of 
wonder"s and it Is expressive much more than it is descriptive. 
This in itself , of course 0 does not qualify It as ad Ira ctivo 
medium - most popular P-enres make their appeals affectivaly - 
but the striking difference between science fiction and other 
popular Penres is its rapid and radical pattern of change 
compared with their emotional conservatism. Not only have the 
striking patterns of change evident in the treatment of ideas 
in science fiction no parallel in other popular renrea, but the 
very possibility of there being such patterns of chanee is 
precluded by the basic assumptions on which other Fonres 
characteristically proceed. 
The directive potential of science fiction, so far as the 
long term reader rather than the initiate is concerned, in to a 
large extent dependent upon its affective aggression - its 
ability to call attention urgently to now concornsp and to force 
some kind of emotional response thoreto. (It is, of course, also 
true that the imaginative works produced outside the renre which 
have had considerable impact upon the popular imagination have 
done so by means of affective aa ession - Brave New World and 39831. Y 
again provide the cardinal examples. ) Some apologists for science 
fiction - notably Kingsley Amis - have construed this affective 
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ýression 
as a kind of satire, but this to a minropronentation, 
in that the pertinence of science fiction's hypothotical 
worlds to the real social situation of the roador in usually 
too tenuous to permit any real satirical impact. Tho warnings 
and social criticisms that emerge from science fiction's 
affective appeals are rather more general and less tmmodiato, 
than those contained in satire - though satire, of course, also 
employs the strategy of exaggeration which leads to fantanization. 
In conclusion# therefore# it Is probably roasonablo to assort 
that the manner in which science fiction absorbed into its images 
of future society such anxieties as those pertaining to over- 
population and pollution does suggest that there is go soma dogroo 
of directive comminication involved. 
2. Maintenance functions 
When we come to study characteristic patterns of resolution 
in the science fiction story what strikes us most forcibly Is the 
apparent instability of the patterns. The characteristic resolutions 
which are common today often bear little, resemblance to those which 
were prominent forty, or even twenty, years ago. Mich pulp science 
fiction, of course, relied heavily on types of resolution common to 
all genres - most pulp stories were stories in which villains were 
vanquished and the hero got the girl. The factors unique to science 
fiction in the pre-war period were mainly consequent upon its 
extended repertoire of vi3-lians and - more importantly - the strategies 
by which they were vanquished. In post-war science fiction, however, 
there has been a strong tendencyp at least in the upper strata of 
the marketq to abandon villians altof#ether in favour of problem- 
solving situations of a more complex kind. The moans by which 
resolutions are characteristically brought about have changed in 
consequence. 
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Most early pulp scienco fiction featurod contacts of cuporacloncoo 
There was a high priority on inventiveness and hardwaro. Tho problem 
most commonly faced by horoos was to invent a dovico which would 
nullify or over come the dovices usod by tho enemy (whothor human or 
alien). 
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Characteristicallyp it was by moans of now tochnolopy that 
conflicts wore resolved. The notion promoted by this typo 
of story is simply that existential and social problow can 
be met and adequately answered by technological innovation. 
This was certainly what Gernsback believed and was trying to 
persuade his readers to believe, and Campbell thought along 
much the same lines. 
It is easy to imagine tho situation whoro there might 
never have been any more to science fiction than this. It in 
a reassuring "message" with a certain plausibilityt and in 
particularly well-adapted to Pulp fiction-writing In that it 
is a formula producing an infinite series of plots which work, 
essentiallyo on a principle of detis ex machin-1. In factq howevort 
it is an outlook which has become much less fashionable with the 
passing of timep and even somewhat despised. 
The decline of faith in this kind of resolution - and the 
ideas encouraging that decline - are very clear in the analysis 
of attitudes to machines In science fiction. The first mochano- 
phobic stories appeared in science fiction as early as the thirties, 
expressing the fear that overdependence on technology might load 
to decadenceq and it was this fear that gradually became the basic 
tenet in science fiction's rejection of the Utopian image of the 
future. In early science fiction there was no real conflict 
between the affirmation of the power and the virtue of' technology 
on the one hand, and the suspicion that the supply of human needs 
might become all-too-easy on the other. The notions were kept 
separate because they were assumed to portain to very different 
periods of history - the former to the near future, tlý, e latter to 
the very far future. Before 1945 the notion of unlimited pover 
for the fulfilment of human needs seemed very distant and Utopian 
to mcst writers and virtually all readors. The achievement of 
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atomic power, though it made relatively little differanco to 
the actual historical aituationg brought tho possibility or 
high-technology society imaginatively much closor. This was 
when the ideas came into conflict, and In the immodiato post- 
war period we can see in stories dealing with ao*lotlos of the 
future the first conventional resolution of the conflict in 
the emphasis on the role of the spaceship as an "escape 
mechanism" allowing the sterility of a finite Utopia to be 
sidestepped. The "escape into space" motif becamo common in the 
fifties and remained so for ton years or more baroro it began to 
lose its fashionability somewhat. 
The reasons for the decline of the post-var spaceship 
mythology have already been pointed out in chapter five. Fjrstlyg 
the real space programme put the naivety of the idea into better 
perspective; and secondly, the shift away from pseudo-Utopian 
images of the future went far enough to generate ouch pessimism 
with respect to the near future that the priority shifted to 
r 
more ugent and more pragmatic kind of fiction. It is not immediately 
obvious how the "escape into space" stereotype should be interpreted. 
Obviously,, It Is only marginally concerned with maintaining 
attitudes to the real space programme, though there are several 
works whose main purpcso Is to re-emphasize the virtue of the 
programme. What it is rather more concerned with maintaining, it 
seems, is an attitude to the social forces tending to favour the 
Utopia of comfort. It is an emphasis on the need for novelty and 
the need for challenge. Its rapid waning and virtual disappearance 
from the scene is connected with the rise of the view that the 
probable state of near-futuro society itself promises a challenge, 
not only to the would-be rebel, but even to the would-be survivor. 
In large measure, science fiction of the sixties lcot what 
consensus it had had concerning appropriate resolutions. Its main 
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stereotypes had lost their curroncyt and there was no now 
one waiting in the wings to take over. Stories bogan to appoar 
in some quantity whose principal concluding asnortion wan that 
there no longer are anY fOmularistic solutions, and whose 
plots were resolved only by tho hero's acceptance of tho 
difficulties of his situation and the realication that ho 
would have to live with them. 
It was this process - the loss or conventionalp formularistic 
and ritual resolutions - which rosultod in scienoo fictionla 
becoming,, in the sixties, something more than another in the 
series of popular p-enres. It was out of thin uncertainty that 
the affective aggression of much contemporary science fiction 
arose.. offering much more scope than had been proviou3ly 
available for the use of the renre as a directive medium of 
commmication. 
The decline of those characteristic rosolutio" so far 
discussed seems to be very much in tune with attitudes current 
in the social matrix, though they represent, of course, a narrow 
selection from it, The suspicion of technology that has become 
widespread since the second world war, and the increasing 
tendency to blame "runaway technological advance" for contemporary 
social problems (after the fashion of Bertrand Russell in Tcarua), 
posed something of a challenge to science fiction writors, most 
of whom had been hitherto committed to an incompatible viewpoint 
and active in maintaining sentiments which now lost their 
credibility. 
The consequences of this challenge have been various. For 
one thing, there is now and has been since the early sixties a 
considerable degree of tension within the science fiction 
community, with those favouring the retention and reinforcement 
of the old commitments against the tide of popular opinion facine 
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the uneasy opposition of a now nvnnt r rdo, who preach tho 
total redundancy of such an attitude and the necessity for 
science fiction to undergo a metamorphosis of come kind, 
finding new concerns and (possibly) now methods adapted 
thereto. The bulk of recent science fiction, however, 
steers a course along a vla-medin somewhere between pro- and 
anti-technological viewpoints, often featuring resolutions 
which reaffirm the notion that even if the marriage of man 
and machine is not so har-monious as could ba desired the 
prospects of a divorce are even worse. This is the emergent 
stereotype so far as the resolution of stories specifically 
concerned with man/machine encounters are concerned. It in a 
resolution of reconciliation, by which man and machine somehow 
find a viable mcde of productive coexistence, whether comfortable 
or not. 
Another consequence of tho challenge presented by the drift 
of popular opinion to the attitudes once habitually maintained by 
science fiction has been the tendency to place much more emphasis 
on communication and the achievement of social and/or spiritual 
"harmony"s in such a way as to sidestep entirely the likely 
problem of society in the near future. The whole preoccupation 
with metaphysical themes and religious symbology can be seen in 
terms of an "escape" from the awkward situation into which science 
fiction was delivered by the course cf history and changes in the 
intellectual climate. It is the dramatic change In the role of 
the alien in science fiction which poses one of the greatest 
challenges to the historian of the penre, for the extremeness of 
the change renders it unlikely that it is simply symptomatic of 
the advance of liberal attitudes, and the impulse of the 
evolutionary sequence seems to have been rather powerful when 
one recalls that the single most influential voice in the science 
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fiction co=unity - Campbe2l's - was dooply entrenchod on 
the side of human chauvinism. 
Ihis change roflectsj at least in part, rather more 
than the influx of new political attitudos into ocionce 
fiction. The other main factor to be taken into consideration 
is the transfer of allegiance from ono vocabulary of 
characteristic resolutions - those concerned with tochnological 
"answers" to hypothetical predicaments - to a now vocabulary, 
mainly concerned with sociall psychological and transcondental 
"answers". The moment of first contact with aliens, which was 
used most commonly in pro-war science fiction as a prelude to 
conflict, became in the post-war period a common roncluston for 
stories -a triumphal cry of "We are not alone! " Moro cCton, or 
coirsep it is not the moment of encounter that is important but 
the moment which symbolises the first significant understnnding 
of one species by the other. This moti has come to dominate 
contemporary science fiction. As has already been observed, the 
situation finds a less frequent but more exaggerated parallel in 
stories dealing with "human aliens" - usually, though not always, 
superhumans. 
One notable feature of &hese resolutions is that tho y seem 
to have very little connection with real possibility. Gernsback's 
insistence on the virtue and potential power of technology may 
have been naive, but he really was dealing with potentialities 
which existed in the real world: atomic powert televisionp computers, 
space-rockets. The world in which Gernsbacklan science fiction c=o 
into being really was a period of rapid technological advance, and 
people rally did find technological solutions to many of their 
problems. By contrast# while we cannot rule out a priori the 
possibility of contact with alien beines or the evolution of super- 
human facultiest we must concede that the probability of either of 
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these things actually happening comes very close to 
negligibility. It hardly seems possible, therefore, to arguo 
that these new kinds of resolution represent in any direct way 
attitudes that are in any sense viablo in the real world. 
People who spend their real liven trying to make contact with 
alien beings or trying to become oupermon are a good deal more 
common than the more sceptical of us consider to bo reasonable, 
but the whole world has not yet fallen prey to flying caucer 
mania, Scientology or transcendental meditation, and neither 
has the science fiction community. We must, thoreforot look 
much more closely at the question of what, prociselyp might bo 
being maintained here - if, indeed we are dealing with the 
maintenance function at all. 
If it is to be taken literallyp the kind of resolution 
which represents solutions to social or existential problems in 
terms of some kind of personal transcendence has very little 
utility. (Perhaps the best example of the attempt to take it 
literally is to be found in the works of Colin Wilson, beginning 
with The Outsider and continuing through his various studies or 
occultism and murder. Wilson himself, however, does not seem to 
be much of an advertisement for his prospectus. ) Nevertheless, 
this kind of resolution does constitute an affirmation of faith 
in a certain hLnd of solution. It represents what Frank Manue, 
5 
has called a "eupsychian" mode of thought - the conviction that 
the ideal state of being is to be sought not in ter. w of a better 
place (eutopia) or a better time (euchronia) but in torms of a 
"better adJusted" or "healthier" state of mind. 
If the new predominant resolutions of science fiction are to 
be interpreted symbolically rather than literally, then we find 
that they are not so very different from the tradition of 
twentieth century mainstream fiction referred to in chapter two, 
whose stereotyped resolution involves the herots coming to terw 
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with and/or triumphing over his own state of alienation by 
intellectual effort or by tho acquisition of a now perspective, 
This contact between the alms and concorns of much recent 
science fiction and those of a particularly strong and 
prestigious vein of mainstream fiction is a major factor 
permitting and encouraging the interest taken In acionco, fiction 
by American academics during the last ton years. To tho extent 
that these patterns of resolution on be said to serve the 
maintenance funtiong thereforep they are not particularly unusual 
and are new only within the gonro. 
However, it would probably be mistaken to interpret those 
trends in science fiction 2n11Z by reference to their symbolic 
significance in the service of the maintenance function. 
Undoubtedlyl the new predominance of eupsychian thinking in science 
fiction is nartly explicable in term3 of the maintonanco function, 
but only partly., for the actual symbology involved is much more 
extreme than would be required if eupsychian oymbolism ware the 
only thing at stake. If this were all there was to it, its 
extremism would actually threaten its utility. It is one thing to 
be continually confronted by stories in which heroes end up with 
extended mental faculties and a sense of psychic well-boingl but it 
is quite another to be frequently confronted with heroes who become 
one with God or who obtain direct access to the mysteries of 
creation. This might be explicable by reference to the policy of 
affective aggression noted earlier in this chapterp but we must 
beware of co-opting that argument without duo consideration of the 
alternative hypothesis and investigating the probable Involvement 
of the restorative functLon. 
3. Restorative functions 
In chapter two I stressed the point that the maintenance function 
and the restorative function tend to operate in conjunction, the 
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former commonly determinine the characteristic pattern cC 
resolutions to be found in a penre while the latter determines 
the environment of the story so as to reinforce the 
appropriatness of the resolutions. Put briefly, the argu. -. nnt 
is to the effect that we choose as worlds to "escape" into 
those imaginative milieux which permit and encourage the 
formularistic affirmation of the things we want to believe in 
and the things we already do believe in. 
If we look at the early science fiction which bs geared 
primarily to the service of the restorative function - the 
escapist fantasies of Burroughs and Merritt are the cardinal 
ex=ples - we find ideal settings for wish-fulfilmont fantasy: 
0 
new versions of the classical "parallel world" , the Land of 
Faerie. The emphasis is on gaudiness, with a touch of decadancot 
where flying can be combined with swordplay and courage will 
always Irevail against the everpresent threat of the strange and 
the supernatural. Similarly, the technological landscapes of 
early "hard" science fiction provido a perfect milinij for fantasies 
of dispensing awesome power and journeying as far as the imagination 
can take a naive mind. These landscapes are designed to facilitate 
the typical resolutions connected with the maintenanco functions of 
science fiction: they are milieux in which triumph by technological 
innovation becomes possible and "valid". It is worth re-emphanizing 
here that readers habitually choose asbscape-warlds" not worlds in 
which the kinds of problem-situation which they'percaive as relevant 
to their own lives do not and cannot arise, but worlds in which 
those kinds of problem-situation (often exaggerated) can be mot and 
dealt with. Much early science fiction is straightfcrward power- 
fantasyt called forth by the feeling of vulnerability that is 
characteristic of early adolescence and of various modes of sooial 
alienationp and obtains its identity and coherency as a genre by 
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featuring one particular "strategy" for overcoming vulnorabUitys 
technological invention and the attainment of Intellectual 
security, yia scientific knowledge. The worlds of science fiction, 
broadly speaking, are worlds where knowledge and inventiveness 
ray off in conquering threats and achieving succosa. 
Burroughsian fantasy still exists in rnnro science fiction, 
its reliance on the conventions of science fiction in order to 
support its tentative appeal to plausibility sustaining it beneath 
the umbrella of the label. There is still a apoctrum by which 
such imaginary worlds as these shade gradually into the alien 
worlds designed according to mcre rational criteria. Many members 
of the science fiction community, howevorp consider - as a 
substantial fraction of the readership always has - that this kind 
of fantasy is not "real" science fiction. In the twenties and 
thirties "real" - i. e. archetypal - science fiction was represented 
by the superscientific romances of Edward E. Smith and John W. 
Campbell and the high-technology societies of near-ruturo Earth, 
but the situation has since changed, and if we now, vant to contrast 
archetypal science fictional environ; mentz with those of Burroughsian 
fantasy we cannot do so simply by reference to the prevalence of 
technology and the preoccupation with scientific apparatus. Many 
alien worlds in po3t-war science fiction must be contrasted not only 
with the exotic environments geared for straightforward power 
fantasy that are represented by imitators of Burroughs, but also with 
the environments geared to technological power fantasy that wore 
typical of pre-war science fiction. 
The first consequence of the decline of the imaginative milieux 
facilitating the stereotyped resolutions of the pro-4mr period was 
that alien worlds became much more enigmatic and considerably less 
hospitable. This is very obvious in stories of the fifties which 
deal with the theme of colonizing alien worlds. 
6 The thmatening 
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qualities of alien environments becamo contral to ouch otorion 
as it came to be accepted that the problems of environmontal 
control were by no means so aimplo as had once boon takon for 
granted. This essential inhospitability had somehow to bo mot 
in a new way. 
The imaginary worlds that emerged to bocomo charactoriatic 
cf the science fiction of the sixties had to be worlds which 
facilitated the new kind of stereotyped resolutions. They had 
to be worlds whichp by their very naturet permitted and validated 
eupsychian perspectives and psychic adaptations. Thin requirement 
is seen to be answered most straightforwardly In the trend toward 
"ecological mysticism" which is very prominent in the sixties 
science fiction. 
7 
The role played by alien beings in this kind or scenario i0t 
of coursep crucial. It is necessary that aliens should very often 
be seen to be integrated into their environment more completely 
and more harmoniously than humans are, and should sometimes be 
capable of guiding hum-ans to similar mystical states of harmony, 
perhaps even supervising them in a kind of spiritual rebirth. 
This kind of alien role does,, of course, feature very prominently 
in the science fiction of the last twenty yearsp particularly in 
the last decadep and the mysticism which has invaded science fiction 
during that period is at least partly explicable in these term3i 
it exists, in partq to provide the kind of existential context that 
facilitates eupsychian resolutions, and thus becomes a tdominant 
feature of preferred fantasy-worlds. The froquant appearance of 
alien religious systems which turn out to be literally true is, of 
course$ a corollary to this. 
There is no great difficulty in designing alien environments 
to suit this particular scheme. However, it is not only alien 
environments that science fiction writers deal in. When we aro 
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concerned with imaginary Earths (present or futuro)p rathor 
different problems arise in connection with designing contexto 
for the kind of psychic transcendence customarily ansociated 
with contemporary patterns of resolution. The designing of a 
context in which the evolution of man into superman in quito 
facile is not difficult - as has already been observed - for 
a devout Lamarckian such as George Bernard Shaw, but from tho 
viewpoint of a more orthodox evolutionary philosophy the 
situation is more problematic. For some years after the clo3o 
of the war the logic of mutations (often associated with nuclear 
radiation) producing humans with Rhinoian =I-povars was much 
exploitedp but the recourse waned in popularity quite markedly 
in the sixties and was largely replaced by more mystical notions 
of transcendence. It is not immediately obvious why this should 
have happenedg in that Rhine's strenuous attempts to apply 
scientific method to the study of E. S. P. and psychokinesis 
certainly succeeded in giving those notions a scientific glo3a 
that assured their plausibility within the ideative conventions 
of science fiction. Rhine's work undoubtedly declined in 
fashionability as it failed, eventually, to deliver the goods, but 
it has never been thoroughly discredited and still co==ds respect 
in man ,y quarters. 
There seems to be no grounds within the history 
of popular opinion relating to MI research by which wo might seek 
to explain why science fiction writers have, to such a groat extent, 
abandoned it in favour of a much more exotic doctrine or 
transcendent superhumanity which resembles the kind of evolutionary 
schema invented by Toilhard do Chardin. 
This particular tendency Is unaccountable simply In terms or 
the restorative function. There isl however, something of a link 
between this recent preoccupation with metaphysical and theological 
issues and the kind of directive function which science fiction seems 
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to fulfil for some "new recruits" to the science fiction 
community. It reaches out to the most ambitious ideas of all, 
providing - or at least offering -a context for existanco 
which is universal., preserving something of "the search for the 
ineffable"o It is, for many roadersp part of the function of 
science fiction that it convoys the sense of the universe an a 
whole being a particular kind of entity. Early science fiction 
accomplished this by extending a rather naive Newtonian view of 
the universe that was already out of date in theoretical physics - 
early space operas clearly take place in a stable clockwork 
universe which is an infinite extrapolation of an Earthý playground. 
Even in its more sophisticated pro-war and early poat-war versions 
this kind of fiction conveyed an idea of the universe as, in Scholoat 
words, 11asystem of systems", essentially comprehensible if rather 
peculiar. The recent tendencyt however, is to give the impression of 
an essentially alien univorset whose nature and totality is quite 
beyond human imaginability. This ist perhaps, the ultimate in 
affective aggression, but it can hardly be directive in the same 
sense that "awful warning" stories about crorpopulation and pollution 
are. It seems2 in factp that it can be interpreted only as a rather 
extreme expression of existential insecurity, crediting the 
insecurity not merely to the social or psychological situation of 
the protagonist2 but to the whole universe which surrounds him. If 
such is to be tl,, e case,, of course, then the only conceivable solution3 
have to be of the sweeping transcendental nature of Tellhardian 
mythology or some analogue theroor. 
The function of this particular kind of material must remain 
rather dubious, but it seems to me that it cannot be fully explained 
by reference to the maintenance or restorative functions, despite 
its obvious thematic links to material clearly geared to corving 
those functions. It seems most likely that it functions diroctively 
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in the sense that it actively calls attention to and 
aggravates a sense of insecurity that is unlikely to be 
promoted in such an extreme form by any other com: municativo 
source, though it does provide its own ritual exorciams of that 
sense of insecurity in its vaguely triumphant imagoo of 
apotheosis. These resolutions, howeverp are not invariable, 
and even if they were, it would be very difficult to argue that 
stories of this kind can possibly be maintaining convictions 
which have any kind of social utility. It remains to be seen 
how this particular trend will develop, but if one wore to 
venture a prediction on the basis of4iat has already boon 
observed about the kind of communication that seem to be taking 
place via science fiction, then I would argue that if those 
exercises in phantasmagorical metaphysics do function directivoly 
in stimulating a sense of existential insecurity then the rituals 
of exorcism will not only have to become more prominent but more 
mundanep reaffirming confidence in the effectiveness of ordinary 
human action rather than in mysterious processes of trancondont, -d 
metamorphosis 
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by Alva Rogers p. xvii 
9. see n. 7 above. 
10. 
. 2f 
The-Earlv Pohl (1976) 
11. J. W. Campbell Jr. "Introduction" to Venus Equllntornj by George 
0. Smith (1947) pp. 12-13 
12. J. W. Campbell Jr. "Concerning Science Fiction" in Thn-Bentor 
Science-Fiction (1946) ed. G. Conklin p. ix. 
13. Accurate figures are available after 1960, when Amorican magazines 
were required to publish their circulation data once a year. Tho 
lowest average circulation figure recorded by Analog wan 749400 
for 1960 (the year of the title-change), the highost was 3-16,500 
for the year 19173. Figures for the other major magazines show 
that AmazInRI which sold about 50,000 monthly in the early 6039 
gradually lost its popularity, and in now selling about 25,000 
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four times a year; 251511, Bolling more than 90,000 
bimontlýy in 1961-62, slipped to about 50tOOO in tho 
early 70st but picked up dramatically in 1977, avoraging 
81,000 over six issues- Thn -ýhpaztnn of 
Fnntnm-v te Sc1nngo 
Fiction has maintained a monthly circulation in the rogion 
of 5MOO throughout the period, 
14. G. Conklin "Introduction" to ThA Rnst. Wr Sclonce-Fl2tOmn p. v 
15. J. W. Campbell Jr. "Concerning ScIonco Fiction" in Jto. p. viii 
16. see n. 13 above. 
17. Galaxy reportedly reached a circulation of 180,000 in the 
early fifties, but this Is hearsay. 
18. The earlier figures are hearsay based on statemonts by writors, 
The mcre recent figures are based on my own royalty returns 
and on consultation with other writers. Data on the number of 
science fiction titles produced each year depends to come 
extent on the criteria used to include or exclude titles but 
a rough indication is given by censuses taken by various fans 
and bibliographers. The fanzino Dostin-v published a "Fantasy 
Index" In 1954 which reveals that in 1953 in the U-S-A-thero 
were 81 now sf titles appearing in hardback, Plus 3 reprints, 
while 8 titles appeared for the first tice in paperback and 
there were 28 paperback reprints. The sf newspaper, L0211: 1 now 
takes a regular census, and reveals that between 1972 and 1976 
the number of new sf titles appearing in hardback in the U. S. A. 
increased from 85 to 186, while the number of reprint hardbacks 
increased from 28 to 160. The number of new paperback titles 
increased from 140 to 284 and the number of paperback reprints 
from 95 to 324. 
19. Locus vol. 10 no. 6 (203) AuCust 1977. A Survey or af readers 
was carried out. at a convention In Toronto by the sociologist 
Albert I. Berger in 1973 but only 282 responses were obtained 
from 3,400 attendees. The results of Bergar's survey and a 
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summary of data derived from various mar, . ., azino surveys 
in 
given in IISF Fans in Socioeconmic Porapoctivo: Factors in 
the Social Gonsciousnoss of a Gonro"j SctPncn-Fb-, tIOn SM141an 
vol. 4 part 3 (13) November 1977. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
1. D. Suvin quoted in Alternrite Worldn by James Gunn p. 226 
2. T. Whalen letter in AmIzInR-Storlen September 1928 p. 563 
3. cf P. Nicholls "Conceptual Breakthrough" in the Roxby Press 
Encycloýaedia of Science Fiction 
4. D. Kyle in Wonder Stories May 1935 p. 1517 
5.1. Asimov "Science Fiction I Love You" in Alternnte Worlds 
by James Gunn p. 9 
6. J. Gunn footnote to ibld. p. 9 
7. D. A. Wollheim The Univertn-ýhkers p. 2 
8. J. Henderson letter in Amizinp Storips June 1929 p. 278 
9. E. R. Manthey letter in Wonder Storien, June 1935 p. 121 
10. W. Wilson 
_ALittle 
Earnest Book-Upon a Great Old Subject quoted 
in "William Wilson's Prospectus for Science Fiction, 1851" by 
B. M. Stableford Foundation 10 June 1976 pp. 9-10 
11. ibid. p. 7 
12. E. Fawcett proem to The Ghost of Guy ThyrIe quoted in"Edgar 
Fawcett" by B. M. Stableford Vector 79 November-Docombor 1976 p. 13 
13. D. A. Wollheim op. cit. p. 10 
14. S. Moskowitz Explorers of the Tnfinite p. 3-1 
15, R. Bretnor paraphrased in "Science Fiction: its Nature, Faults 
and Virtues" by R. A. Heinlein in The Scinnee Fiction Novol: 
Imapination and Social Criticism ed. B. Davenport r. 16 
16. R. A. Heinlein in ibid. PP. 44645 
17. B. W. Aldiss Billion Year SpreO p. 8 
18. ef B. M. Stableford, "Definitions" in the Roxby Pross 
Encyclopaedia of Science Fiction 
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19, L. Fiedler Love and Death in tho Amoric. in-Novel (1960) 
P. 463; Waitina for tho EM (1964) p. 76 
20. R. Conquest "Science Ficntion as Litoraturo" in S(:. I, Pnco 
Fiction ed. M. Rose P. 39 
21. Ibid. Pp. 41-42 
22. C. S. Lewis "On Scienco Fiction" in Ibid. p. 107 
23. Ibid. p. 109 
24- ibid. p. 111-113 
25. R. Scholes Structural Fabulation pp. 29-30 
26. Ibid. pp. 38-42 
27. Foundation has also run a serios entitlad "Tho Profossion or 
Science Fiction" in which writers offer accounts of thoir 
relationship with the nenre. 
28. R. Silverberg"Sounding Brass, Tinkling Cymbal" in HnIl's 
Cartographers ed. B. W. Aldiss & H. Harrison pp. 10-11 
29. D. A. Wollheim op. cit. pp. 7-8 
30. cf B. M. Stableford "The Metamorphosis of Robert Silverberg" 
SF Monthly vol. 3 no. 3 (1976) 
31. R. Shockley "The Search for the Marvellous" In Scinnen Fiction 
at larre ed. P. Nicholls P. 192 
CHAPTER FIVE 
1. M. de Unamuno quoted in "Quixote" mills: the Man-Machino 
Encounter in Science Fiction" by Robert Plank SclAnce Fiction 
Studies vol. 1 part 2 Fall 1973 pp. 70-71 
2. Examples include The Fniry Chessman (1946) and TomorrOW-nni 
Tomorrow (1947) by "Lewis Padgett" (Henry Kuttner and C. L. Moore); 
"Thunder and Roses" (1947) by Theodore Sturgeon; Tbo Murder of 
the U. S. A. (1947) by Will F. Jenkins; Aronnd F-srance, (1949) by 
Aldous Huxley; Tomorrow Sometimes Cones (1951) by Francis G. Rayor; 
FgIlse Night (1954; later expanded as--SomA Will Not, Din) by Algis 
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Budrys; Extinction Bombnr (1956) by S. B. 4ough; On-tho 
Beach (1957) by Nevil Shuto; and I-ovol-Snv2 (1959) by 
Mordecai Roshwald. 
B. Russell Icarus, (1924) pp. 62-63 
M. Clifton & F. Riley Thoy'd Rithnr-Bn 14pht, AntmInlinp 
Science Fiction (British Edition) April 1955 p. 108 
]Further examples include Tho -ProFT-rnmmncl 
Poop] o (1963) by 
Jack Sharkey; t'Dial F for Frankonstoin" (1964) by Arthur C. 
Clarke; A Fistful--of_Dipits (1968) by Christopher Hoddor- 
Williams; and The Computer Conspiracy (1968) by Mack Reynoldo. 
R. M. Williams "Robots Return" in Tho Robot gnithn Kin od. 
M. Greenberg (Grayson 1954) p. 159 
ef also Dick's novels The Gami Players or TItnn (1963), Tho 
Simulacra (1964) and Now Wait for TAst Yenr (1967). 
P. K. Dick "The Android and the Human" Vector, 64 March-April 
1973 pp. 7-8 
P. K. Dick "Man, Android and Machinelf in ScInneo Fietion nt 
Large ed. P. Nicholls pp. 202-203 
10. R. Silverberg in SF Review 23 November 1977 p. 12 
11. ef B. M. Stableford. "Aliens", "Life on Other Worlds", "Living 
Worlds". "Biology" in the Roxby Press Ene-velornedin of-Scienco 
Ficthn 
12. Several anthologies wore produced in the late fifties and aixties 
by the Foreign Languages Publishing House, plus collections by 
Yefremov and Konstantin Tsiolkovsky and a number of novols. In 
the seventies several more titles were issued by Hir Publishors. 
Since 1973 numerous translation-, have appeared from Amorican 
publishers, notably the Seabury Press. 
13. F. Polak The TmRe of the Future p. 183 
14. af B. M. Stableford "Utopias" and "Dystopias" in the Roxby Press 
EnQyclopaedia of Science-Fiction 
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15. ef B. M. Stableford "Social Darwinism in SF" in tho Roxby 
Press Encyclonaediii of Snience Ftct_ion 
16, ef B. M. Stableford IIH. G. Wolin" in the Roxby Pross 
Ene-veloraedia-of Sojence Fiction 
17. H. G. Wells Minci at thA--End of its-Toth, ýr (1945) PP. lo 30,34 
18. R. Bloch "Imagination in Modern Social Criticism" in Thn 
Science Fiction Novelt Tmarintation rtnd 5MInI Criticism ad, 
B. Davenport pp. 107-109 
19. ef B. M. Stableford "Ovorpopulation" in tho Roxby Proso 
Encyclonaedia of Science Fiction 
20. cf B. M. Stableford "Pollution" in the Roxby Proca Encyclornodin 
of Science Fiction 
21. A further example is my own novel Tho-City of thn Sun, but thin 
was written with the pattern in mind. 
22. Examples include "Recruiting Station" (1942, also known as 
Masters of Time and Earth's List Fortross); "The Chronicler" 
(1946); "The Reflected Mon" (1971) and tho three novolettes 
combined in Supermind (1977). 
23. Examples include The Dreaminp Jewels (1950), "Tho Touch or 
your Hand" (1953); "The (Widget), the (Wadgot) and Boff" (1955); 
"Need" (1961) and "Case and tho Drowner" (1972). 
4 
24. E. Hopkins "Now Maps of Heaven" TheorPi to-Theory October 1966 
P. 100 
25. Ibid. p. 101 
26. Clarke has confirmed that this was the roason in private 
conversation, and also reiterated his rejection of the 
interpretation of the events of the novel in terw of roligious 
symbology. 
27. Other examples of overt representation of attempts to "connect" 
with the infinite are Midnipht at the Wejjjj_of Souls (1977) by 
Jack L. Chalker and Altered Staten (1978) by Paddy Chayovsky. 
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28. E. Hopkins on. cit. pp. 101-102 
CHAPTER SIX 
1. ef B. M. Stabloford "Rockots" in tho Rosby Press 
Encyclopaedia of Solence Fiction 
2. T. S. Kuhn on, cit. p. 85 
3. A. Tofflerfuture Shoo (1970) Pp. 383-384 
4. M- Mc-Luhan Tho Medium 
-Is 
the Kassnpq (1967) p. 124 
5, F. Manuel introduction to Utprins nnd-Utorinn Thmpht 
6. ef B. M. Stableford. "Colonization" in the Roxby Press 
Encyclonaedia of Science-Fiction 
7. ef B. M. Stableford "Ecology" in the Roxby Press 
Enc-vclopaedia of Science Fiction 
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